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Forecast of Contributions 

for OV%rch Issue 

The next contribution in the Infradyne 
series of articles which E. M. Sargent is con- 
tributing exclusively to this magazine deals 
with its operation from a B battery eliminator, 
a problem which has bothered several con- 
structors of these sets. While the infradyne 
was designed primarily for operation with 
batteries, an eliminator can be used if certain 
precautions are observed. 

G. M. Best discusses . the theory and oper- 
ation of trickle chargers with special reference 
to the effect of their continued use on storage 
batteries. 

Samuel G. McMeen continues his discussion 
of approved practice in the equipment of an 
experimental shop for radio constructors. The 
next installment tells how to make taps, care 
for tools, prepare adhesives, and do soldering 
properly. 

David Grimes describes the actual construc- 
tion of his new inverse duplex receiver whose 
principles have been oulined in previous issues 
of this magazine. 

Harry A. Nickerson gives some helpful 
pointers on testing fixed condensers and audio 
transformers, together with various kinks. 

Complete details will be given for a new 
Browning -Drake arrangement using three stages 
of impedance and resistance coupled audio 
amplification. This combination is claimed to 
give especially fine tone quality with a B 
eliminator. 

Willis L. Nye, in the course of an article 
on "Radio Parts Salvage," outlines a method 
for a general clean-up of the junk -box so that 
old parts can be put in condition for new 
work. 

33 Harry R. Lubcke describes the construction 
and calibration of an inexpensive voltmeter 

34 multiplier. 

Boris S. Naimark tells about a vacuum tube 
oscillator for testing receivers, measuring con- 
stants, and general laboratory use. 

Lester I. Wiltse gives an unusually clear ex- 
planation and analysis of the circuit diagrams 
used in several superheterodyne receivers. 

Perry S. Graffam has designed an interesting 
receiver for installation in a phonograph cabi- 
net. It uses a single control r.f. tuner with 
three stages of impedance coupled audio. 

The fiction feature, in addition to some new 
"Letters from Larry" by Jack Bront, is a story 
entitled "The Amplified God" by B. W. Wilson. 
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The Layerbilt pat- 
ented construction re- 
vealed. Each layer is 
an electrical cell, mak- 
ing automatic 
contact with its 
neighbors, and fill- 
ing all available 
space inside the 

battery case. 

Eveready Layerbilt 
"B" Battery No. 486, 
the Heavy -Duty bat- 
tery that should be 
specified for all loud- 

speaker sets. 

This is the Heavy-DutyBatteryinwhich the new 

Layerbilt construction provides greater economy 
THERE'S an important discovery 
in radio economy awaiting all 
users of loud -speaker sets who 
have been buying the smaller 
Light -Duty "B" batteries instead 
of the large Heavy -Duty size re- 
quired by such sets. Because the 
Light -Duty batteries cost some- 
what less to buy they seem like an 
economy, but the surprising fact 
is that the Eveready Layerbilt 
No. 486 lasts more than twice as 
long though it does not cost any- 
where near twice as much. It is, 
therefore, much more economical 
-we believe it to be the most 
economical "B" battery ever built. 
Certainly it has proved this by 
l .boratory tests and the'. service 

it has given to radio listeners in 
their own homes during the past 
eighteen months. 

Eveready Layerbilt's remark- 
able life is due to its unique con- 
struction. All other dry cell "B" 
batteries are assembled of cylin- 
drical cells, with much waste 
space between them, and many 
soldered connections. 

Several years ago we struck 
boldly out, away from this tra- 
dition, seeking a better method. 
We wanted to avoid waste space, 
minimize soldering, and get more. 
current and longer life from a 
given quantty of active materials. 
The Eveready Layerbilt is the 
result. 

Tell them that you saw it 11 RADIO 

This patented, exclusive bat- 
tery is built in layers of flat cur- 
rent -producing elements, making 
automatic connection with each 
other. Every available inch inside 
the battery is occupied usefully. 
You get more battery for your 
money, and that battery is more 
efficient. 

Remember this about "B" bat- 
teries : All loud -speaker sets re- 
quire Heavy -Duty batteries, and 
the Eveready Layerbilt has 
proved time and again to be the 
longest lasting and most econom- 
ical Heavy -Duty "B" battery. 
NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC. 
New York San Francisco 

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 
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AMEKTKAN 
RADIO 

PRODUCTS 

The AmerTran Power Transformer 
Type PF -52 

Type PF -52 is intended for use in 
the better type of power supply 
developments. It will convert the 
standard 110 volt, 60 cycle alter- 
nating house lighting current to a 
higher voltage for the plate and 
lower voltage for filament supply. 

The AmerChoke Type 854 
This is a scientifically designed 
impedance or choke coil of general 
utility, designed primarily for use 
in filter circuits. As an output 
impedance for by-passing direct 
current from the loud speaker it 
is both efficient and economical. 

AmerTran Types AF -7 and AF -6 
AmerTran Audio Transformers, 
types AF -7 and AF -6, have been 
considered for years among the leaders in audio amplification : 

These popular and efficient models 
are made in two types - AF -7 
(ratio 31/2 :1)-AF-6 (ratio 5:1). 

Li(r1A4 

The AmerTran 
De Luxe Audio Transformer 

Sets a new Standard of excellence 
in Audio Amplification 

Made for 1st and 2nd Stages 

For Satisfaction - 
Buy These Dependable Parts 

War 

-e 

M 

x_ 

í 

178 Emmet St. Newark, N. J. 
"Transformer Builders for over twenty-six years." 

Pacific Coast Office: A' Rialto Building, San Francisco T kTI x 

A eis1 

Audio transformers and power supply units 
are today the largest selling groups of parts. The 
American Transformer Company manufactures 
both. Experience, plus the willingness to make 
only products that measure up to laboratory 
standards are responsible for the high efficiency 
of AmerTran products. 

Such parts are worth buying. They out -per- 
form and out -last units less skillfully designed 
and made. They mean permanent satisfaction. 
You are not saving money on cheaper radio parts 
which break, wear out, and even when new can- 
not come up to the AmerTran standard. 

Keep these facts in mind when buying for 
replacement, for a new circuit or power supply 
equipment. You will get most value and most 
enjoyment if your dollars are spent for depend- 
able AmerTran products. 

Write for free booklet 

"IMPROVING THE AUDIO AMPLIFIER" 
It contains valuable technical data. 

American Transformer Company 

4 Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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'TH E s E radio manu- 
facturers, foremost in 
their field, use the 
RAYTHEON LONG LIFE 
RECTIFYING TUBE in 
their B -power supply 
units. They have ac- 
cepted Raytheòn as 

THE HEART OF 
RELIABLE RADIO 

POWER. 

Y 

IIIIIIIILIJiLI 

THAT the manufacturers whose names 
appear on this page were quick to 

standardize on the RAYTHEON LONG LIFE 
RECTIFYING TUBE for use in their B - 

power supply units is a tribute to the 
Raytheon research organization. 

The development of the Raytheon recti- 
fier from a mere idea to a remarkable 
scientific achievement has made possible 
the sale of nearly S20,000,000 worth of 
B -power units, Raytheon -equipped, in 
the comparatively short time since it was 
first announced to the radio world. 

This means that there are already more 
than 500,000 satisfied users of B -power 
units, Raytheon -equipped. 

These B -power units utilize the electric 
current which is furnished by the ordi- 
nary domestic lighting system. They do 
away entirely with B -batteries. 

The manufacturers who are listed on 
this page have built B -power units to 
suit various types and styles of radio 
receiving sets, according to their own 
individual designs and the specifications 
of their own engineers. 

All of these supply units, however, have 
this one thing in common - they use 
the RAYTHEON LONG LIFE RECTIFYING 

TUBE, the perfection of which was made 
possible by the development of the prin- 
ciple of gaseous conduction. The Ray- 
theon rectifier has no filaments or liquid 
solutions. It has no parts to be replaced, 
and nothing which requires attention. 

When you buy a Raytheon -equipped B - 
power unit you will get not only the most 
reliable rectifier that scientific methods 
can produce, but you will also have abso- 
lutely reliable, unfailing B -power, im- 

proved reception, and freedom from the 
annoyance of run-down B -batteries. You 
can dispense with B -batteries entirely. 
For your protection, the RAYTHEON 

LONG LIFE RECTIFYING TUBE is sold 
only to those manufacturers whose B - 
power units have passed the rigid labo- 
ratory tests of the Raytheon engineers. 
Look for the Raytheon Tube. It is used 
by the manufacturers whose names ap- 
pear on this page in their B -power sup- 
ply units. The Raytheon trade -mark is 
the symbol which guarantees unfailing, 
reliable radio power direct from your 
light socket. 
Ask your radio dealer for a B -power 
unit, Raytheon -equipped. He has them 
-or can get one for you. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 

mythe o m 
,\, 

, LONG LIFE RECTIFYING TUBE ....\' 

RAYTHEON IS THE HEART OF RELIABLE RADIO POWER 
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 5 
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Il THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
III 500 W. Huron St., Chicago, Ill. 

IIII 

TffORDARSON 
i 

Gentlemen: 
I would greatly appreciate receiving a copy of your nee 

Il booklet "Power from the Light Circuit." pOWE 
Name 

S COMPACT 
1113 Address i THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. IIT,un former specialists since 1895 

City State WOBLEM OLDEST ANu LARGEST EXCIDS TRANSFORMER MAKERS 

1Z1111111111111111®11®11®111111x111111113111111111111111» 
hQccao. II,ú.EI. 

,qeI7the om 
Light Circuit 

Type R-171 
$15.00 

Type R-210 
$20.00 

The Complete Foundation 
Unit for Home Constructed 

Power Amphjìers 
HERE is what you have been waiting for -a silent 

and efficient power amplifier and B eliminator that 
will equal anything on the market-one that you can build 
yourself in less than an hour. 
The Thordarson Power Compact is the complete founda- 
tion unit for power amplification. It contains: (1) a power 
supply transformer, (2) two filter choke coils of 30 hen- 
ries, and (3) a power tube filament supply; tapped at the 
exact electrical center (an exclusive Thordarson feature), 
all in one compound filled case. 

Two types of Power Compact are available: R-171 is 
designed for use with power tube UX-171 and Raytheon 
BH rectifier. Type R-210 is designed for use with power 
tube UX-210 and UX 216-B rectifier. Each type of com- 
pact supplies the proper values of current for maximum 
efficiency operation of its corresponding power tube. 
Packed with each compact is a complete set of instructions 
which can easily be followed, even by the man with no 
radio experience. 

Remember that when you buy a Thordarson product it is 
guaranteed and backed by over thirty years' manufactur- 
ing of reliable transformers. 

For Sale at Good Dealers Everywhere 
or Direct from Factory 

B -ELIMINATOR AND SUPPLY FOR 
UX-210 POWER AMPLIFIER - 

hts klet is?fours 
far fheAsking- 

POWER FROM THE LIGHT CIRCUIT" 
11.111..1119.3MIS®IM®®®RIM®ICIIIMN.IMBRI 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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Cke71'ueJttWioEizt/zzuicLjt 
KNOWS 

Remember the night you first listened in on a crystal set? What a "kick" and thrill there was- 
the Mystery of Radio. Today many listeners are still fascinated by the Mystery of Radio. They 
are still satisfied with their '25 and '26 receivers. 

The Real Radio Enthusiast is different. He doesn't drive a two -cylinder car, and he won't 
accept anything short of 1927 radio performance. He knows that the Remler Infradyne Amp- 
lifier is the last giant stride in radio progress. He is installing it with associated parts in his 
neutrodyne or tuned radio frequency set. Nothing less than the Infradyne will satisfy the 
Real Radio Enthusiast. 

Front view, showing bakelite The heart of the Infradyne Circuit, amplifying at 

panel and copper case. 

Chicago 

a fixed short wave length of eighty-six meters. 
Rear view, showing coils and 

fixed condensers. 

Write for descriptive folder and two color circular 

Remler 
Improved Socket FeENILEK 

DIVISION OF 

GRAY di DANIELSON MFG.CO. 
260 First Street ` San Francisco 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

Remler Twin 
Rotor Condenser 

New Yor1. 

7 
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REPRINTED 

"LI 
, FROM 
RADI O 

PUBLISHED IN 
SAN FRANCISCO 

RADIO'S GREATEST DEVELOPMENT. 

i 

THE 

NFRÁ DYNE 

MANUAL 
Tells You How To Build 
Radio's Greatest Receiver 

25 cents 
Start NOW! Build the receiver that 
has revolutionized radio reception. 
Get a copy of Sargent's Official Infra - 
dyne Manual-telling you all about it. 
Diagrams, illustrations and directions 
for building and operating the Infra - 
dyne. The complete story of this re- 
ceiver in a handy pamphlet - selling 
for twenty-five cents. More than 20,- 
000 have already been sold. It tells 
you how to balance and adjust the 
circuit-how to wire it for maximum 
results and how to get the most out 
of it. If you are a prospective radio 
set builder it will be to your advan- 
tage to get a copy of this Manual. 
Copies will be sent postpaid upon re- 
ceipt of a quarter in coin. 

The story of the Infradyne is con- 
tained in this Manual. People every- 
where are discussing the Infradyne. 
It has convinced thousands that no 
circuit in the history of radio is as 
good as the Infradyne. Back ground 
noise is eliminated, stations come in 
on only one point of the dial. Stations 
from 10 to 20 kilocycles apart are 
brought right through the powerful 
locals and long distance reception on 
the loud speaker from stations two 
thousand miles away is easily accom- 
plished under normal conditions. The 
inventors built 500 models before the 
circuit was announced to the public. 
Years of research are behind the In- 
fradyne. It is the last word in radio. 

Send the Coupon and 25 cents for your copy 
iMR 

"RADIO," 
Pacific Building, 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Send me Sargent's Official Infradyne Manual 

I 

by return mail. I enclose a quarter in coin 

Name I 

t 

Address 

Published by the 

Publishers of "RADIO" 
Pacific Bldg., San Francisco 

Northern California 
dealers can secure copies 
from the United Radio 
Supplies Co., 693 Mis- 
sion St., San Franciseo, 

California. 

Jobbers and Dealers are invited to write for trade 
proposition. Every radio dealer should have this 
manual to know what the Infradyne is and does. 

8 Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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When you decide to build your Infrádyne set you will 
build it because you want better, finer results. If you 
want to be sure of getting the utmost efficiency from 
this receiver it is not only important to use the principal 
parts specified, but to see that every part that goes into 
your set is of the highest quality. Don't overlook such 
parts as sockets,jacks, rheostats and high resistance units. 
Once these parts are installed they are usually forgotten, 
but later they often prove a source of trouble that is 
hard to locate. 
Make sure that these parts bear the name FROST -RADIO 
and you can be absolutely certain of permanent elec- 
trical and mechanical properties. Just install them and 
forget them. 

eflsk Your Dealer for these FROST -RADIO 
In frad yne Parts 

No. 660 feosrRAaIO Bakelite Rheostat, base mounting ... $0.75 
No. 530 fRosr-Rnwo Bakelite Socket .40 
No. 730 fROsrRAn'O Metal Frame Rheostat, 30 ohm . , .50 

or, if preferred, 
No. 830 Faosr-RAOse Bakelite Rheostat, 30 ohm .75 
No. 710 (ROSY RADIO Metal Frame Rheostat, 10 ohm . . ..50 

or, if preferred, 
No.810 0RO5719ADR1 Bakelite Rheostat, 10 ohm . . . . ..75 
No. 886 MOST -RADIO Super -Variable Resistance, 50,000 ohms 1.50 
No. 608 IROsrRADIO Puyh-Pull Switch . .30 
No. 954 MOST -RADIO Gem -Jack . . .45 

or, if preferred, 
No. 234 'ROsrRADIO Pan-Tab Jack .75 
No, 953 IRosTRAOro Gem -Jack .40 

or, if preferred, 
No, 233 fluer@AOw Pan-Tab Jack .65 

MEMBER 

, 

a.. :-.. 

ROST ftADIO 
Parts and Accessories 
No. 

\ R .'xaeeiào s òAì)e cAi _Qo a xs»)e/ ffl 
%mamE 

FROSYFONES 
Nothing else can quite replace a pair of 
sensitive FROST PONES when tone quality 
and clearness on distant stations are what 
you want most. On those favorite far-off 
stations FROST FONES turn weak signals in- 
to clear, pure reception. Being only about 
half the weight of old style head sets they 
are worn with perfect comfort. Try them 
and compare with others at your dealer's. 
Prices $3.00 to $6.00. 

Automatic 
Plug 

Price 
75c 

e1*. 
> .,,,,:,,,,,::::..-...,:::.:...._:.. .,.;.;,; 

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 
160 North La Salle Street 

CHICAGO 
New York Los Angeles 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

tee 

s 
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Working Blue -Prints 
for the new 1927 model 
of Best's Super 

Described in this issue of"RADIO" 

he new shielded 52,000 cycle 
super described in this issue of 

rrRADIO" is more easily constructed 
by working from a large set of blue- 
prints, showing the pictorial wiring 
diagram as well as the schematic. 
The blue prints are in half size. You 
can't go wrong if you have a set of 
these prints before you when build- 
ing the set. A small quantity have 
been prepared and are ready for de- 
livery to you on January 25th. These 
blue prints are printed on heavy stock 
and will withstand much wear. You 
will appreciate the careful attention 
which has been paid to minute de- 
tails in preparing these prints. 

One Bae .......:........ ..:.:.. 

The Coupon Saves Time 

MAIL IT NOW. . Prompt Delivery Assured 

.... ̂  A. -COUPON 
PACIFIC RADIO PUBLISHING CO. 

Pacific Building, San Francisco, Calif. 

Here is one dollar for a set of working blue prints for building 
the 1927 Model 45,000 cycle Super by Best. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

NOTICE 
Of New Distribution 

For Infradyne 
Blue Prints 

Effective November 20th, 1926, the Official 
Infradyne Blueprints will be exclusively 
distributed to the trade East of the Rockies 
by the Herbert H. Frost organization. Dis- 
tribution to radio dealers will be made from 
any of the Frost offices listed below. 
Delivery will be made on and after Nov- 
ember 26th. Stocks of blueprints will be 
carried at each Frost office. 

Radio dealers are invited to write now for 
trade prices. The new blueprints have been 
prepared by L. C. Rayment and have been 
revised and corrected as of November 20th. 
There will be no changes in the blueprints 
for at least six months, thus affording full 
protection to the dealer and set builder. 

1Herbert H. Frost, Inc. 
160 North La Salle St., Chicago, HL 

P. A. KILEY 
30 Church St., New York, N. Y. 

B. B. DOWNS & SON 
2360 University Ave. 

St. Paul, Minn. 

M. A. WETMORE 
1324 Hibernian Bank Bldg. 

New Orleans, La. 

H. B. PARK 
305 Seventh Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

CAMPBELL & KNIBB 
Colorado Bldg., Room 520 

Washington, D. C. 

EAMES CORPORATION 
10 High St., Boston, Mass. 

S. J. HUTCHINSON JR. 
Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 

II 11 Official Service 
Representative 

of Infradyne 
AFTER thorough investi- 

gation of our facilities 
and experience, we have been 
appointed official service 
station for the New York 
Metropolitan area by Mr. E. 
M. Sargent, inventor of the 
Infradyne Circuit. 

We also received from 
"Radio," which sponsored 
this circuit, official recogni- 
tion and approval as service 
station on the circuit for 
the New York Metropolitan 
territory. 

Rossfiter, Tyler & McDonell, Inc. 
Telephone Rector 2538 

136 Liberty Street, New York 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Publishers of "RADIO" 

Announce 
A New Service to Our Readers 

UR Technical Editor, Gerald 
M. Best, has answered on 
an average of fifteen thou- 
sand radio questions a year 

as a part of his work with the pub- 
lishers of "RADIO". His advice 
is eagerly solicited by people from 
practically every part of the world. 
Mr. Best has received so many 
requests for testing and matching 
radio parts that we have decided to 
offer a new service to our readers 
-a "MATCHING AND TESTING 
SERVICE." You are about to build 
a radio set - or you have already 
finished your set and the coils do 
not match-the tubes are not all 
alike and you are in doubt as to 
the characteristics of the trans- 

formers. Here is where we can 
serve you. Let us match the parts 
-everything from tubes to trans- 
formers. And be insured in ad- 
vance that you will get the most 
out of your set. Before you invest 
a hundred dollars - or less - in a 
radio set you want to KNOW that 
the set, when properly wired, will 
perform to your satisfaction. 
If you contemplate building a radio 
set and your dealer cannot supply 
you with matched parts, we will 
secure the parts for you-test and 
match them-and sell them to you 
at the regular list price. There is 
no extra cost for this service. You 
pay the forwarding charges to your 
address. 

If you already have parts on hand 
and want us to match them for you 
we will render this service at a very 
reasonable price. Write for rate 
schedule. Dealers are also invited 
to use this new service. It is open 
to all. 
The testing and matching labora- 
tory will be conducted by Gerald 
M. Best and D. B. McGown. Mr. 
McGown is known to all readers of 
"RADIO." He was formerly a 
Radio Inspector in the sixth radio 
district. Let Best and McGown 
show you the way to better radio 
by availing yourselves of this new 
service. 

PACIFIC RADIO PUBLISHING COMPANY 

PACIFIC BUILDING SAN FRANCISCOCAL 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 11 
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(Carbtuctt (onbuucr& 
"Specified for the Infradyne 

TYPE 317-C 

E. M. SARGENT 
FRANKLIN 

Deo. 10, 1926 

Br. Bert E. Smith' t Allen D. Cardwell Co., 
Si Dpoepeet St., 
Brooklyn, B.y., 

ear Bert., 

This le to aoknuwledge the receipt of the trouble inquiry that you cent me from Spokane. 1 nave attended to it your man 

rsyill 

be eatiefied. 

Rayn l our choice of the Cardwell oomemer Ihrethepleased Intl..dynoth alronit, Since I last wrote to you, I have tried out a great many other, and dont mind telling you that the Cardwell Iß by tar the best we have e o tar. It is not uncommon to find theme 
maorate 

that oo a the trimmer., have been adjusted, the y be completely Ignored the cet operated a It the 
rue 

wercnt on the panel. Keep up the good work. 

lest holiday fleme. 

Slroarely¡ 
- 

fRllDVH 

"THE STANDARD OF COMPA JLSON f9 

Send I5c for illustrated booklet. 
Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp., 
81Prospect Street Brooklyn,N.Y. 

Pacific Coast Agents 
BALDWIN PACIFIC CO., 
Pacific Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. 

for 
all of the parts 

needed for the 
INFRADYNE 

Here Are the Official Parts Which We Sell: 
1 Remler Infradyne Amplifier 
1 Cardwell three -gang condenser 
3 Silver Marshall No. 340 condensers 
1 Remler .00035 condenser 
1 Frost No. 886 Resistance, 50,000 ohms 
I Tapped inductance 
1 30 ohm baseboard rheostat 
1 Set, 3 Camfield coils 
2 National Dials, Type B, CCW 
7 Benjamin UX base sockets 
1 112 amperite 
1 No. 1 amperite 
1 30 ohm panel rheostat 
1 Centralab 200,000 ohm resistance 
3 2 -inch dials 
1 Filament switch, Electrad 

1 Single closed jack, Frost 
1 Single open jack, Frost 
1 Jewell Pat. 135 voltmeter 
1 Electrad grid leak mount 
1 1 meg. Durham grid leak 
1 2 meg. Durham grid leak 
1 .0001 Fixed condenser, Electrad 
1 .00025 Fixed condenser, Sangamo 
2 .0005 Fixed condensers, Electrad 
2 Silver Marshall audio transformers 
2 1 mfd. Electrad condensers 
2 Binding post strips with Eby Posts 
1 Bakelite Panel, drilled and engraved, 

3/16" thick 
1 Baseboard. Poplar. Egyptian lacquered 

All of Above, $118.00 
tET as simply your problem of purchasing specified parts for the Infradyne. Order every- hing from us. For the past three months we have been supplying the wants of the Infradyne builder. We have shipped our merchandise to widely scattered parts of the U. S. and Canada. We give you prompt service-the kind you are entitled to. Sargent and Rayment specify a list of parts made by reputable manufacturers of high -quality merchan- dise. To get the most out of your Infradyne you need GOOD PARTS. We have assembled all of these SPECIFIED parts for you in one box-ready for shipment. Complete instruc- tions for building the Infradyne go with each set of parts. 

When ordering please address your inquiries to Department M. Telegraph orders filled if half cash goes with wire Balance C.O.D. We ship prepaid if the compete set of parts is purchased from us. 

We Test, Repair Service and Guarantee Infradynes-SUCCESS ASSURED 

International Radio Sales Co. 
5 441 Cilifornia Street, San Francisco, Calif.-Dept. M 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

Approved by the designers 
of the Infradyne because it's 

Metallized! 
THE Durham Metallized 
Resistor is a laboratory 

perfected grid -resistor devel- 
oped by two scientists of a 
leading university. 
A tiny glass wire is passed through 
an ingenious, chemical and high - 
temperature process, forming a thin 
conducting layer of high resistance. 
The Metallized unit is next treated 
with a protective insulating mate- 
rial, rendering it impervious to at- 
mospheric conditions. It is then 
mounted in a glass tube and sol- 
dered to terminal, brass caps. 

Specified in 

"Diamond of the Air" 
10 megohms to 500 ohms, from 

50 cts. to $1.00 

RESISTORS 
International Resistance Co. 

Perry Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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You hear so many sta- 
tions on your Infradyne 
that you will need a log 
book with many pages 
to keep an accurate rec- 
ord of the stations 
heard. The publishers 
of "RADIO" have pre- 
pared an inexpensive 8 - 
page pamphlet for log- 
ging stations. It is, just 
the thing for the Infra - 
dyne. You can use sepa- 
rate pages for local and 
DX listings and each 
column is so arranged 
as to give ample room 
for making notations, 
such as oscillator set- 
tings, etc. It's a mighty 
handy little pamphlet to 
keep in front of you at 
all times. LOG THE 
STATIONS AS Y O U 
HEAR THEM and then 
you will have no diffi- 
culty in finding them 
later. The Log Book 
sells for ten cents. It 
will be mailed to you, 
postpaid, on the day 
your order is received. 
Stamps or coin accept- 
ed. Because only a 
limited number of these 
booklets have been 
printed, we will not be 
able to supply copies to 
dealers or jobbers. 

The Coupon and 
lOc Brings It to You 

"RADIO," 
Pacific Building, 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Here is 10c. Send me a copy of 
the RADIO LOG BOOK. 

Name 

Address --- --- -- - - ----- -- ----- 

City and State 

the Illumin,.uted Di 
Velvet Vernier Type C 

Specified in the INFRADYNE 

By day, the National Velvet -Vernier Illuminated Dial Type 
C is indistinguishable from its sister-Type B, with beau- 
tiful, durable, heavy Bakelite Case-variable ratio of 6 to 1 

20 to 1, clear figures, unexcelled smooth velvety action. 

By night the clear, glareless light of the National Illumi- 
nated Velvet -Vernier Dials invites you to your Radio in 
a quiet corner,-for a tour of the Continent or a stay at 
home with your favorite local. With all the famous Velvet - 
Vernier qualities and very easy to attach .. . Nation National 
Velvet -Vernier Dial Type C. Price $3.00 each. 

National Company, Inc., Engineers and Manufacturers, 
W. A. Ready, Pres., Cambridge, Mass. Makers of NA- 
TIONAL BROWNING -DRAKE Coils and R. F. Trans- 
formers, Impedaformers, Condensers, Power Transformers, 
etc., for Radio. Send for Bulletin 116-R-2. 

BE SURE YOU BUY THE GENUINE 

RADIO PRODUCTS 

Tell -them that you saw it in RADIO 
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BREMER-TULLY 

COUNTERPHASE--EIGHT 
, 

/ 

fi 

Here is a receiver that is "SINGLE CONTROL and also suffi- 
ciently selective for YOUR requirements no matter where you live. 

It sounds impossible? It would be except 
for the REJECTOR STAGE, an old principle 
now applied successfully for the first time in 
radio. It's a feature you'll find only in the 
counterphase-Eight and Six. 

STATION INDICATOR 
Another exclusive B -T feature: 
Read wave lengths direct without dial 

numbers or log book. 

On every set, on any part of the scale- 
a glance at the Station Indicator tells you the 
mathematically exact wave length to which 
your set is tuned. 

It tells where to turn for the wave length 
you want. There are no allowances or varia- 
tions. Each set is calibrated to hair - line 
accuracy. 

The daylight records made by users in all 
sections of the country are proof of the supe- 
riority of the Counterphase. 

Here is a sample letter: 
Niles, Mich., Nov. 15, 1926. 

We are submitting a signed statement of reception on 
a B -T Counterphase-Eight sold to a doctor in this city. 

The stations listed below were received at the Doc- 
tor's home in Niles between the hours of 1:30 and 4:35, 
Saturday afternoon, Nov. 13, 1926 (daylight reception) . 

WEAO Columbus 
WBT Charlotte, N. C. 
WSMB New Orleans 
WHA Madison, Wis. 
WCCO Minneapolis 
WJZ New York 
WWJ Detroit 
WTAM Cleveland 

RADIO SERVICE LABORATORIES 
(The doctor has certified this reception) 

WEAF New York 
WOC Davenport 
WOS Jefferson City 
WDOD Chattanooga 
KMOX St. Louis 
WHAS Louisville 
KOA Denver, Colo. 

The New Counterphase is a set full of surprises. The tone will give you a new standard by which to judge radio. Tuning is simplicity itself. The cabinet design is 
exclusively B -T and there is no better furniture in radio. 

You must hear this set to appreciate its superiority. ANY AUTHORIZED 
DEALER WILL DEMONSTRATE. Circulars free on request. 

B -T POWER UNIT 
The B -T Power Unit introduced a new design which with- 

out any doubt will become the only one as soon as the public 
understands it. 

There are no variable resistances-no knobs to turn-no 
guess work about the voltage delivered. 

Eventually you'll use this type. Save trouble and money 
by buying it first. 

Maximum capacity 150 volts at 60 mils. 
? 1 Price, east of Rockies - - - - $49.50 jr" '... 

BREMER -TULLY MFG. COMPANY 
520 SO. CANAL ST., CHICAGO, ILL. STATION INDICATOR 

(Pat. 9-28-26) 

14 Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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Full Size Working Blue Prints 
and Drilling Templates for Building 

THE 

IN R DYNE 
Prepared by SARGENT and RAYMENT 

To get the best results from the 1927 De 
Luxe Model Sargent-Rayment Infradyne 
we urge you to use the latest Official Blue 
Prints, prepared by the inventors of the 
circuit, Mr. E. M. Sargent and Mr. L. C. 
Rayment. In order that accuracy may 
be assured Mr. Rayment is personally 
taking care of order for these blue prints, 
mailing them to you on the day your 
order is received. There is a large pic- 
torial wiring diagram which has been 
prepared from the set used by the in- 
ventors themselves. This pictorial dia- 
gram shows you exactly where each wire 
should be placed and how it should be 
bent. Wiring the INFRADYNE is a 

simple matter if you have these new blue 
prints before you. The importance of 
correctly running the grid and plate leads 
is clearly demonstrated in these new blue 
prints. Then there is a baseboard layout 
in full size. It shows where each part 
is to be placed on the baseboard. It is 
essential that the placing of parts be in 
accordance with the suggestions of Sar- 
gent and Rayment. The parts are ar- 
ranged in such a manner as to make 
wiring easy. The instructions must be 
closely followed for perfect results. A 
complete instruction book goes with each 
set of blue prints. This book explains 
the constructicn of the INFRADYNE 

ORDER BY MAIL 
When sending mail orders for Blue Prints use the coupon at the 
bottom of this page and send it to L. C. Rayment with your 
remittance of $1.00. We will pay the postage. 

DEALERS AND JOBBERS 
We can supply you with these Blue Prints. Write us for details. 
The Herbert Frost organization will also furnish you with dis- 
tribution information. Write to nearest office. 

step by step. Another booklet tells how 
to "shoot trouble" and how to test out 
each part of the circuit. Those who have 
already built an INFRADYNE should get 
this booklet. The complete set of blue 
prints, instruction books, list of parts re- 
quired, full size drilling templates, etc., 
are all put up in a convenient package, 
ready for mailing. If your dealer cannot 
supply you with the OFFICIAL working 
blue prints and instruction books by 
SARGENT and RAYMENT please order 
direct from this advertisement. Delivery 
will be made on the same day your order 
is received. 

00 Postpaid 
Success assured if you follow the Official Instructions. 
Everything-in complete package form for one dollar. 
Will save you time and trouble. Simplify construction 
of your INFRADYNE by working from these blue 
prints. They have been carefully checked and are 
CORRECT. You need these prints. 

R227 

L. C. RAYMENT 
1200 Franklin St. 
Oakland, California 

One dollar is enclosed for a complete package of the Official Blue Prints by Sargent and Rayment 
for building the DeLuxe 1927 Model Infradyne. 

Name Address 

City State 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 15 
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Remarkable - 
tà hear each 

instrument" 

Acme K-1 Enclosed Double 
Free Edge Cone Speaker, 
(shown above). Diameter of 
Cone, 14 ins. Tan metal case. 

Price: $25.00 
Acme K-3 Enclosed Single 
Free Edge Cone Speaker. 
Diameter of Cone, 11 ins. 
Green ')ronze metal case. 

Price: $18.5o 

Acme Enclosed Free Edge Cones 
and Acme Reproducing Units, 
(Designed for use exclusively 
with the free edge cone) elimi- 
nate resonance and preserve the 
tones, pure, round and clear. A 
fixed edge cone, to produce the 
same results, would have to be 
three times the diameter, too 
clumsy for your living-room. 
High notes are reproduced to- 
ward the cent. r of the cone; low 
notes, toward the edge. The 
laws of vibration make it possi- 
ble to produce low notes with a 
small cone, provided the edge is 
free and enclosed, and provided 
the reproducing unit is espe- 
cially designed for use with a free 
edge cone. 

Write us for circular describ- 
ing full line of Acme products. 

4> AC `wzTh` 
Ne. 

"We were never before 
so thrilled by 

radio reproduction!" 
"... that's remarkable: of all the radio 
we've ever heard, we've never been so 
thrilled as today, when, with our new 
Acme Speaker, which daddy got us, we 
could plainly hear every instrument that 
was playing in the orchestra..." 

The wonderful new Acme Loud Speaker 
successfully reproduces voices and music in 
your own home as clearly as they were orig- 
inally created in the broadcasting studio. 
It reproduces the voice of the singer in all 
its thrilling, tender beauty. It brings out 
the different personality in each voice, so 
that you can tell one voice from another. 
It recreates orchestral music so clearly that 
you can hear each instrument playing. It 
reproduces low notes and tones as clearly 
as high notes and tones. You hear the bass 
and treble, harmony and melody. 

All this was not done in a moment, Acme 
engineers worked five years and made 256 
experimental speakers, before they arrived 
at the new Acme Enclosed Free Edge Cone 
and Acme Reproducing Unit, which together 
are responsible for this great increase in 
radio enjoyment. 

See this new Acme 
at your dealer's 

TRY OUT this new. Acme for yourself. See 
if all we have said about it is not true. 
Compare it with others in the dealers'. store. 
Drop in at your dealer's today and hear 
this remarkable new speaker. Made by 
Acme Apparatus Co., Pioneer Radio and 
Transformer Engineers and Manufacturers, 
Cambridge, Mass., U. S. A. 

Send for this Acme Book 
"Amplification Without Distortion," now in 
its 13th edition. Written by a prominent 
radio engineer in a non -technical and inter- 
esting manner. It gives you a clear picture 
of radio reception, and shows exactly how 
you can eliminate distortion and improve 
the operation of your set. It also describes 
fully these wonderful new Acme loud 
speakers-and includes details of the com- 
plete Acme line of transformers, imped- 
ances, condensers, potrehos, choke coils, etc. 
Send coupon below. 

Mail this Coupon for "Amplification Without Distortion " 

for amplification 

Acme Apparatus Co. 
Dept. D-24, Cambridge, Mass. 
Enclosed find 10 cents (stamps or coin) to cover cost of send- 
ing me one copy of "Amplification Without Distortion," 13th 
edition. 
Name 

Street 

City State 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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VOLUME IX 

RADIO 
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED "RADIO JOURNAL" 

FEBRUARY, 1927 No. 2 

'adiotorial Comment 
THE enactment of a permanent radio law during the 

present session of Congress appears unlikely. So 
many conflicting ideas are yet to be reconciled that 

further delay seems inevitable. While this is most deplor- 
able and disappointing, the situation might be worse if any 
hastily -considered legislation were rushed through. 

A temporary measure may be passed to meet the emer- 
gency. This expedient will probably prohibit the granting 
of licenses for new stations, thus closing the door and 
serving as a stop -gap to the horde of would-be immigrants 
into radioland. 

That there are already too many stations no one can 
deny. The open-door policy of the past may even require 
some deportations in the future. The investment in millions 
of good receivers has been depreciated by their inability to 
separate the wanted from the unwanted. 

One of the most thorough analyses of the situation is that 
contained in a report from the American Bar Association. 
This organization's Air Law Committee suggests that, until 
such time as a Secretary of Communications is added to the 
President's cabinet, the control of radio should be exercised 
by the Secretary of Commerce. The committee furthermore 
believes that a higher standard of programs would be main- 
tained and the public more greatly benefitted by a license 
unlimited as to time but revocable for cause at any time. 

When a license is revoked the committee suggests that 
the owner be compensated for the station's use and good 
will value as determined by a compensation board. This 
compensation could be paid from the proceeds of a tax on 
the remaining stations whose value would be enhanced by 
the ensuing freedom from interference. 

These suggestions appear to be of a more constructive 
nature than many that have been submitted. As they have 
been made before any legislation has been passed and as 
they are based upon good legal precedent, they should help 
to minimize any litigation that may follow the passage of 

a permanent bill. 
As a further suggestion, it might be well to secure the 

listeners' opinions as to what stations should be retained. 
While it is conceivable that local prejudice might react 
unjustly against some stations, such an expression would 

doubtless help the officials in making the final determination. 
The improbability of a permanent law now has re- 

opened many discussions about radio legislation. The 

lawyers have spoken wisely of exclusion. The engineers 

also have a proposal which would exclude none. In the 

higher frequencies (short wave lengths) are great open 

spaces with plenty of room for all comers. Here much 

pioneer work remains to be done, but with great opportunity 
for worth -while results. 

Perhaps the two ideas could be combined: no new 

settlers in the present broadcast band, but a chance for 

everyone in newly -opened reservations. This would stimu- 
late the development of the art and eventually provide 
nearly perfect reception. While immediate permanent legis- 
lation is still improbable, it is not impossible. If Congress 
does act, it is to be hoped that all the faults in preceding 
bills will be eliminated. 

THE radio engineer has inherited most of his knowledge 
regarding radio circuits from electrical engineers who 
were primarily interested in the transmission and 

utilization of great amounts of power. Along with much 
that is readily adaptable to his problems in efficiently 
handling the very small amount of power with which he 
usually works, he has also inherited certain things which 
do not adequately meet his peculiar requirements. Among 
these is the term "power factor," which has been a frequent 
cause of confusion to radio men. 

This confusion is largely due to entirely different usages 
to which these two groups of engineers apply the same 
term. In any alternating current circuit the power factor 
is the numerical ratio between the actual power in watts 
available for useful work and the apparent power resulting 
from the product of volts and amperes. 

As the power engineer is usually interested in providing 
a conductor that will deliver the greatest possible amount 
of useful power, he tries to get a high power factor. But 
as the radio engineer is more generally concerned with pro- 
viding an insulator that conducts as little power as possible, 
he endeavors to get a low power factor. The efficient per- 
formance of condenser, for instance, is largely dependent 
upon its being built with an insulating material having the 
small conductivity indicated by a low power factor. A 
perfect insulator would have a zero power factor just as a 
perfect conductor would have a power factor of unity or 
one hundred per cent. 

A good conductor may fall far short of unity power 
factor and yet be conveniently rated by this term. But any 
good insulator so closely approximates zero power factor 
that it may be more conveniently rated in terms of the 
very small amount by which it falls short of being a perfect 
insulator. This gives a positive measure of excellence which 
seems preferable to the negative standard set up by defining 
it in terms of power factor. 

Consequently radio engineers are gradually ceasing to 
use the term power factor as applied to insulators or con- 
densers and adopting the more logical "phase difference" 
or very small angle by which a material falls short of being 
a perfect insulator. As this practice becomes more general 
it is probable that much of the prevalent confusion about 
the power factor of an insulator or dielectric will be ob- 
viated. 
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Radio Photography and Television 
A Brief Survey of Some Recent Developments and Future Possibilities 

By Dr. E. F. W. eAlexanderson 
Consulting Engineer, General Electric Co. 

N the well known play by George 
Bernard Shaw, "Back To Methu- 
selah," is described a scene which 

is supposed to take place in the year 
2170. The head of the British Govern- 
ment holds conferences with his various 
cabinet ministers several hundred miles 
away. At his desk is a switchboard and 
in the background of the room is a silver 
screen. When he selects the right key 
at the switchboard a life sized image is 
flashed on the screen of the person with 
whom he is speaking at the same time 
as he hears the voice. 

A passage of this sort by a great 
writer is significant. The new things 
that civilization brings into our lives 
are not created or invented by anybody 
in particular; it seems to be predestined 
by a combination of circumstances that 
certain things are going to happen at 
certain times. It is the great writers 
and the great statesmen who have the 
first presentiment of what is coming 
next. Then the inventors and engineers 
take hold of the same ideas and dress 

them up in practical form. It is now 
several years since Mr. Owen D. Young 
at a banquet expressed his hope that 
radio would soon give us visual means 
of communication. The idea seemed at 
the time absurd to many of the tech- 
nical men present but work was prompt- 
ly started and we have at least gotten 
so far that a commercial radio picture 
service across the Atlantic ocean is in 
operation. It takes twenty minutes to 
send one of these pictures, whereas the 
imagination of Bernard Shaw forecasts 
a direct vision of moving objects. 

From moving picture practice we 
know that for this to be realized would 
require the transmission of a series of 
pictures at the rate of sixteen per sec- 
ond. It is a long way from twenty 
minutes to one -sixteenth of a second. 
It means that we must work twenty 
thousand times faster than we do now. 
However, we have tackled this problem 
and I shall attempt to show what pros- 
pects we have of realizing practical tele- 
vision. In doing so we shall think of 

Photo Radio Transmitter. 
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Typical Radio Photograph Transmitted by 
Modulator Method. 

the scene described by Bernard Shaw 
as the ultimate goal. 

The principle for picture transmission 
over wires or radio was worked out 
about fifty years ago and all work done 
at the present time is based on this 
same principle. The work of fifty years 
ago though described in many books 
and patents fell into neglect, but the 
development of radio has renewed in- 
terest in the subject. We have also 
some new tools to work with, such as, 
the vacuum tube amplifier and the 
photo -electric cell. Radio photography 
has thus become an established fact. A 
practical realization of television, or the 
art of seeing moving objects by radio, 
involves some difficulties which have 
heretofore seemed almost insurmount- 
able. 

However, before dealing with the 
problems of the future I shall give a 
brief picture of the contemporary art 
of telephotography. So much has al- 
ready been published on this subject 
that I need only give a few references. 
Since the interest in telephotography 
was revived the work was taken up 
simultaneously in America, France, Eng- 
land, and Germany and the names of 
a number of engineers have become 
familiar such as Korn, Belin, Jenkins, 
Ranger, Ives, Karolus, Petersen and 
Baird. I hesitate to give names because 
there are surely some equally important 
ones that I have left out. 

The accompanying illustration shows 
a telephotograph made in Schenectady. 
The recording instrument is a standard 
General Electric oscillograph with some 
adaptations. The availability of this 
highly developed instrument made it 
possible to make rapid progress in the 
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Photo Radio Receiver. 

development of a practical technique in 
telephotography so that our energies can 
be devoted largely to the main problem, 
which is the adaptation of the radio art 
to this new use and particularly to 
devise ways of dealing with our old 
enemies - static and fading - when we 
wish to transmit pictures over long dis- 
tances. 

The radio art has developed two dis- 
tinct methods of signalling: by modula- 
tion and by interruption. The first is 
usually associated with broadcasting and 
the second with telegraphy. Both of 
these methods of signalling may be 
adapted to radio photography and each 
will have its distinct field. The effect- 
ive range of a broadcast station is very 
much shorter than a telegraph station 
of the same power but within this range 
it gives a service of excellent quality. 
The accompanying picture was made 
with a modulation frequency of 3000 
cycles, which can easily be transmitted 
by the ordinary broadcast stations. It 
is therefore possible that a picture ser- 
vice may be given by these same sta- 
tions which will be of the same standard 
of quality as the musical entertainments. 
Freedom from disturbances is insured 
by having a large number of stations, 
interlinked by a wire system so that a 
good selection of entertainment is avail- 
able in all parts of the country. This 
method of dealing with static and fading 
may be characterized as brute force, but 
after all it is this mode of operation that 
has developed radio into the great in- 
dustry that it is now. This whole broad- 
casting machinery is now available, 
should the public become interested in 
radio photography for entertainment or 
otherwise. 

For long distance communication we 
have fortunately another method of 
using the radio wave which is much 
more sensitive and economical. The 

most striking illustrations of this are the 
feats of the amateurs in communicating 
with their friends on the other side of 
the earth with a small home made set. 
So far this method of signalling has 
been limited to dots and dashes. But 

the possibilities are ahead of us of using 
this wonderful medium of communica- 
tion to transmit pictures, facsimilè of 
letters or printed pages, moving picture 
films and ultimately to see by radio. It 
is these fascinating possibilities that 
have induced so many investigators to 
work on this problem. 

In our research work on the develop- 
ment of radio photography and tele- 
vision we have looked upon the adapta- 
tion of the telegraphic method of com- 
munication to picture transmission as 
one of the essential problems and a sys- 
tem has been worked out for transmit- 
ting half tone pictures in a way which 
takes advantage of the more efficient 
methods used in radio telegraphy. The 
underlying principle which makes this 
possible is the use of a system of signal- 
ling in which the results are independ- 
ent of the signal strength. Thus if the 
signal is strong enough to be recorded 
at all it gives the sam& kind of records 
at the maximum as at the minimum sig- 
nal intensity. This makes the recording 
independent of fading. If furthermore 
the signals are stronger than the pre- 
vailing static, it is possible to eliminate 
the effects of static by introducing a 
threshold value of signal strength in the 
receiver so that nothing is received un- 
less the signal exceeds this value. 

(Continued on page 48) 

Television Projector. 
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Infradyning R. F. Receivers 
Directions for Adding An Infradyne Amplifier To Give Greater Range and 

Selectivity to Four Standard Circuits 
By 8. eM. Sargent 

THE great sensitivity and select- 
ivity now necessary in order to 
receive distant stations through 

local interference may easily be secured 
by adding an infradyne amplifier to al- 
most any standard circuit. The general 
directions for doing this, as described 
by the writer in October, 1926, RADIO, 
brought many questions regarding its 
application to specific circuits. Conse- 
quently this text is written to give 
detailed directions for converting four 
popular kit sets, the Browning -Drake, 
Hi -Q, Counterphase, and Silver Six, into 
an infradyne. 

The Sargent-Rayment infradyne is 
merely a well -designed tuned r. f. and 

TO P IfRM/NAL 
Of I S'AUDlO 
7RAN1fORMfR 

Circuit Diagram of Separate Infradyne Adapter. 
audio amplifier plus a mixer tube, oscil- 
lator, and a three stage 86 meter ampli- 
fier, which are inserted between the last 
r. f. stage and the detector. Any similar 
tuned r. f. set can be likewise adapted, 
either incorporating the complete infra - 
dyne unit as an integral part of the set 
or using it as an external unit mounted 
in a separate cabinet. 

Separate Infradyne Adapter With Switch Control. 

DWG 

Infradyning the Browning -Drake 
THE former method is illustrated 

in the picture and diagram of the 
converted four - tube Browning - 

Drake receiver. This circuit uses one 
stage of neutralized tuned r.f., a regen- 
erative detector, and two stages of audio 
frequency amplification, although three 
stages of audio are often used, in con- 
nection with impedance or resistance 
coupling. 

In order to shorten the high frequency 
leads, the infradyne unit was turned 
around so that the grid, or input lead, 
was at the left end of the baseboard, 
looking at the set from the back, with 
the mixer tube placed directly back of 
the Browning -Drake regenaformer. The 
detector tube, connected to the output 
of the infradyne amplifier, has a long 
plate lead to the audio frequency ampli- 
fier, which is placed at the extreme left 
end of the baseboard near the input of 
the infradyne amplifier. But as a .001 
mfd. by-pass condenser prevents r.f. 
from going through this lead, no harm 
is done. The r.f. tube is controlled by 
a 30 ohm filament rheostat, which is 
placed at the right of the panel, looking 
at it from the front. The 30 ohm rheo- 
stat in the mixer tube filament circuit 
is at the left of the panel, and controls 
the volume of the set, while the r.f. 
rheostat controls the sensitivity. 

Browning -Drake Circuit With Infradyne Adapter Permanently Wired. 
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Complete Browning -Drake Infradyne 

As it was found that a type A tube 
could be used equally as well as the 
type 99 shown in the picture, the circuit 
diagram is drawn for an A2 tube. The 
connections to the tickler are not shown 
in the diagram, as it developed that 
sufficient regeneration was had in the 
r.f. tube as it approached the oscillating 
point. The tickler can be connected in 
the plate circuit of the mixer tube, next 
to the tube plate, if wanted. 

The infradyne oscillator as shown in 
all diagrams herewith, is tuned by a 
.0001 mfd. Remler straight line fre- 
quency condenser, used in conjunction 
with a tapped inductance having the 

1DTuRiYS 07uR/s 30Tu,PNS 

24 DSC 
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Tapped Inductance Specifications. 

dimensions shown in sketch. Thus defi- 
nite directions for setting the oscillator 
condenser for minimum and maximum 
wavelength settings can be given once 

Receiver. 

for all. In the regular infradyne circuit 
a .00035 mfd. variable condenser is used 
in series with a .0005 mfd. fixed con- 
denser with a tapped inductance having 
less turns. Using the .0001 mfd. vari- 
able condenser, the Remler dial will set 
at about 48 degrees for 550 meters, and 
142 degrees for 200 meters. Since it is 
a straight line frequency condenser, 
there will be 96 ten kilocycle channels 
in the 94 degrees swing of the con- 
densers, practically one degree per 
channel. 
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Adaptation of the HiQ 
ATYPICAL five -tube circuit is the 

new Hammarlund HiQ shielded 
receiver. It consists of two stages 

of shielded tuned r.f., shielded detector 
and two stages of transformer coupled 
audio. As this set comes in kit form, it 
is easiest to build it in the usual man- 
ner, installing the adapter after the five - 
tube set is completed and working prop- 
erly. The general arrangement of the 
HiQ can be seen in the picture, which 
shows the two shielded stages with twin 
condensers on one shaft, making an ad- 
mirable front end combination for the 
infradyne amplifier. 

The diagram of the adapted HiQ 
shows a switching circuit whereby the 
adapter can be cut out, and the fila- 
ments of the adapter tubes turned off 
when the five tube set is to be used 
alone. This scheme requires two switches 
so as to avoid long 86 meter leads and 
capacity between switch blades which 
would occur if the two switches were 
combined in one. The switch in the 
detector plate should be a Federal No. 
1424W anti -capacity key, it being a 
four -pole double -throw switch with little 
capacity between switch blades. The 
switch in the mixer tube plate circuit 
may be a Yaxley antenna switch having 
three contacts. One of the four switch 
groups of the Federal key should be 
used to turn off the filaments of the five 
tubes in the adapter when not in use, 
as is shown in the diagram. This switch- 
ing device can be employed in any other 

The Hammarlund HiQ Receiver. 
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Schematic Diagram of Hammarlund HiQ Receiver With Infradyne Adapter. 
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set, but is shown in the HiQ circuit only 
so as not to confuse the reader if the 
switches are not wanted. 

The necessary changes in wiring the 
HiQ set are as follows: Disconnect the 
wire leading from terminal P of socket 
No. 3, as designated in the instruction 
manual accompanying the HiQ kit, and 
run flexible leads from terminal P of the 
socket, and terminal P of audio trans- 
former No. 1, to the switches on the 
adapter. The detector tube in the HiQ 
set becomes the mixer, and the new de- 
tector tube in the adapter has its plate 
connected to terminal P of the first 
audio transformer, as is shown in the 
diagram. No other changes are neces- 
sary, and the adjustment of the two r.f. 
transformers, or of the audio end need 
not be changed in any way. 

The circuit diagram shows the grid 
leaks connected from the grid to the 
filament. It may be left shunted across 
the grid condenser as in the regular HiQ 
circuit with equally good results. 

If it is inconvenient to solder a wire 
to the P terminal of socket No. 3, the 
old wire coming out of the hole in the 
side of the shield can be extended by 
splicing the piece of flexible wire to it, 
with the joint carefully taped to pre- 
vent a short circuit with the shield. As 
the HiQ set has all important r.f. leads 
shielded, the adapter may be placed in 
a cabinet, and set on top of the HiQ 
cabinet, so that its tuning dial will be 
directly over the HiQ tuning dials so as 
to facilitate tuning. 
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of Counterphase Power Six Converted to An Infradyne. 

Conversion of the B. T. Counter - 
phase 

THE six -tube unshielded receiver 
employing toroid or other enclosed 
field coils, is represented by the 

Bremer -Tully Counterphase Power Six, 
described in December, 1926, RADIO. 
Here the three stages of tuned r.f. are 
controlled by two twin condensers. The 
changes in wiring are simple, since the 
detector plate lead is easily reached with 
the soldering iron. It is advisable to 
mount the infradyne adapter to the left 
of the Counterphase, so that there will 
be no interconnection between the wir- 
ing of the adapter, and the r.f. end of 
the Counterphase. The diagram is shown 
as a complete unit, as though the infra- 

900te,- 
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Wiring Diagram of Silver Six, With Infradyne Adapter. 
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dyne were built in the set, but to convert 
a Counterphase to an infradyne, it is 
only necessary to proceed as in the HiQ 
case and disconnect the plate lead from 
the detector to the P terminal of the 
first audio transformer, connecting the 
detector plate to No. 1 terminal of the 
tapped inductance in the infradyne 
adapter, and the plate of the detector 
in the adapter unit to the P terminal 
of the first audio transformer. If the 
switch combination is desired, use the 
same manner of connections as is shown 
in the HiQ diagram, making certain of 
the connections to the filament breaking 
contacts of the anti -capacity key, so 
that when the adapter is not in use, its 
filaments will not be lighted. 

(Continued on page 54) 

Rear View of Silver Six. 
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A Four -Electrode Tube and Circuit 
R. F. Amplification, Detection, and A. F. Amplification with One Vacuum Tube 

By H. de cif. Donisthorpe 

FOUR -ELECTRODE tubes and their 
associated circuits do not seem to 
have found much favor with radio 

experimenters. It is hard to account for 
this, as the results are quite worthy of 
experimentation and compare favorably 
with those obtained with the more popu- 
lar three electrode tube. 

Different types of four electrode tubes 
have been evolved by inventors, some 
with two grids, and some with three 
anodes in addition to the cathode or 
filament. In each case it has been the 
aim of the inventor to obtain more work 
from the energetic electron stream from 
the filament as compared with that from 
the cathode of a three element tube. 

The type made by the 'M. O. Valve 
Co. of England has been successfully 
employed commercially and is to be 

Fig. 1. The "MO" 

found on many transatlantic lines. Its 
general appearance is depicted in Fig. 1. 
It is 33/4 in. long and °/s in. in diameter. 

This tube has one cathode or filament 
and three anodes. One anode, the "outer 
electrode,' resembles the usual plate of 
a three element tube and concentrically 
surrounds the two "grids." One of these 
performs the usual grid function and the 
second grid, in addition, acts like a plate. 
In fact if so connected while the outer 
electrode is not connected the tube will 
give a straight line characteristic curve 
and a rectification saturation value of 
about 80 micro -amps. when 45 volts are 
applied to the "anode." 

The filament is of the bright emitter 
type and takes 1.2 amps. at 4% volts. 
With 90 volts on the anode a current of 
.75 milliamperes is established between 
the filament and the outer electrode. 

In the complete circuit shown in Fig. 
2, the tube can actually be made to per- 
form three operations simultaneously: 

radio amplification, rectification, and 
audio amplification. It can therefore be 
said that the tube will do thè work of 
three, three -element tubes. Although 

Fig. 

Four -Electrode Tube. 

Fig. 3 shows the circuit for rectifying 
only. The second electrode functions as 

the anode of a three element tube, being 
connected to the positive B battery. If 
a positive potential is given to the first 

3. Rectification Circuit. 

it is quite possible to make a three elec- 
trode tube perform the first two func- 
tions simultaneously, the efficiency of 
such an arrangement is not of a very 
high order and will tend to cause inter- 
ference to neighboring receiving sets. 

grid, electrons from the filament will 
rush towards the second grid, owing to 
its positive potential. Due to their in- 
ertia they pass through its mesh and 
travel on towards the outer electrode. 
As this is connected to the negative fila- 
ment, the speed on the electrons when 
they reach the outer electrode is equal 
to the speed of the electrons at the fila- 
ment, which is zero. 

Thus if an alternating voltage due to 
received signals be impressed across the 
negative limb of the filament and the 
outer electrode, the positive halves of 
the incoming oscillations will render the 
outer electrode positive so that the elec- 
trons will arrive at that outer electrode 
with a velocity and a current will flow 
in that circuit which will be recorded in 
the earphones. This function corres- 
ponds to that of the well known two 
electrode tube of the early days of radio 
and the results obtained are comparable 
to those expected from a crystal. 

The incoming oscillations may be am- 
plified before rectification by connecting 

1 i 
---A"BAT 

Fig. 2. Complete Four -Electrode Tube Circuit. 
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as shown in Pig. 4. Here it will be 
noted that the primary of a radio fre- 
quency transformer is placed in the cir- 
cuit of the second grid and the second- 
ary in the circuit of the outer electrode. 
It is obvious that small voltage varia- 
tions in the first grid produce large 
variations in the flow of electrons to the 
second grid. These amplified radio 
oscillations in the second grid, as they 
pass through the primary, produce an 
alternating voltage across the secondary 
of the transformer, or across the nega- 
tive limb of the filament and the outer 
electrode. These oscillations are recti- 
fied and the signals heard in the head- 
phones. The potential of the first grid 
must be adjusted so that the tube is 

A. f TRANS- f: 
A 
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Resistors for Radio Circuits 
By Joseph eMorgan 

One of the most important, and like- 
wise most frequently neglected, elements 
of a radio set is the high resistance unit. 
No part of a set is more influential in 
its satisfactory operation and more diffi- 
cult to design. Whether used as a grid - 
leak in the detector circuit, as a coupler 
or as a shunt in the audio circuit, as a 
stabilizer in the radio frequency circuit, 
or in a B eliminator, it should be se- 
lected for its quietness and constancy 
in operation. 

Fig. 4. R. F. Amplifier and Rectifier Circuit. 

operating on the straight portion of the 
characteristic curve so as to get ampli- 
fication. 

The addition of a 1:1 audio trans- 
former to impress the rectified signals 
back on the first grid is shown in Fig. 2, 
the headphones being placed in the 
second grid circuit. The primary is 

shunted by a condenser to by-pass the 
high frequency oscillations. 

By winding the r. f. transformer in 
three sections, switch -controlled, it is 
possible to cover the range from 200 to 
2800 meters. The author has used these 
tubes with much success and advises 
other experimenters to try them. 

Four -Electrode Tube In Use on Atlantic 
Liner. 
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If the grid leak is not of proper value 
at all times it causes distortion and loss 
of energy. The correct value for aver- 
age signals on all except the special de- 
tector tubes is between 2 and 5 meg- 
ohms. These values should be doubled 
for weak distant signals. A type 200 
tube should have a grid leak of from 
to 2 megohms and a 200A of from 1 to 3 
megohms for average signals, doubling 
for weak signals. 

Better tone quality can be secured 
from most audio transformers by con- 
necting a % megohm resistance across 
the transformer secondary. This flat- 
tens the characteristic curve so as to 
make fairly equal response for all fre- 
quencies between 70 and 7000 cycles. 
While it causes a slight loss of energy 
in the amplifier system, the gain in qual- 
ity more than compensates. 

Of course a well -designed resistance 
coupled amplifier gives the best tone 
quality. But this advantage is lost 
unless the very best resistors and con- 
densers are used. After the detector 
tube the coupling resistor between the 
plate and the B battery should be of 
about 100,000 ohms, and in the case of 
standard amplifier tubes of about 50,000 
ohms. The coupling condenser should 
never be less than i/i mfd., and prefer- 
ably 2 mfd., the higher the value the 
better. A 1/4 megohm resistor should be 
used between the grid of each amplifier 
tube and the negative A. 

In each of these cases, as well as when 
used as a "losser" to prevent oscillation 
in r. f. circuits, the resistor should be 
accurate in value, noiseless in operation, 
and capable of carrying the necessary 
current without more than a 10 per cent 
change in resistance. 

A resistor for use in a B battery elim- 
inator, where it must carry heavy cur- 
rents without changing resistance or 
causing distortion, should be able to 
dissipate 1/5 of a watt. All of these 
requirements are met by the metallized 
filament type of enclosed resistance, 
which does not crystallize after con- 
tinued use and holds constant value. 

Resistance Coupled Amplifiers With 
B -Battery Eliminators 

All of the disagreeable noises that 
have resulted from the operation of re- 
sistance coupled audio amplifiers by B 
battery eliminators can be stopped by 
making a few changes in the amplifier 
resistors. These noises include a low- 
pitched hum, a high-pitched squeal, or 
a slow "clucking" noise. At times the 
amplifier may be even completely 
blocked. (Continued on page 78) 
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The 1927 Model of Best's Superheterodyne 
An Easily Built Nine Tube Shielded Set with Two Tuning Dials and 

One Tuned R. F. Stage Ahead of the Super 

By G. M. Best 

ANY readers who built 1924, 
1925 or 1926 model superhetero - 
dynes, as previously described 

in these columns, want to rebuild their 
sets so as to get even greater range and 
selectivity, using as many of the old 
parts as possible. Consequently com- 
plete directions are here given for con- 
structing a new model which also has 
better tone quality and volume as well 
as more accessible wiring. 

One stage of tuned r.f. with outside 
aerial gives greater range. Increased 
selectivity is obtained by placing the 
tuned r.f. apparatus in three shielded 
compartments, this also preventing pos- 
sible radiation. A power tube in the 

last stage with some of the newer trans- 
formers improves tone quality and vol- 
ume. The wiring is made more acces- 
sible by using a sub -panel and brackets 
instead of a baseboard. 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit details. The 
first seven tubes are 99's, the first audio 
is an A, and the last is a power tube. 
All are operated from a 6 -volt battery 
with reducing resistance for the 3 -volt 
tubes. 

The intermediate frequency trans- 
formers are designed to peak at 52,000 
cycles when used with '99 tubes. The 
peak is 40,000 cycles when A tubes are 
used, which is undesirable if a 52,000 
cycle filter transformer is used. This 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Wiring Diagram. 
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difference is caused by the greater grid - 
filament capacity of the A- tube, which 
is shunted across the transformer second- 
ary. This capacity has little or no effect 
on the filter transformer, so that its fre- 
quency does not change when using the 
A tube. 

The picture of the rear of the set 
shows the general construction, the 
shields and the center inductance coil 
being removed to show the arrangement 
of condensers and coils in the compart- 
ment. The r.f. amplifier is in the left 
compartment, the first detector in the 
center, with the two condensers con- 
trolled by one dial through a link mo- 
tion, and the oscillator coil and con- 
denser in the right. 
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Rear View of Receiver, with Shields Removed. 
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The three intermediate frequency 
transformers are placed at the right edge 
of the sub -panel. The filter transformer 
and two audio transformers with asso- 
ciated sockets along the back edge, the 
power tube socket and the output filter 
at the left end. 

This design minimizes the length of 
connecting wires, makes every soldering 
terminal in the set easy to reach with 
the soldering iron, and facilitates the 
testing of the completed set. Connect- 
ing wires between the shielded compart- 
ments are all brought through holes in 
the bottom of the shields underneath 
the sub -panel, so that the metal cans can 
be removed whenever adjustment is re- 
quired. 

The list of parts gives those used in 
building the model shown, although sub- 
stitutions can be made at the option of 
the builder. The design has been worked 
out for one make of shielding into which 
it is known that these parts will fit. It 
is important to use a small 6 ohm rheo- 
stat, for a large one underneath the 
voltmeter would interfere with the sub - 
panel, and require the cutting of a recess 
in order to make a perfect fit. 

The panel template in Fig. 2 gives 
the exact position of all panel parts. 
After it has been drilled, a pencil line 
should be drawn on the back of the 
panel at the points indicated by the 
dotted lines in Fig. 2, to indicate the top 
edge of the sub -panel. Otherwise the 
shafts of the variable condensers may 
not project through the exact center of 
the holes in the panel. 

Assemble the two brackets with their 
flanges underneath and pointing towards 
each other, as shown in the picture of 
the under part of the sub -panel. Lay 
the front panel face down on the table, 
and line up the sub -panel so that the 
top edge fits the pencil line on the back 
of the front panel, and mark the holes 
which must be drilled through the front 
panel, to fasten the brackets. Drill these 
holes, and secure the brackets to the 
panel with four 6-32 round head brass 
machine screws. A No. 28 drill will be 
required for drilling the holes through 
the panel. The panel apparatus, except 
the dials, can now be mounted in place, 

Panel View, Showing Shields in Place. 

LIST OF PARTS 3-No. 631 Silver Marshall stage shields. 3-No. 515 Silver Marshall coil sockets. 3-No. 511 Silver Marshall tube sockets. 1-Carter Midget rheostat 6 oh -ms. 1-Carter Midget rheostat 30 ohms. 1-Carter Adjustable resistance 10 ohms. 2-No. 316-B Silver Marshall condensers 
.00035 mfd. 

1-No. 316-A Silver Marshall condenser 
.00035 mfd. 

1-No. 275 Silver Marshall r.f. choke. 2-No. 276 Silver Marshall r.f. choke. 2-Electrad 1 mfd bypass condensers. 2-Silver Marshall No. 111-A coils. 1-Silver Marshall No. 110-A coil. 
6-Benjamin Cushion Sockets UX base. 3-Intermediate frequency transformers - 

52 kilocycle. 
1-Filter transformer -52 kilocycle. 2-AmerTran DeLuxe Audio Transformers. 1-Output filter or transformer. 
1-Electrad Filament Switch. 1-Electrad Single Contact Jack. 1-Weston Model 506 Voltmeter 0-5 volts. 2-National Type B Dials. 
2-Silver Marshall No. 540 Brackets. 1-Electrad .00025 mfd. fixed condenser. 1-Electrad .00025 mfd. grid condenser, 

with clips. 
2-Electrad 3 megohm fixed metallic leaks. 1-1-A Amperite. 
1-112 Amperite. 
1-XL Model N neutralizing condenser. 1-Electrad Grid Leak Mounting. 
1-.006 mfd. Electrad Fixed Condenser. 1-.002 mfd. Electrad Fixed Condenser. 12-Ebÿ Binding Posts. 
1-Silver Marshall No. 632 link motion. 1-Formica or bakelite panel 7x21x3/16 in. 1-Formica or bakelite sub -panel 11 x 21 x 

3/16 in. 

with the terminals of the two rheostats 
mounted upwards so as to be accessible. 

Now lay the three bottom pieces of 
the shielded compartments on the sub - 
panel so that their front edges are ex- 
actly % in. from the back of the front 
panel. Line them up evenly so that the 
center line of the two outside pieces is 
exactly even with the two holes drilled 
through the front panel for the con- 
denser shafts. This can easily be done 
by temporarily resting the two variable 
condensers with the long shafts over the 
holes drilled through the shield pieces, 

Wiring Details of Sub -Panel. 
26 RADIO FOR FEBRUARY, 1927 

projecting the shafts through the front 
panel holes. These shields are ready 
drilled for the two condenser mounting 
screws and the screws for the coil and 
tube sockets. The back of the shield 
may be identified by a 1/4 in. hole drilled 
through its center. 

If the condenser shafts are above the 
center of the holes in the panel, the sub - 
panel has not been lined up exactly 
according to the dimensions in Fig. 2, 
or else the panel has not been drilled 
properly. After the position of the out- 
side two shield bottoms has been lo- 
cated, carefully remove the two variable 
condensers, without disturbing the shield 
pieces, and mark the holes to be drilled 
in the sub -panel for the condenser, coil 
and tube sockets. Drill these holes with 
a No. 33 machine drill, and tap them 
for a 6-32 machine screw, except the 
two holes for the variable condenser, 
which should be drilled with a No. 27 
drill, and not tapped. 

The two outside shields are now ready 
to be mounted in place, but before this 
can be done, the Silver Marshall three 
shaft link motion must be converted into 
a two shaft link, by cutting off one shaft 
collar and its connecting rods with a 
pair of cutting pliers. The variable con- 
denser in the r.f. amplifier compartment 
should be one of the two long shaft con- 
densers, and one of the collars of the 
link motion should now be slipped on 
the shaft, as is shown in the picture of 
the rear of the set. Mount the con- 
denser in place on the sub -panel by 
passing two round head 6-32 machine 
screws up through the sub -panel and 
shield bottom and by screwing them into 
tapped holes in the condenser supports. 
Fasten the coil and tube sockets in place 
with round head 6-32 screws, and re- 
peat the operation for the right hand 
shield assembly, except that the link 
motion is not installed. Now slip the 
shaft of the short shaft condenser into 
the remaining collar of the link motion, 
and by lining up the holes in the con- 
denser supports with those of the shield 
bottom, at the same time adjusting the 
link motion so that it operates smoothly, 
the position of the center shield bottom 
can be determined, and the holes spot- 
ted. Remove the short shaft condenser 
from the link motion, drill the holes and 
tap them as for the previous shields, 
and assemble the center shield compart- 
ment. 
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A radio frequency choke is placed 
near the tube socket in the r.f. tube 
compartment, a grid leak mounting in 
the center compartment, and a by-pass 
condenser in the right hand compart- 
ment, as is shown in the picture. In 
order to keep the terminal screws of the 
grid leak mounting from shorting to 
the shield, the mounting is kept away 
from the base by means of a small strip 
of bakelite. 

Mount the intermediate frequency 
transformers, filter, audio transformers, 
output filter and tube sockets in the 
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Fig. 2. Panel Layout. 
positions indicated in the pictorial wir- 
ing diagram, Fig. 3, with the grid con- 
denser for the 2nd detector placed be- 
tween the tube socket and the filter 
transformer. Underneath the sub -panel 
are mounted two large size Silver Mar- 
shall No. 276 r.f. chokes, in the posi- 
tions shown, using two 1 in. 6-32 ma- 
chine screws, so that the connecting 
leads to the apparatus in the shielded 
compartments will be short. The by- 
pass condenser for the r.f. amplifier tube 
is placed near its associated r.f. choke, 
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and the feedback condenser for the r.f. 
stage is, placed nearby, the latter re- 
quiring two 1 in. 4-36 machine screws. 
The adjustable resistance for the fila- 
ment circuit, and the two automatic re- 
sistances for the 5 volt tubes complete 
the apparatus placed underneath the 
sub -panel. Along the right hand edge 
of the sub -panel, looking at the set from 
the rear, are mounted the 12 binding 
posts, with the antenna and ground near 
the front panel. Do not mount the posts 
too close to the edge of the sub -panel, 

(Continued on page 71) 
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Experiments in Radio Prospecting 
Suggestions for Locating Mineral Deposits by Means of Electromagnetic 

Wavefront Measurements 

By J. Gibson eAlverson 
ALTHOUGH many impossible 

claims have been made for equip- 
ment designed to locate gold, 

silver, and other metals by the use of 
some radio device, there is enough theo- 
retical justification for the belief that it 
may be eventually accomplished. To 
the knowledge of the author, there never 
has been a sure-fire machine for locating 
commercial ore deposits without the aid 
of a geologist or perhaps a fake spirit- 
ualist. But having been engaged in 
scientific experiments of this character 
for some months, I am passing on my 
findings for the benefit of whomever 
may be interested. 

The chances for success were enough 
to justify the financial backing of a man 
who is not interested in promoting a 
stock company. The equipment com- 
prises a regular radio transmitter and 
receiver designed to operate on long 
wavelengths. Certain patents and data 
found only by experience are deemed 
sufficient protection. 

The theoretical basis for the experi- 
ments is found in Dr. J. Zenneck's 
"Wireless Telegraphy." He considers 
the propagation of a plane electric wave 
over a surface bounding two media of 
different conductivity and dielectric con- 
stant. In Fig. 1 is illustrated the forces 

Fig. 1. Theoretical Wave Front. 
that make up the wavefront, where the 
earth is a perfect conductor and the 
atmosphere a standard value, OX being 
the line of propagation, OY being the 
horizontal plane of the magnetic field, 
and OZ the plane of the electric field. 
Such a condition can not exist on the 
surface of the earth because of the finite 
conductivity of the crust. And for that 
reason the wave assumes a different 
form in passing over the crust of the 
earth. It would be well to state that no 
readings of the wave values are taken 
near the antenna because of its inductive 
field. All considerations are for some 
distance beyond one wavelength. 

In Fig. 2 consider A as the line of 
propagation of the electric wave AB. It 
is moving over the earth (In this case 
a perfect conducting surface). The 
electric component is vertical and the 

P. RTECT FART// 

Fig. 2. Propagation Over Perfect Conductor. 

magnetic field is horizontal. In Fig. 2a 
we have the resistance of the surface as 
is normally the case, and dielectric con- 
stant of the earth at a value as is usually 
found. The wave drags over the surface 
as well as penetrates to a depth de- 
pendent on the conductivity and dielec- 
tric constant. The angle of drag is 

DRY EARTH- ROCK. F/G. 

'X // 
AV /PCC= 

CN 
.25 1 

fan/3v 
Fig. 2a. Propagation Over Imperfect Conductor. 

termed B, and as the conductivity be- 
comes very low the wave may be rep- 
resented by the rotating radius vector 
of an ellipse, the major axis which is 
inclined forward, in the direction of pro- 
pagation. Using a Hertzian rod, the 
angle B of the electric wave is measured, 
from which we calculate approximately 
the resistivity of the strata and crust 
of the earth to a depth dependent on 
the wavelength employed and nature of 
the substance making up the crust. 

The angle B relation to conductivity 
is expressed to fairly close degree by tan 

B=1/z \Mo., where N is the frequency 
of the wave and u the conductivity in 
absolute electrostatic units, equivalent 

9x 1011 
to ohms per centimeter 

0 - 

cube. 
The following kinds of matter have 

approximately the resistance indicated: 
Ocean Water 15 ohms per c. c. 
Iron Ore Fe203 10,000 ohms per c. c. 
Pure Copper 1.5 Micro ohms per c. c. 
Pure Iron 75 
Pure Lead 20 " 
Pure Silver 1.5 " 
Limestone 
Granite 
Shales 
Slate 

it ll 

11 

11 " 
10,000 up & down per c. c. 
60,000 
10,000 
30,000 

Marble 100,000 
Quartz (Si 02) 1,000,000 

" " " 
" '' " 

" 11 ti 

" '' il 

" /i 

Rock and earth have normally a high 
resistance, down to the depth of a per- 
manent water level. In metasomatized 
formations, in limestone, where certain 
types of ore occur, and not very deep, 
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Fig. 3. Effects of Magnetic Field Near Vein. 

it is very easy to locate a low resistant 
area, and invariably such is caused by 
the presence of metals. A metal body 
may run as low as 50 ohms or less, per 
cubic centimeter, where in the solid 
limestone a calculation of 10,000 to 
15,000 ohms is obtained. 

The transmitter used in the tests was 
a simple vacuum tube oscillator with a 
wavelength range from 1000 to 13,000 
meters. It was mounted on a truck so 
as to be portable. 

Two receivers were used, one equip- 
ped with two 16 in. loops and one with 
a Hertzian rod. Each receiver was 
swung like a plumb bob from an engi- 
neer's transit. The loops or the rod 
were mounted on the telescope axis. The 
loops gave directions within an accuracy 
of one degree and the rod gave the 
deviations from the vertical. 

The action of the magnetic compo- 
nent in the vicinity of a heavy mineral- 
ized vein is not unlike that around any 
conductor carrying an electric current. 
When over the vein, the plane of the 
coils for zero signal is horizontal (axis 

(Continued on page 52) 
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How to Make a Single -Phase Wattmeter 
Detailed Directions for the Construction of a Cheap But Effective Instrument 

WITH alternating current the 
true power in a circuit is not 
equal to the product of the 

readings of an ammeter and a voltmeter, 
due to the "power factor." The product 
of the current flowing through a circuit 
and of the voltage across it gives the 
"apparent power." Consequently an 
alternating current wattmeter is neces- 
sary to give the true power directly. 

With a wattmeter, ammeter, and volt- 
meter in a circuit we can determine the 
power -factor, phase -angle, inductance, 
and other circuit characteristics that are 
valuable in radio and electrical calcula- 
tions. Such a wattmeter can be made 
by the average radio fan or experi- 
menter. 

Fig. 1. Completed Wattmeter as Made by 
Author. 

A picture of one constructed by the 
writer is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows 
the case removed to reveal the inside 
construction. The actual cost should 
not be over $2.00, even if all the mate- 
rial must be purchased. In its construc- 
tion an attempt was made to use parts 
that could be easily obtained and to 
use them to best advantage so that a 
workable (and might we say neat?) 
meter would result. 

The "electrodynamometer" type of 
movement is used for the indicating 
mechanism because of its ease of con- 
struction and its suitability for power 
measurement. The wiring diagram is 
shown in Fig. 3 from which the oper- 
ation of this movement can be explained. 
The main features of the instrument 
are: the current coil C, the potential 

By Harry R. Lubcke 

coil V, and the potential coil series re- 
sistance R. 

The action is quite simple. The cur- 
rent coil C is connected in series with 
one side of the line so that all the 
current consumed by the load, passes 
through it, thus producing a magnetic 
field around and through the coil. The 
near -by potential coil V is connected 
across the line, in series with the poten- 
tial coil series resistance R. Since the 
resistance of this circuit is constant, the 
current flowing through it will be pro- 
portional to the line voltage. It also 
will produce a magnetic field in and 
around coil V; the strength of the field, 
in both cases, being proportional to the 
current flowing through the coil. These 
two magnetic fields interact and tend 
to move V so that they will be "in -line", 
magnetically. The motion is opposed 
by the restoring torque of a spring; so 
that the pointer, being attached to V, 
takes a position where the forces due 
to the magnetic fields and the spring are 
in equilibrium. 

The final position of the pointer is 
dependent upon the strengths of the 
fields and hence upon the current 

Fig. 3. Circuit Diagram of Wattmeter. 

Fig. 2. Interior Construction of Finished 
Instrument. 

through the circuit and the voltage 
across it which causes them. Thus, we 
have virtually an ammeter and a volt- 
meter which automatically multiply 
their readings to give power. The indi- 
cation is true power because the result- 
ant torque at any instant is due to the 
instantaneous values of both current 
and voltage, any "lagging" or "leading" 
of the current (the cause of power - 
factor) being thus taken into consider- 
ation. 

In the design of the coils, C should 
consist of relatively few turns of large 
wire so that its resistance, and conse- 
quently the power consumed by the 
meter, will be as small as possible. The 
resistance of the potential circuit V and 
R should be great so as to reduce the 
current to about 30 milliamperes. This 
is accomplished by many turns of small 
wire in V and about 2500 ohms of non - 
inductive resistance in R. 

The movable system should be as 
light as possible so as to be sensitive 
and enable the use of a weak spring. 
For the movable coil of a meter with a 
0-300 watt range, the writer wound 300 
turns of No. 40 insulated wire on a card- 
board tube l4 in. in diameter and 14 in. 
long with A in. wall. The cardboard 
was made rigid with two coats of shel- 
lac, and collodion was applied after each 
layer was wound so as to secure the 
wire. Sufficient length for flexible con- 
nections was left on both ends. 

Pivots, bearings, and springs were taken 
from an old voltmeter bought cheaply 
from a repair man. Parts from an alarm 
clock balance wheel might also be used, 
the hardened shaft being broken in the 
center, since it cannot be cut. The top 
and bottom pivots are soldered to pieces 
of No. 36 gauge copper which fit around 
the coil and are shown in Fig. 4 as 
"movable coil pivot holders." Regular 
instrument pivots are generally supplied 
with mounting plates which can be con- 
veniently soldered to the pivot holders. 
If springs can be used for top and bot- 
tom, so much the better, and the flex- 
ible leads can be dispensed with. Two 
pieces of thin empire cloth are placed 
around the coil where the pivot holders 
are to be clamped to protect the wire. 
After clamping, the pivots are soldered 
in place at the same time that the 
pointer is soldered to the top holder. As 
little solder as possible should be used. 

The pointer is made of No. 36 sheet 
aluminum as shown in Fig. 4. A knife 
edge is formed at the thin end so that 
readings can be determined accurately. 
The pointer must be copper plated so 
that it can be soldered to the pivot 
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holders and so that solder can be ap- 
plied at the short end for balancing. 
This is accomplished by cleaning the 
aluminum with a knife or fine emery 
paper, placing it in a cleaning solution, 
washing in water, and then in a small 
plating vat. The cleaning solution con- 
sists of fairly concentrated hydrochloric 
acid. If the aluminum bubbles violent- 
ly, two minutes in the solution will be 
sufficient. 

BEND TABS 
OVER COIL 

MOVABLE COIL PIVOT HOLDERS 
2 REQUIRED 

*36 B&S GAUGE COPPER 

with the solution. These include the 
"balance cross" and the central junction 
where the cross joins the pointer proper. 

The spring should be of phosphor 
bronze so as to have a small tempera- 
ture coefficient, thus minimizing any 
change of torque with temperature. 

The current coil is made of approxi- 
mately 80 turns, 1% in. inside diameter, 
of No. 18 wire. The type of covering 
is immaterial. It is wound on a form 

16 

Fig. 4. Details of Pivo 
The plating vat can be a jelly -glass, 

beaker, or similar container. It is fitted 
with a positive electrode of No. 14 bare 
copper wire while the article to be 
plated forms the negative electrode. The 
solution consists of 20 parts of chemic- 
ally pure copper sulphate, by weight, 
10 parts of pure sulphuric acid, and 150 
parts of distilled water. 

A voltage of 0.2 volt should be im- 
pressed across the vat, which will cause 
a current of approximately 0.04 ampere 
to flow. This can conveniently be ob- 
tained by placing a resistance of 42 
ohms in series with a two -volt storage 
cell. Usually one-half an hour is suffi- 
cient to secure a good deposit, which 
should be a fine even layer of "flesh - 
colored" copper. If it is dark, granular, 
and can be wiped off with the hand, 
more resistance is needed as the current 
density is too great. Only those parts 
of the pointer that are to be plated 
should be allowed to come in contact 

6-32 

16 

i" i" 

1;114- 
SECTION A -A 

POINTER 
1 REQ'D.-1 36.GAUGE ALUMINUM 

t Holder and Pointer. 

that is turned up in a lathe, if possible, 
so that the coil will have an even rec- 
tangular cross-section. As shown in Fig. 
6 the winding space is is in. long, allow- 
ing the coil to be wound in 8 layers of 
10 turns each. If it is desired a tap 
can be taken off at the 40th turn to 
give a double scale range of 0-600 watts. 

As the resistance, for 110 volt work, 
in the potential circuit should be not 
less than 3,000 ohms, of which the im- 
pedance of V supplies about 500 ohms, 
the series resistance R should be 2,500 
ohms. A discarded non -inductive re- 
sistance or a Bradleyunit or clarostat 
will suffice. It must carry a compar- 
atively heavy current. 

Fig. 5 shows the frame which sup- 
ports C and holds the bearings for the 
pivots of V. The top piece is insulated 
from the two columns and the base by 
fiber washers. One washer is employed 
above the piece, one below, and one in 
an oversize hole through which the bolts 

r 

Fig. 5. Supporting Frame. 

pass that secure it to the columns. It 
is insulated for the double purpose of 
preventing "eddy currents" in the frame 
and to provide a contact junction where 
one of the flexible leads from V is con- 
nected to R as shown in Fig. 2. Angle 
clamps of spring brass are held by 6-32 
screws in the center of the uprights for 
clamping the stationary coil in place. 
These are detailed in Fig. 6. 

r-- l 7 3. 
1 

2 16 161 

SCREW CENTER 
FACE PLATE 
ON LATHE 

f 

AI 

co 

STATIONARY COIL WINDING FORM 
1REQD-(2 P'cS. OF WOOD.) 

Fig. 6. Angle Clamp Details. 

A cone shaped hole is provided in the 
base and a set screw with a similar 
hole on the top for the pivot bearings. 
If jewels are available they should be 
soldered in position by soldering their 
holders to the frame and set screw re- 
spectively. A zero adjustment screw 
holds the free end of the spring by 
means of a notched wire (No. 18, cop- 
per), the other end of which is soldered 
in a hole in its extremity. A nut with 
tight fitting threads is soldered to the 
frame for the zero adjustment screw to 
pass through so that . it will turn hard 
and remain in any position that it is 
placed. 

(Continued on page 56) 
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Principles of R. F. Amplifier Design 
And Their Application to the Construction of the Five Tube 

Aerodyne Receiver 

By C. W. Morris 
THE main requisites of a tuned 

radio frequency amplifier are se- 
lectivity and freedom from oscil- 

lation. One of the most generally ac- 
cepted methods of stabilizing the circuit 
or preventing oscillation is by means of 
a variable resistance in the r. f. plate 
line. The variations in voltage thus pro- 
duced allow sufficient adjustment of the 
voltage applied to the plate to give 
maximum regeneration at any frequency 
without oscillation or distortion. 

It is easy to get either high selectivity 
or sensitivity, but difficult to get both 
at the same time. The several factors 
of transformer design necessary to at- 
tain both of these desired qualities are 
interlocking, so that the modification of 
one usually changes the characteristics 
of another. 

One important factor is that the sec- 
ondary or tuned circuit of the trans- 
former must have a high inductance 
with reference to its resistance. This 
may be attained by using as many turns 
of fairly heavy gauge wire as possible 
with a condenser tuning to the broad- 
cast spectrum, 200 to 550 meters. Fur- 
thermore the winding should be sup- 
ported so as to place a minimum of 
solid dielectric within the field of the 
coil. 

Another important factor in r.f. trans- 
former design and operation depends 
upon the effect of the output load on the 
secondary. This is, of course, the input 
or grid -filament circuit of the next tube. 
Whenever there is a signal voltage of 
sufficient magnitude to make the grid 
positive, the tube will draw some cur- 
rent, and therefore power, from the 
tuned circuit. This is detrimental to 
the amplification and selectivity of that 
particular stage and is mainly respon- 
sible for the usual broadness of the de - 

Panel View of Completed Receiver. 

tector tuning dial in the ordinary five 
tube receiver. It is obviated in the 
r. f. stages by putting a negative C bias 
on both the r. f. tubes. 

The low resistance of the input load, 
whether the antenna in the first stage 
or the plate -filament circuit of the pre- 
vious amplifier tube in the second stage, 
requires a large primary to give maxi- 
mum amplification in the r. f. stages. 
But this broadens the tuning and the 
amplification is also decreased as the 
plate resistance is increased to stop 
oscillation. 

The best compromise can be found 
only by laboratory measurement of the 
r. f. amplifier set up as shown in Fig. 1. 

The value of the input is known as ob - 

PRIMARY SIZE 

MAINTAINING CRITICAL REGENERATION WITH RESISTANCE CONTROL 

Fig. 2. Curve of Over-all Amplification with 
Primary Turns at Critical Regeneration. 

is'R f 2NDRf 

Levoiv 
THE PjATf -RES/STANCE 

CONTROL c-Bf 
Fig. 1. Experimental Set-up for Determining Best Ratio of Plate Control to Size of Primary. 

tamed from a laboratory oscillator. The 
value of the output is measured by the 
vacuum -tube voltmeter. Output divided 
by input gives the relative amplification. 
A series of such readings at 300 meters 
for various primary taps and . plate re- 
sistances may be plotted in a curve, Fig. 
2, to indicate what size of coil gives 
maximum amplification. 

These are the principles which have 
governed the design of the three r. f. 

transformers used in the Aerodyne re- 

ceiver whose circuit diagram is shown 
in Fig. 3. The construction of the 
receiver using the parts listed herewith 
is illustrated in the acccompanying 
pictures. 

Top View of Completed Receiver. 
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This is an easy set to assemble. The 
condensers, rheostats, jacks and switch 
are first mounted on the drilled panel. 
The sockets, transformers, and Aero - 
coils are then mounted on the base- 
board, which is joined to the panel by 
means of the brackets. 

Next wire the filament circuit, plus 
A first and minus A next, testing it with 
tubes in the sockets and A battery con- 
nected before proceeding with the B 
battery, audio, and C battery leads. 
These should be bunched and cabled 
unless bare bus wire is used. The r. f. 
leads, i.e., grid leads in the radio and 
detector circuits and their connection 
between coil, condenser and tube socket, 
should be short and well separated from 
others. This completes the wiring, and 
the receiver may be connected to bat- 
teries, speaker, antenna and ground, as 
indicated, and is ready for operation. 

Operating the Aerodyne is extremely 
simple, but familiarity with a few of its 
advantageous features is desirable for 
the maximum results. The three dials 
are tuned to approximately the same 
settings as in any receiver of this type. 
The variable high resistance is an ad- 
justment which allows volume control 
on local stations and sensitivity on dis- 
tance. In order to obtain the maximum 
volume from a weak station this control 
should be kept just under the oscillat- 
ing point for each wavelength, thereby 
taking the utmost advantage from the 
regenerative action within the r.f. stages. 
The control is not critical except in ex- 
treme cases and can quickly be under- 
stood. 

The detector and r.f. filaments are not 
critical and may usually be kept from 
three - quarters to full on, depending 
upon the condition of the battery. The 
variable antenna coil is a distinct ad- 
vantage under conditions of extreme 
local interferences as it allows a very 
weak coupling when desired, which by 
retuning and careful adjustment of the 
plate resistor, brings back the distant 
station without interference from the 
local. This also compensates for the 
size of the antenna, a large antenna 
necessitating loose coupling, and a small, 
the reverse. Longer wave stations will 

(Continued on page 67) 
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Loop Aerials 
By Charles F. Felstead 

THERE are two types of loop 
aerials in common use today: the 
spiral and solenoid types. Fig. 1 

shows the actual appearance of a spiral, 

Fig. 1. 

With a receiving set using a loop. 
aerial of either type, the audibility of 
signals can sometimes be more than 
doubled by connecting a ground to the 

Spiral Loop. 

or "pantcake" loop and its representation 
in circuit drawings. Fig. 2 illustrates 
how a solenoid loop actually looks and 
also shows how it is drawn in diagrams. 
The pancake, or spiral, loop gives 
slightly less signal strength than the 
solenoid loop ; but it is much more di- 
rectional because it presents a narrower 
edge to the incoming radio waves. For 

r 

terminal of the loop that attaches to the 
filament of the detector tube. Be careful 
that no other part of the set is grounded 
when this stunt is tried, or some tubes 
may be burned out. Tuning will be 
slightly broader with this arrangement; 
but the range of the set will be increased, 
and set noise and hand -capacity effects 
somewhat reduced. 

Fig. 2. Solenoid Loop. 

direction finding work, the spiral loop is 
best; but for general all-around recep- 
tion, the solenoid loop is somewhat bet- 
ter because of its less directional quali- 
ties. The pancake loop, as will be seen 
in the diagram, is a flat loop ; while the 
solenoid loop is square shaped, as though 
it had been wound around a box. 

..PLATE -RES/STANCE CONTROL 

Fig. 3. Circuit Diagram of Aerodyne Receiver.' 
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A C battery should be used in every 
radio or audio -frequency amplifier where 
the B battery voltage exceeds 60 volts, 
The C battery not only helps to clarify 
the received signal ; but it also makes the 
set much more economical in B battery 
consumption. When a C battery is used 

(Continued en page 69) 
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The Well Equipped Radio Work Shop 
Practical Suggestions on the Choice of A Lathe, Drill Press, Saw Table 

Jointer, Saws, Drills and Abrasives 

By Samuel G. McMeen 

THE heart and center of such a 

shop as is indicated by the title is 

a good precision lathe. But this 
does not necessarily mean that it must 
cost a large sum of money even though 
fully correct in its bearings and capable 
of making the finest tools. 

To fulfill all the needs of a well 
equipped shop, it should be fitted with 
collets,-also known as wire chucks and 
as split chucks. These are cylindrical de- 

vices with enlarged, tapered heads, and 
are engaged by a drawing spindle pass- 
ing through the head of the lathe. When 
the screw of the drawing spindle engages 
the end of the collet, the latter is in po- 

sition to be drawn back 'into the conical- 
ly formed female portion of the head, 
with the result that the "splits" of the 
collet are closed up slightly, engaging the 
piece that is held in the collet. 

In other words, the hole in the collet 
is automatically made slightly smaller 
than its normal size, and so grips the 
work. The gripping is from all sides, 
as against gripping in three or four places, 
as is the case if a scroll chuck be used. 
In the latter case it is only a miracle if 
the work can be taken out of the chuck 
and rechucked again in the same posi- 
tion of centrality as before. In the case 
of the collet there is no doubt about the 
matter. The work must center as well 
the second time as it did the first. 

For this reason of accuracy there is 

no question of choice between collets and 
all other methods, no matter what the 
excellence of the other types of chucks. 
It is a case of "collets first, all other 
chucks nowhere." So, even at the cost 
of a lump in your throat, try to accomp- 
lish the collets, even though some other 
part of the shop has to be neglected. 

Collets mean head -spindles, and head - 
spindles mean hollow spindles. The ex- 
istence of a hollow spindle in a precision 
lathe means the ability to feed the stock 
through the head, the ability to work on 
the end of a long piece, and many other 
useful things. 

The tailstock of the lathe should be 
equipped with a chuck for holding drills, 
end mills and other special tools. At 
the risk of indulging in questionable 
practice in specifying particular makes of 
devices, let us say that the Jacobs chuck 
is admirable for tailstock uses, and has 
wide acceptance. It is of the type that 
is set with a rotating key engaging teeth 
on the chuck, and while less accurate 
than a collet it is nevertheless admirable. 

The lathe should further be equipped 
with a slide rest of the compound type. 
That is, it should have two screw mo- 
tions, one to move the tool it bears end- 
wise with relation to the bed of the lathe, 
and the other crosswise. It should also 
have the ability to turn the endwise feed 
to an angle with the bed of the lathe, and 
!thus enable the tool to be fed at that 
angle and to turn a taper on the work in 
the chuck. Usually this degree of off- 
set from the "straight and narrow path" 
of parallelism with the bed of the lathe 
is readable in degrees, which can be inter- 
preted into inches -taper per foot -of -length 
when desired. 

Two other graduations are desirable. 
One is the division on the spindle of the 
lengthwise motion of the slide rest, 
whereby the revolutions of that motion 
can be interpreted in terms of fractions 
of an inch. Often such graduations are 
25 per revolution, with a screw of 20 
threads to the inch. This gives .002 in. 
per division of the graduation. The 
graduations are readable to half a di- 
vision, or .001 in. A similar division of 
the cross -slide enables equally fine knowl- 
edge of operations to be had of such mo- 
tions. It is not to be inferred that all oper- 
ations on the lathe require accuracy to the 
thousandth of an inch, or that the rule of 
thumb or free hand method will not very 
generally suffice. But there is a real 
thrill in having the most exact methods 
at hand, and in full protection against 
ultimate requirements. 

The next most important item of the 
shop equipment is a drill press. One 
that stands on a bench is as satisfactory 
as one that stands on the floor, and costs 
less. As to clearance, the front and the 
sides are all that need' consideration, in 
marked contrast with the saw -table and 
'the jointer (planer) to be mentioned 
later. This device, like the tailstock of 
'the lathe, may well be equipped with a 
Jacobs chuck. As the wrench for this 
chuck is used so often and is needed so 
promptly when it is needed, it is a con- 
venient wrinkle to bore a hole in the 
edge of the bench adjacent to the press, 
into which hole one handle of the wrench 
is inserted as its resting place, and further 
ito mark with red paint on the surface of 
the bench the location of that hole. Tri- 
vial? It is of such trivialities that the 
substance of shop practice is made. 

The third element of necessary equip- 
ment of the shop is a saw table for saw- 
ing both wood and metal, as well as rub- 

ber, bakelite and the like. What shall 
be sawed depends on the saw and not on 
the table. But the table is important, 
and should be selected carefully. For 
one thing, its top should be tiltable fore 
and aft, so as to permit the sawing of 
slots less in depth than the thickness of 
the material being sawed. For another, 
there should be side guides and separate 
cross guides for ripping and for cross 
cutting. In a choice between types, the 
better is the arrangement having a motor 
set some distance from the mandrel shaft, 
because a long belt is better than a short 
one. It gives better gripping power on 
the driven shaft. This motor setting 
can be arranged very satisfactorily in 
connection with the mounting next to 
be described. 

The prime problem of a saw table is 
to enable it to cross -cut and rip equally 
satisfactorily in a small shop. Unless 
the room is large, to both cross -cut and 
rip will be difficult unless the saw table 
is mounted on wheels. Piano casters are 
good. It can then be shifted about so as 
to solve all problems of ripping and cross- 
cutting. 

The same problems of ripping and 
cross -cutting long timber appear in the 
case of wood -working jointer or planer. 
The two terms mean the same thing, 
though the latter name applies also to a 
metal working tool, which a jointer is 
not. The best type for the small shop 
is a jointer taking work up to about 4 in. 
wide, as most of the work is edging. Its 
speed should be not less than 3000 r.p.m. 

The needs of the saw -table and the 
jointer being similar as to the direction 
of feed of the worked material, it is 
good practice to mount the jointer on 
the side of the structure that supports 
the saw. The proper height of the saw 
;table top is 40 in. from the floor, and 
that of the jointer 34 in. The saw and 
the jointer, mounted as a unit on a com- 
mon base with wheels under it, can be 
turned so as to saw (rip) or plane 
through an open doorway if necessary. 

There are two things a circular saw 
can not do. One is to saw on a curve 
and the other is to make a square -ended 
cut. Where either of these things is 
needed, one needs a band saw or a jig 
saw. The band saw is the better tool, 
because it cuts all the time. The jig 
saw is the cheaper tool. Usually jig saws 
of workmanlike size are driven by foot 
power, an unsatisfactory method where 

(Continued on page 58) 
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"Letters From Larry" 
Nr. 257 Check $9.98, Radio SS. Lake 

Discomfort Filed Date. George Hassen- 
peffer, 218 River Street, Hoboken. 

Dear old horse (stop) Well OM it 
sure was foggy this trip coming down 
(stop) It was so thick that Honk said 
he couldnt find the way to the room 
(stop) He meets the mate OM and says 
mister will you please lead me to the 
room (stop) Lead you to your room 
says the mate why man alive Im walk- 
ing around here trying to find the ship 
(stop) 

Last Wednesday OM a passenger 
slipped on the wet deck and landed 

By lack Bront 
stick to your wavelength yours causing 
chaos in the air she says OM (stop) 

Well last evening OM Preferred come 
up and she says my crystal set works 
KO but theres a station I cant tune out 
OM (stop) Well I says Preferred per- 
sonally I never did have any luck get- 
ting music out of a violet ray machine 
OM (stop) And I says if you shut it 
down you wont hear that funny station 
(stop) Anyway I says Preferred that 
ray outfit aint of any use to you any- 
way I says because your already a very 
beautiful young woman (stop) Oh I can 

"We don't allow deck sports in the radio cabin" 
after a few gyrations in the radio shack 
(stop) Hey I says we dont allow deck 
sports in the radio cabin (stop) Why 
he saws it was pure accident-I fell on 
my word of honor (stop) Well I says if 
you fell on what you said your word of 
honor is sure busted now (stop) Ha ha 
he says well well (stop) Oh I says youre 
all well now (stop) He sure was a gen- 
erous guy OM because he shook hands 
with all of us (stop) I told him after 
his gyrations on deck he ought to get 
a job with the ss co as a gyro -compass 
OM (stop) 

Well OM the third was sick and didnt 
stand watch all trip (stop) My swell 
stewardess friend quote Blonde Prefer- 
red unquote made Scotch broth for him 
and I was green with envy OM (stop) 
She sat up all night with him in the ship's 
horsepistol (stop) Preferred I says when 
you make that Scotch broth again be 
sure and dont break the string you sus- 
pend the pea with in the hot water- 
we sure dont want the pea to fall right 
in and ruin the thirds stomach with 
those rich vitamines (stop) Oh she says 

be subtle -like OM when I want to 
(stop) Oh cut down your feedback and 
stop the squawk she says (stop) 

Say OM I seen Gink Morse last trip 
(stop) He was in the 8ieme at the 
station near Bordeaux during the war 
(stop) Well they sent a frog down and 
he was to get a test (stop) He got 20 
to copy but he only shook his head 
(stop) We cut down to 10 and finally 
to 5 per (stop) Well he began to write 
then and Gink says in Anglaise he says 
this dude sure aint no speeding jugger- 
naut with the code (stop) Just then the 
frog hands me the paper (stop) It said 
I am deaf (stop) No wonder OM he 
just come down from the artillery be- 
yond Sedan (stop) 

And say OM you ought to have seen 
the set the signal corps had-a vario - 
meter tuned set made out of telephone 
wire wrapped around two tomato cases 
(stop) Two men had to tune the set 
(stop) The cases had tomatoes in them 
OM (stop) 

Say OM I see the Milwaukee R R 
has installed short wave sets for dis - 
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patching (stop) Honk massaged brass 
on the old defunct Buffalo & South- 
western when he tried out his first spark 
coil on a train order for a station six 
miles away (stop) The op got it all 
wrong OM and nearly wrecked the sys- 
tem because they had all their trains 
running that week --both of them (stop) 
Well OM when the op came over to 
interview Honk he told friends that he 
always knew his track training at col- 
lege would come in handy sometime OM 
(stop) 

Say OM Honk has a one-third meter 
oscillator now (stop) It sure will be 
swell when he gets it working (stop) 
He took the vacuum tube out of our 
thermos bottle OM and he says for it 
to oscillate at its natural period of '/a 
meter you dont need any connections at 
all (stop) He says wires attached to it 
causes harmonicas fierce (stop) Honk 
says it will sure be great after it starts 
working (stop) Of course he says get- 
ting it started working is the hardest 
part OM (stop) Well I says Honk its a 
good thing our swell stewardess Blonde 
Preferred studied nursing with her stew- 
ardess duties-she sure has some mate- 
rial to work on I says (stop) Ho says 
Honk its funny how some peoples minds 
wander he says and he says and often 
otherwise they are sound (stop) Gee 
Honk I says what a comfort we can be 
to each other (stop) 

Well OM we are just docking and the 
RI wont be down this PX so Honk and 
I and Preferred are going up to a swell 
cafeteria to eat (stop) I sure hope its 
crowded OM because I sure hate to 
have to buy another overcoat this sea- 
son (stop) More next trip OM (stop) 
73 (sig) Larry 

Nr. 273 Check $7.32, Radio, SS. Lake 
Discomfort, 9.98 Pm, Date. George Has- 
senpeffer, 218 River Street, Hoboken. 

Dear OM (stop) Well OM the QRN 
static was so bad coming down this 
trip that we couldnt even hear the navy 
boys rehearsing the code (stop) 

Irish Rabinowitz came aboard among 
the passengers and he come up to the 
shack and he says who won the ball 
game (stop) Well OM I says we dont 
copy the news from the loan offices 
(stop) 

Well OM Gunk Fenney come aboard 
down south and he says he worked 7000 
miles on 70.6 metres (stop) Honk takes 
his feet off the wave switch long enough 
to set up and he says how far was it 
(stop) Well Gunk says it was 4000 miles 
anyway (stop) Huh says Honk thats 
the number of your Ford you old spell- 
binder (stop) Well Gunk says how far 
was it then Honk (stop) Well OM Honk 

(Continued on page 62) 
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*Chart for Radio Circuit Calculations 

MOST radio experimenters and en - 
thusiasts are familiar with the 
formula which expresses the re- 

lation between the inductance and capa- 
city of a radio circuit and the resulting 
frequency. This formula may be stated 
as f-5033 VLC, where f-frequency 
in kilocycles per second, L=inductance 
in rnicrohenries, and C-capacity in 
micro-microf arads. 
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By E. L. Hall 
To many persons, the above formula interesting to figure out some of the 

is a more or less vague expression or sizes of the different parts for one's self. 

else involves too much calculation to be The accompanying chart makes it pos - 

applied to the various circuits in the sible to estimate any one of the three 

workshop. Consequently, apparatus is quantities in the above equation if two 

built or experiments are made with coils of these quantities are given. 

and condensers of sizes specified in some The chart is useful also to radio en - 

periodical. There is of course no ob- gineers as a check upon inductance, 
jection to this procedure but it is more capacity, or frequency calculations in 

Frequency, i(i /ocyc /es. 
-- N N co ; (h e -A 0, to O 

U W -C to 0 -4 co to O N . IT ip O 01 O O O o 0 0 o 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 O o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 

/n duc tance, Microhenries. 
Rule for use of ' chart: For numerical values greater than those given 
on the chart, always add two ciphers to inductance or capacity num- 
ber on chart and drop one cipher from frequency number on chart; 
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*Published by Permission of the Director of the 
National Bureau of Standards of the U. S. De- 

partment of Commerce. 

for numerical values less than given on chart, drop two ciphers from 
inductance or capacity number and add one cipher to frequency 

number. 
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tuned circuits. It enables one to rapid 
check up on laboratory data to see th 
radio measurements have been made 
are going to be made at the fundament 
frequency of the circuit. This chart, i 
conjunction with that given on page 2 
of the October, 1926, RADIO, enable 
one to make a complete set of calcula 
tions upon a coil and determine to wha 
frequencies it will tune when used wit 
a given condenser. 

It will be noticed that the chart i 
prepared on logarithmic paper. Fre 
quency in kilocycles is plotted on th 
left as the ordinate while capacity i 
micro-microfarads is plotted along th 
bottom of the chart as the abscissa 
Across the sheet a number of slantin 
lines are drawn which are lettered an 
given inductance values in microhenrie 
at the right-hand side of the chart. I 
will be noticed from the numerica 
values given that frequencies from 100 
to 10,000 kilocycles (3000 to 30 meters) 
can be read directly or estimated. Capa- 
cities from 10 to 1,000 micromicrofarads 
and inductances from 10 to 2,500 micro - 
henries can also be read directly or 
estimated. Those who prefer working 
in terms of meters instead of in kilo- 
cycles can obtain a kilocycle -meter con- 
version table for 5 cents by writing to 
the Superintendent of Documents, Gov- 
ernment Printing Office, Washington, 
D. C. The table is listed as Miscella- 
neous Publication of the Bureau of 
Standards, No. 67. 

When interpolating between the in- 
ductance values represented by the slant- 
ing lines, remember that these values 
progress logarithmically. Therefore, a 
point falling somewhere between two 
slanting lines will represent a value 
slightly less than that given by a linear 
interpolation. 

A rule extending the use of the chart 
is as follows: For numerical values 
greater than given on the chart always 
add two ciphers to inductance or capa- 
city number on chart and drop one 
cipher from frequency number on chart; 
for numerical values less than given on 
the chart, drop two ciphers from induc- 
tance or capacity number and add one 
cipher to frequency number. 

The chart considers lumped capacity 
and inductance. In other words the in- 
ductance of the connecting wires be- 
tween the coil and condenser is neglected 
as is also the capacity of the coil. Such 
errors become smaller as the inductance 
and capacity values become larger. 

Some examples of the use of the chart 
will now be given. (1) What must be 
the inductance of a coil to tune to 550 
kilocycles with a 0.0005 microfarad con- 
denser? Answer: 0.0005 microfarad- 
0.0005 X 1,000,000 - 500 micromicro- 
farads. Find the vertical line for 500 
mmfd., run up this line till the line for 
550 kc is found. These two lines cross 

ly 
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1 (3) What must be the maximum 

capacity of a variable condenser to tùne 
to 550 kilocycles with a coil of 240 
microhenries? 

Answer: Estimate the location of the 
slanting line for 240 microhenries lying 
between lines M and N. Find where 
this estimated line intersects the 550 kc 
ordinate. Referring to the capacity 
scale at the bottom of the chart, the 
capacity is found to be 350 micromicro- 
farads. 

(4) The lowest frequency at which 
an oscillator will operate is 80 kc when 
a condenser of 40,000 micromicrofarads 
is connected across the oscillator coil. 
Find the inductance of the coil. 

Answer: Remembering the rule, add 
two ciphers to the 400 micromicrofarads 
given on the chart making 40,000. Ac- 
cording to the rule, we must drop one 
,cipher from the frequency value on the 
chart. Dropping a cipher from 800 on 
the chart gives the desired frequency of 
80 kc. The inductance we find will 
therefore be read directly. Running up 
the 40,000 microhenry line and coming 
across on the 80 kc line we find the 
intersection near line K, or at approxi- 
mately 99 microhenries, which is the in- 
ductance of the oscillator coil. 

The chart will allow calculations to 
be made without actually figuring out 
the values mathematically, and will give 
results correct within a few per cent. 
It is particularly convenient for rapid 
checking of data and constants of tuned 
circuits. 

one another between the inductanc 
lines L and M. The inductance valu 
then is estimated as 170 microhenries 

(2) What is the highest frequency t 
which the above coil will tune when th 
minimum capacity of the condenser i 
22 micromicrofarads? 

Answer: Lay a straight edge or rule 
between lines L and M and parallel to 
them through the 170 - point found. 
Find where the ruler cuts the vertical 
line for 22 micromicrofarads. Read the 
corresponding frequency as 2630 kilo- 
cycles. This is a case where the induc- 
tance of the connecting leads and capa- 
city of the coil will act to reduce the 
frequency considerably. Hence, it is 
best to make calculations of the size of 
coil required, with the maximum capa- 
city of the condenser rather than the 
minimum capacity. 

AUSTRALIAN BROADCAST NOTES 

1YA (Auckland, New Zealand) has 
been brought up-to-date by the installa- 
tion of a standard W. E. 500 watt trans- 
mitter, which is operated nightly on a 
wavelength of 420 meters. Several other 
stations are to be equipped with similar 
apparatus in the near future, being 
located at Wellington, Christchurch and 
Dunedin, New Zealand. 
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SUPPLY SETS 
By MAX P. GILLILAND 

0 F the several troubles that may 
develop in any type of rectifier 
and filter which supplies direct 

current from the a. c. socket, the most 
obvious is the failure of a rectifier tube 
to light. The most likely cause is in 
the a. c. supply, a loose connection in 
the outlet plug, a faulty snap switch, 
or a broken cord. These faults may be 
located by a 110 volt test lamp placed 
across the supply terminals. 

If there is no sound when the tube 
is lit, check the eliminator output with 
a voltmeter, if necessary tracing out a 
break in the battery cable. This may 
be readily determined by making a con- 
tinuity test of all the wires with a bat- 
tery in series with a voltmeter. Should 
this part of the equipment test o. k., the 
next place to look is in the rectifying 
tube. If, for any reason, it should 
prove to have a low filament emission, 
you may know that this is one of the 
sources of your trouble. 

A simple test for these tubes is to 
place them in an ordinary socket con- 
nected to the filament winding of the 
transformer of the current supply set, 
as shown in the accompanying diagram. 

i 
FILAMENT MING 

!Man) 

/0 WATT LAMP 
IALF{CHERRY RED) 

#90r OR /10r 40 
/0 )YATTLAM? 

FULL (CHERRY RID) 

-90v OR //0v. A C 

Of POND? TR, 4 NIFORMfR 

Circuit for Testing Rectifier Tube. 

To the plate of the tube apply plus 90 
volts. Tie the minus of the high ten- 
sion into one side of the filament circuit. 
In series with the plate lead of this 
arrangement place an ordinary incan- 
descent lamp in a porcelain receptacle. 
When all connections are made, the 
lamp filament will glow a cherry red 
color, provided that the tube under test 
is all right. A low emission tube will 
either just barely light the lamp or else 
not at all. 

This same test may be applied to 
power amplifier tubes as well. In this 
case another positive lead is run to the 
grid of the tube with another 10 watt 
lamp in series. The grid circuit will 
usually glow at about half the brilliancy 
of the plate circuit. Should the lamps 
light to almost normal brilliance, it is 
a sign of a gassy or soft tube. 110 volts 
a. c. may be used in absence of 90 volts 
d. c. though the direct current is pref- 
erable. A broken grid support in a 
tube causing an internal short (this ap- 
plies to the power amplifier) will allow 
no signal to pass. Another source of 

(Continued on page 64) 
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Radio K N T, Zane Grey's Fisherman" 
A Description of the Transmitting and Receiving Equipment 

Used on this South Seas Cruiser 

By Wilford Deming, Jr. 

NOT least important in the equip- 
ment of Zane Grey's Fisherman, 
in which he is making a semi - 

scientific trip to the South Seas, is radio 
apparatus. This includes a commercial 
wave transmitter and receiver, a long 
wave receiver and a short wave trans- 
mitter and receiver. 

The ship is a three masted schooner, 
each mast reaching over 125 ft. above 
the water. On the tops of these three 
masts, insulated with long Pyrex insula- 
tors, is a two wire flat -top antenna, 
using 7 strands No. 18 bronze. On the 
foremast, near the top, is a 30 ft. beam, 
extending out over the sides of the ship, 
and to the port end of this is led the 
lead from the big flat -top antenna, and 
down to a bulk head insulator, and then 
under the decks to the commercial wave 
transmitter. All receivers are coupled 
to this antenna. 

From the port, or right end of this 
top -mast spar, there drops the vertical 
short wave antenna, using No. 12 en- 
ameled wire, and topped with a 5 in. 

copper ball and two 12 in. Pyrex Insula- 
tors, in series. This antenna drops 
directly to a Pyrex bowl lead-in insulator 
and directly to the high -frequency trans- 
mitter. The ground strip is composed 
of heavy copper ribbon, 3 in. in width, 
and extending to the water's edge where 
it is brazed to the copper bottom of the 
ship. 

The 30-42 meter transmitter may be 
seen flush with the wall at the left of 
the picture. Each panel is 7x35 in. with 
the same spacing between them. On the 
upper panel, left to right, is the filament 
voltmeter, the variable antenna tuning 
condenser and the antenna ammeter. 
The lower panel, from left to right, 
holds the grid tuning condenser, the 
wattmeter and the plate tuning con- 
denser. National .0001 mfd. high volt- 
age variable condensers were used in 
grid, plate and antenna circuits. 

The tuned plate -tuned grid circuit is 

used. On the left, mounted vertically, 
and variable upon two glass rods, are 
the antenna and plate coils, the antenna 

Installation at Radio KNT. 

RADIO FOR FEBRUARY, 1927 

on top, and the bottom end of the plate 
coil at ground potential. At the right, 
mounted horizontally can be seen the 
grid coil. The grid chokes, 100 turns 
to each grid, are wound in opposite 
direction on a 11/4 in. glass tube placed 
just above the grid coil. Two 10,000 
ohm grid leaks are mounted just below 
the tube end mounts. 

At opposite ends, just under the plate 
mounts, is a similar glass tube mounted 
choke for the oscillator plate circuits. 
The grid and plate blocking condensers 
are .00002 5 mfd. Faradon's. - Just under 
the tubes can be seen the Acme 150 watt 
filament heating transformer. 

Primary supply to this transformer is 

from a 100 watt rotary converter, run- 
ning on the ship's power of 110 d. c. and 
giving 75 volts, 60 cycle a. c. Push- 
pull oscillator current supply, using two 

UV 204A tubes, with a normal input of 

1 kw. is used with great satisfaction, 
the resulting tone from a 500 cycle 

source being easily readable at great 
distances. 
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The commercial wave transmitter is controlled from the large panel above 
the receiver. It is a ill kw. tube transmitter converted from a Marconi 
quenched spark. It is tuned to 600, 
706 and 800 meters. Full wave recti- 
fication from a 500 cycle source is also 
used in this transmitter. 

At the right of the picture is a Leach 
relay which keys both transmitters and 
gives break-in reception on all receivers 
while transmitting. Below are the gen- 
erator field rheostat and the switches 
for charging the antenna from receiver 
to receiver and the power from one transmitter to the other. 

On the left of the operating table is 
a Grebe CR 7 long wave receiver, in 
the center is a Grebe CR 6 intermediate 
wave receiver, for commercial broadcast 
work, and on the right, the new Grebe 
CR 18, short wave receiver. At either 
end of the table can be seen the trans- 
mitting keys, for either transmitter. The 
Burgess B batteries may be seen on the 
floor beneath the table. 

Karl E. Zindt is the radio operator. 
The author superintended the installa- 
tion with the assistance of Fred L. 
Dewey. Any communication sent to the 
author at 1404 Magnolia Ave., Los An- 
geles, will be forwarded to KNT. 

Data on the '99 Type Tube 
By Paul Oard 

Notwithstanding the obvious advan- 
tage of its low filament current con- 
sumption, there seems to be a wide- 
spread prejudice against the '99 tube. 
To show that this is ill-founded is my 
prime purpose. 

It is a 3 -volt tube and requires .06 
amperes, which is one-fourth the cur- 
rent consumption of the 5 -volt type, 
which requires .25 amperes. It is fully 
as rugged in construction and as well 
able to withstand overload as the larger 
tube. Its failure is usually due to over - 
voltage supply, being normally operated 
from three dry cells in series. Their 
combined 41/2 volts should be reduced to 
3 volts by a rheostat, but this is often 
neglected. Consequently it is subjected 
to 50 per cent overload whereas a 5 -volt 
tube or a 6 -volt storage battery has only 
20 per cent overload. 

A receiver using 3 -volt tubes should 
always be equipped with a high resist- 
ance voltmeter which is in circuit at all 
times so as to show the voltage at which 

of Short Wave Transmitter. 
CIRCUIT CALCULATIONS 

In series connection of several re- 
sistances, or inductances, the total resist- 
ance, or inductance, is equal to the sum 
of the individual resistances, or induc- 
tances. Thus Rseries=!1+r2+r3+. 
Lserles=11+12+1s+.... Likewise in 
parallel connection of several condensers 
the total capacity is equal to the sum 
of the individual capacities. Thus 
Cparal Iel=C1-}-c2+ca±.... In parallel 
connection of resistances, or inductances, 
and in series connection of condensers, 
the total is equal to the reciprocal of 
the sum of their reciprocals. 

Thus R 1 

Rear 

1 Lparallei=1/l 
1/12+ 1/l ].+ 39 

1 
Cs e r l 

38 

View 

the tubes are operating. The tube should 
never be driven above 3.2 volts when 
the B battery is connected. If the set 
does not then give proper volume, either 
it or the tubes are defective. 

A certain percentage of tubes become 
"gassy"' or lose their vacuum after they 
have been packed and shipped to the 
distributor. Consequently the careful 
buyer should insist that his tubes be 
tested, not only to see that they "light," 
but also that they contain no gas. The 
test meter should show full "filament 
emission" without drop for 15 seconds. 
The tube that does not then show a downward movement of the needle may 
be rated as perfect. 

Because of the fact that the '99 tube 
was introduced primarily as a dry cell 
tube, and at a time when the price of a storage battery was an important factor, 
there is a widespread impression that 
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the '99 tube will not operate on storage 
battery. This impression is being dis- 
pelled in part by the recent development 
of small storage batteries of the two cell 
type, furnishing four volts. As a matter 
of fact, the standard six volt battery is 
entirely satisfactory, providing that a 
resistance is placed in the main line 
leading from the battery, and set so 
that current fed into the tubes does not 
exceed 314 volts. In fact, there is much 
in favor of the installation of a heavy 
duty six volt battery, of say 100 or more 
ampere hour capacity, such a battery 
oftimes not requiring charging more 
than once every two to three months. 
When it is considered that 8 of the '99 
type tubes draw only one-half ampere of 
current, as against one and one -quarter 
amperes in the average five tube set 
using A tubes, the economy is apparent. 

As to volume, it is true that in the 
audio frequency part of the circuit, that 
the '99 tube does not develop as much 
as does the A tube. In the radio fre- 
quency side of the circuit, however, 
the '99 type is every bit as efficient as 
far as sensitivity is concerned, with the 
added advantage of low current con- 
sumption. The power tube takes care 
of the objection of volume in the audio 
circuit, the average six tube set, using 
five '99 tubes and one power tube, 
furnishing more volume than can be 
handled by the average loud speaker. 
The '99 type is easier to neutralize and 
balance in radio frequency circuits than 
is the A type. In audio circuits, it is 
possible to utilize two or three of the 
dry cell power tubes with remarkable 
results, the warning injunction pasted 
on many of this type, "for use in last 
stage only" being intended to apply to 
sets not equipped to otherwise handle 
more than one of this type. 

The drain on the B battery is also 
proportionately less than that of the 
A type. Where receivers are prop- 
erly equipped with fixed by-pass con- 
densers to take care of resistance built 
up as the B current falls, and with the 
correct size of battery, the operator may 
use dry cell B batteries with all the 
satisfaction that would be experienced 
were wet cell B batteries used. As an 
example, the writer has noted several 
superheterodynes, using 8 of the '99 
type tube, whose B batteries have func- 
tioned satisfactorily for eight months or 
more before replacement became neces- 
sary. Operated at the proper voltage, in 
a receiver correctly built, and with an 
occasional "rejuvenation" to maintain 
filament emission, and the correct appli- 
cation of storage battery current where 
this is practical, one may expect the '99 
type of tube to function fully as satis- 
factorily as the A type. 
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What You Should Know About Tubes 

THE vacuum tube is the most im- 
portant unit in the modern radio 
receiving set. "It is important of 

course in the sense that it is indispens- 
able (the crystal set furnishing a single 
exception) but it is most specifically 
important because sensitivity and qual- 
ity of reproduction, two of the most de- 
sirable attributes of the radio set, depend 
upon proper tubes properly used. 

A "key" to an understanding of the 
vacuum tube is found in the fact that 
it has three elements; its filament may be 
one of three different types, it requires 
three batteries or sources of voltage for 
its operation, and it has three important 
characteristics. 

Of the three elements of the vacuum 
tube, the filament comes first in import- 
ance. It is the source of the electrons, 
tiny particles of negatively charged elec- 
tricity. Upon their emission from the 
heated filament depends the tube's 
action. The filament may be either plain 
tungsten, oxide coated, or thoriated. 

The tungsten filament requires a high 
temperature to secure satisfactory elec- 
tron emission. It is found in tubes de- 
signed especially for use as detectors- 
the UV -200 and C-300 types-and re- 
quires a storage battery for satisfactory 
operation. It also requires careful regu- 
lation of filament current and plate volt- 
age but for those experimenters who are 
interested in distant reception there is 
the reward of great sensitivity. A new 
type of sensitive detector tube employs 
a thoriated filament and consumes less 
filament current. 

Oxide filaments - "dull emitters" - 
give satisfactory electron emission at 
much lower temperatures. Such fila- 
ments are made by baking oxides of 
calcium, strontium, or barium on a 
metallic filament. Western Electric tubes 
and tubes of the WD -12 and C-12 types 
use the oxide filament. 

The thoriated filament is of tungsten 
with which is combined the metal thori- 
um. Like the oxide filament, it gives 
satisfactory electron emission with small 
current consumption. This filament is 
used in tubes of the '99 and A types. 

The plate of a tube is maintained at 
a positive voltage by the B battery. 
Since the electrons are negative, they are 
attracted to the plate from the heated 
filament. The number of electrons de- 
termines the plate current. Within 
limits, therefore, increasing the plate 
voltage and the filament current causes 
a certain increase in plate current. How- 
ever, if the process is carried too far, 
there is proportionately less and less 
increase in plate current. 

By Kirk B. Norcross 
In practice, the plate and filament 

voltages remain constant and the varia- 
tions in grid voltage determine the elec- 
tron flow, hence the plate current. The 
grid charge varies with the signal fluctu- 
ation and thus the amplified signal is 
reproduced by the plate current. 

There is a common impression that 
the changes in grid voltage should al- 
ways produce proportional changes in 
plate current in order that the tube may 
function. This is a proper condition for 
operation without distortion when the 
tube is used as an amplifier but this 
condition would render the tube in- 
operative as a detector. To have detec- 
tion there must be some distortion. A 
full discussion of this question requires 
reference to characteristic curves sup- 
plemented by mathematics. The sub- 
ject is therefore outside the scope of this 
article. An explanation of this portion 
of vacuum tube theory is found in an 
article by Raymond B. Thorpe in 
RADIO for October, 1926. 

The rather common expression, "work- 
ing on the straight portion of the curve," 
applies to the use of the tube as an 
amplifier and refers to the well known 
characteristic curve obtained by plotting 
values of grid voltage against corres- 
ponding values of plate current. It 
means, simply, that under the conditions 
of use the changes in grid voltage pro- 
duce proportional changes in plate cur- 
rent. 

A C battery connected in the grid 
circuit of an amplifier tube makes the 
grid more strongly negative and permits 
greater B battery voltages while working 
on the straight portion of the curve. 
Louder signals are thus obtained with- 
out distortion and the current drain 
upon the B battery is reduced. 

From our "key" to the study of tubes 
we recall that the tube has three im- 
portant characteristics. First, there is 
the "amplification factor" or "amplifi- 
cation constant," terms which owe their 
definition to the action of the grid, 
which has a much greater effect on the 
plate current than changing the B bat- 
tery voltage. Amplification constant is 

equal to the change in plate voltage 
divided by the change in grid voltage, 
when the individual change in plate and 
grid voltages would produce the same 
change in plate current. For example, 
if a change of 6 volts in the grid and a 
change in B battery voltage of 45 each 
produce the same change in plate cur- 
rent, the amplification constant is 45-6 
=7.5. 

"Plate impedance," the second im- 
portant characteristic, is the quotient 
obtained by dividing a change in plate 

voltage by the corresponding change 
produced in plate current. To illustrate, 
suppose that the plate voltage is changed 
from 90 to 45 volts and this changes 
the plate current from .0081 to .0029 
amperes. The plate impedance is, there- 
fore, (90-45) ± (.0081-.0029) = 
8564 ohms. 

"Mutual conductance," the third char- 
acteristic, is the quotient of plate cur- 
rent change and grid voltage change. 
This result is expressed in "mhos," a 
word obtained by spelling "ohms" back- 
wards except that the "s" is not dis- 
placed. To illustrate, if a change of 9 

volts on the grid causes a change of 

.0058 amperes in the plate current the 
mutual conductance is .0058 ± 9 = 
.000644 mhos or 644 "micro mhos." 

There is one general point to remem- 
ber about these three tube character- 
istics: they are not fixed, even for a 
particular tube, but vary with plate 
voltage and grid voltage. An under- 
standing of these characteristics is not 
only of value as a basis of a more de- 
tailed study of vacuum tube theory but 
it is also of assistance in choosing a 
tube for a particular purpose. For in- 
stance if you wish to select a tube for 
power amplification, that is, for use in 
an amplifier where a considerable vol- 
ume of sound is required, it is best to 
use a tube of low plate impedance. A 

tube of high impedance may cut off the 
low notes of the musical scale. Again, 
if you have a resistance or impedance 
coupled amplifier, tubes of high amplifi- 
cation constants should be used. 

The old "standard" base is provided 
with four prongs of uniform size and a 
pin is imbedded at the side of the base 
so that the tube may be locked in the 
socket. The socket is a shell of metal 
or insulating material which should be 
accurately dimensioned inside so that 
the tube fits snugly. Owing to the diffi- 

culties of attaining accuracy in quantity 
production, this condition is not always 
fulfilled. As a result, the contact springs 
in the socket push the tube out of a true 
vertical position, giving unequal pressure 
which frequently results in a poor con- 
nection. This condition is made worse 
because the prongs are tipped with 
solder which corrodes easily. The 199 

type of base is similar to the old stand- 
ard base; it is, however of smaller diam- 
eter and the prongs are shorter. 

The prongs on the WD -11 base are 
not of uniform size and this prevents 
the tube being placed in the socket in 
the wrong position. Good contact is 

(Continued on page 63) 
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How to Build an Electric P 
Complete Details for Construction of Power Amplifier and BatteryEliminator 

To be Used with 
p 

Electric Pick_Up Device 
By Clinton Osborne 

ANY old style phonograph can be 
easily and cheaply converted 
into a satisfactory electrical in- 

strument by substituting an electro- 
magnetic pick-up device, audio amplifier, 
and cone type loud speaker for the 
mechanical pick-up and tone chamber of 
the old instrument. These, combined 
with a socket power unit for supplying 
A, B and C voltages, are shown in the 
circuit diagram of Fig. 1 and accom- 
panying pictures. To be completely 
electrical in operation the phonograph 
should have a motor -driven turn table. 

In the upright model here illustrated 
the record compartment was used to 
house the electrical equipment. This, of 
course, can be housed in a separate 
cabinet. Naturally, also, the baseboard 
dimensions will depend upon the size of 
available space. The parts used by the 
author gave eminent satisfaction. If 
substitutions are made they should be of 
as high a grade. If cheaper parts are 
used there is a likelihood that the results 
will be little better than those from the 
old phonograph and thus not justify the 
expense for the amplifier. 

The first operation is to remove the 
old tone arm and reproducer from the 
phonograph, and in its place mount the 
new electromagnetic pick-up unit. The 
base of this unit is screwed to the board 
supporting the turntable, so that the arc 
through which the reproducer swings will 
keep the vertical plane of the reproducer 
case at right angles to a line drawn from 
the center of the record to the tip of 
the steel phonograph needle. If this 
angle is not very near a right angle, the 
needle will jump the lines and scratch 
the record when very loud, and low 
frequency notes are being reproduced. 
The easiest method to judge the position 
for the reproducer and base is to place 
a worn out record on the turntable, and 
try different settings of the reproducer 
and base until the best position is found. 
The base should then be screwed to the 
wooden panel, and a hole drilled through 
the board so that the two output leads 
from the pick-up unit can be run to the 
bottom compartment. 

The power plant used to operate the 
two stage audio amplifier is similar in 
circuit to the ABC eliminator described 
in past issues of RADIO by G. M. Best, 
except that a Raytheon Type BIB recti- 
fier tube is used. The power plant con- 
sists of a power transformer, with 110 
volt primary, two 350 volt secondaries 
in series, and a 5 volt filament lighting 
secondary. The Raytheon tube is con- 
nected in the secondary circuit of the 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Wiring Diagram of Electric 
Phonograph 

transformer, so that each element of the 
tube receives a potential of 350 volts. 
The rectified output of the tube, with 
350 volts input per element, will be 
about 300 volts at 80 milliamperes. This 
current is passed through a two winding 
filter choke which is used in conjunction 

with 12 mfd. to form an efficient filter 
system. After passing through the 
choke, the effective voltage at 80 milli- 
amperes will be about 275, which is 
available for the plate of the power am- 
plifier tube. 

The first audio tube is a type 99, re - 

Completed Electric Phonograph with Cone 
Speaker 
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quiring 60 milliamperes at 3 volts, so 
that this current is obtained from the 
filter output, the voltage being cut from 
275 to 3 volts by means of a set of re- 
ducing resistances, having a total value 
of approximately 5000 ohms. This re- 
sistance can be made up cheaply and 
efficiently by connecting three 10 watt 
and one 25 watt, 110 volt mazda lamps 
in series, between the positive terminal 
of the filter output, and the positive 99 
tube filament connection. Plate voltage 
for the 99 tube is obtained in the same 
manner, by means of a reducing resist- 
ance of 50,000 ohms, which lowers the 
effective plate voltage to 90, from 275 
volts, and permits a plate current of 21/2 

milliamperes. 

The second amplifier tube may be 
either a CX-112, CX-371 or CX-310, 
preferably the latter, in order that the 
full voltage of the power plant may be 
utilized. In the author's experimental 
layout, the 112 and 371 power tubes 
were tried, and it was found necessary 
to insert a resistance for reducing the 
effective plate voltage to the maximum 
permissible amount, 180 volts. This 
limits the volume obtainable to a point 
considerably below that possible with 
the 310 tube, so that the full possibil- 
ities of the power plant were not used. 
As the power transformer has a filament 
lighting secondary of only 5 volts, a sep- 
arate filament transformer was installed, 
with a secondary voltage output of 7.5 

volts at 1.25 amperes. This slight addi- 
tional expense is well warranted, in view 
of the increased volume obtained. 

A 400 ohm potentiometer is shunted 
across the power tube filament, as is 
shown in the diagram, so that the exact 
center of balance can be obtained, and 
the power hum in the loud speaker coln- 

LIST OF PARTS USED BY WRITER 
1 General Radio Type 273 H.P. transformer 

110450-350-5 volts. 
1 General Radio Type 366 Filter choke --50 

henries when passing 85 milliamperes. 
2 Tobe -Deutschmann 4 mfd. No. 404 filter 

condensers -400 volts. 
2 Tobe 2 mfd. No. 402 2 mfd. filter con- 

densers -400 volts. 
1 Tobe 1 mfd. No. 401 filter condenser - 

400 volts. 
2 Tobe .1 mfd. No. 410 filter condensers - 

400 volts. 
1 Raytheon BH tube. 
1 Carter 100 ohm fixed resistance. 
2 General Radio No. 285-D audio trans- 

formers. 
1 General Radio No. 387 Speaker Filter. 
3 General Radio No. 349 sockets. - 
1 Clarostat-For C biasing resistance. 
1 1 mfd. Tobe by-pass condenser. 
1 General Radio No. 214A 400 ohm poten- 

tiometer. 
1 Electrad double grid leak mounting. 
1 Electrad .05 megohm fixed metallic leak. 
1 Thordarson three-way transformer -110- 

6-8-12 volts. 
4 Porcelain lamp sockets. 
3 10 watt 11e volt Mazda lamps. 
1 25 watt 110 volt mazda lamp. 
1 Hanscom Super -Unit phonograph pick-up. 
1 Snap switch. 
1 Single contact jack. 
1 Weston Model 506 0-100 m.a. milliam- 

meter (optional). 

pletely eliminated. Bias voltage for the 
first audio tube is obtained by means of 
a 100 ohm fixed resistance placed be- 
tween the negative end of the tube fila- 
ment, and the negative B supply ter- 
minal. The voltage drop across this re- 
sistance, with 60 milliamperes flowing 
through it, is 6 volts, which is the proper 
C voltage for the 99 tube with from 
90 to 100 volts plate. 

The method employed for providing 
C voltage for the power tube is some- 
what different, although it uses the volt- 
age drop principle. A variable resist- 
ance, having a minimum of 1000 ohms 
and a maximum above 2000 ohms is 
placed in the negative B voltage lead 
to the power tube, as is shown in Fig. 1, 

and the voltage drop in the plate volt- 
age supply is used as C potential. With 
a resistance setting of 1000 ohms, which 
can be obtained by screwing in the knob 

Fig. 2. Power Amplifier Assembly. 
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of the Clarostat as far as it will go, the 
plate current will be approximately 18 

milliamperes, and the C voltage will 
thus be 18 volts. A 1 mfd. condenser 
must be shunted across this resistance, 
to prevent the amplifier from howling. 
It is not necessary to use a high voltage 
condenser at this point, as only 18 volts 
will be impressed across its terminals. 

To insulate the power tube from the 
loud speaker, insofar as direct current is 
concerned, an output device must be 
used, either of the impedance coupled or 
transformer type. It is particularly im- 
portant that the device be capable of 
transmitting all audio frequencies alike, 
as a considerable amount of power is 
'_dandled, and an output filter which was 
a poor match for the impedances of the 
tube and speaker would be worse than 
none at all. 

Connect all audio transformer cases 
to the negative filter circuit, and to 
ground, running in a ground wire to the 
phonograph just as you would to a radio 
set. The plus B terminal of the first 
audio transformer should be grounded, 
and it is important that the main frame 
of the phonograph pick-up unit be con- 
nected to this terminal. In the Hans- 
com unit this wire has a red tracer. 

The filter choke must pass 85 milli- 
amperes without heating and maintain 
an inductance of at least 50 henries with 
this value of current passing through it. 
The filter condensers must be able to 
withstand 400 volts d.c. continuously, 
and the .1 mfd. buffer condensers across 
the Raytheon tube plates should be of 
the same type. The ordinary B block 
of filter condensers designed for 200 volt 
B eliminator service will not do, as they 
would soon break down under the strain 
of 350 volt service. A 1 mfd. 400 volt 
condenser must also be used to by-pass 
the a.c. component in the plate circuit 
of the first audio tube. 

After all the apparatus is mounted on 
the baseboard, in the general manner of 
Fig. 2, the wiring can be installed, using 
a good grade of insulated wire capable 
of withstanding 400 volts. Keep the 
grid and plate leads of the audio ampli- 
fier tubes away from the 71/2 volt a.c. 
filament leads to the power tube, and 
be particularly careful in insulating the 
wires from the power transformer to the 
Raytheon tube, as an unpleasant shock 
would result if any of the power trans- 
former terminals were touched when the 
body was grounded. It will be found 
advisable to run the ground wire first, 
as it goes to practically every piece of 
apparatus on the board, the most con- 
venient route being from the center ter- 
minals of the power transformer second- 
ary to the case of the filter, to the bot- 
tom lugs of the filter condensers, to their 
cases, to the frame of the output filter, 
thence to the audio transformer cases, 
and ending with the negative side of the 
C biasing resistance of the first audio 

(Continued on page 65) 
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UER.IES 
REPLIES 

Questions of general interest are published in this department. Questions should be brief, typewritten, or in ink, written on one side of the paper, and 
should state whether the answer is to be published or personally acknowledged. Where personal answer is desired, a fee of 25c per question, including diagrams, should be sent. If questions require special work, or diagrams, particularly those of factory -built receivers, an extra charge will be made, and correspondents will be notified of the amount of this charge before answer is made. 

Would like to convert my 4 tube Uni- versal receiver into a 5 tube set. Please 
publish a circuit showing how to do this, with data on how to add an output trans- former.-C. R. W., Dunsmuir, Calif. 

A circuit diagram of the Universal 
receiver, with a stage of tuned rd, added, 

; 0°0;C G, % A 
A 170,9(4/ 

+ 
lc 
.t.e 

Fr 

is shown in Fig. 1. The extra r.f. trans- former should preferably be of the toroid, or other enclosed field coil, in order to avoid coupling between r.f. stages. An output transformer is shown, with con- nections for the 371 type power tube. 
Have a five tube receiver of popular 

make, and am having trouble due to powerful local stations interfering with distance reception. Would the infradyne amplifier unit adapted to this set improve the selectivity and cut out the locals? 
Would the short wave adapter published 
in November RADIO work with my broadcast receiver?-C. H. H., Oakland, Calif. 

You can either add an infradyne 
adapter, using the same instructions as apply to the Hammarlund HiQ receiver 
contained in Mr. Sargent's article in this issue, or you can tune the antenna cir- cuit. A .0005 mfd. variable condenser 
placed in series with a coil consisting of 
100 turns of No. 24 d.c.c. wire wound on a 21/2 in. tube, connected between the antenna and the antenna binding post on the set will enable tuning the antenna system to the exact wave of the distant station wanted, so that the interfering 
locals will be tuned out. The infradyne 
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adapter will increase both the sensitivity 
and selectivity of the receiver to a con- siderable degree, however, while the antenna tuner will only improve the selectivity. 

I want to build a 3 tube receiver for receiving the waves from 550 to 950 
2,000 ar 
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o C'f o o 4Sr o 90 r Fig. 1. R. F. Stage Added to Universal Receiver. 
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meters, covered by the marine commer- 
cial traffic, and would like a circuit for such a receiver, with a stage of tuned r.f., regenerative detector and one stage 
of transformer coupled audio amplifica- tion.-H. R. W., Str. San Juan. 

The set you need is a modified Brown- ing -Drake, with inductances suitable for the 600 meter band. The circuit diagram 
0005Mf 
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Fig. 2. 600 Meter Browning -Drake Circuit 
is shown in Fig. 2, and the data for the inductances are as follows: Antenna load- 
ing coil 150 turns No. 24 d.c.c. on a 21/2 
in. tube. Antenna coupling coil 15 turns 
No. 24 d.c.c. on a 2 in. tube, and placed 
inside the secondary, which consists of 
70 turns of No. 24 d.c.c. wound on a 3 in. 
tube. The r.f. transformer primary will 
need 30 turns of No. 28 double silk wire 
wound in jumble fashion at the filament 

111-A 
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end of the secondary, which is wound with 70 turns of No. 24 d.c.c. wire on a 
3 in. tube. The tickler coil is placed in- side the secondary at the end opposite to the primary, and should have 35 turns of No. 28 double silk wire on a 2 in. tube, and arranged with shaft projecting through the panel so that the coupling can be varied. There are three tuning controls on this set, but the increased selectivity obtained with the antenna cir- cuit tuned makes the extra control well worth while. If the r,f. tube oscillates badly when the filament rheostat is turned 
on full, it may be necessary to take out a neutralizing tap at the 16th turn from the grid end of the r.f. transformer sec- ondary, connecting the neutralizing con- denser as is shown in the circuit dia- gram. If the antenna tuned circuit is not needed, the condenser an,d loading 
coil can be strapped out, so as to make the antenna circuit aperiodic. 

Am very much interested in the com- pletely shielded nine -tube superhetero- 
dyne described in October and November 
RADIO, but as my set has Northern 
Electric 215-A tubes, and their filaments are operated in series, I am unable to modify my present circuit diagram. 
Kindly publish the above circuit for series filament operation, except for the power tube, which will be operated from 
a 6 -volt storage battery. The present 7 peanut tubes are operated from a 10 -volt battery consisting of the 6 -volt battery 
for the power tube, in series with a 4 -volt 
small size storage battery.-H. A., At- lanta, Ga. 

The circuit diagram for series operated 
filament circuit, using 215-A tubes, is 
shown in Fig. 3. It is similar in principle 
to the shielded set described in October 
RADIO, or the semi -shielded set described 
in this issue. In order to obtain the proper grid voltages for the various 
tubes, the arrangement of tube filaments 
has been changed from that published in 
these columns some time ago, and the 

(Continued on page 78) 
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I?G COMMERC IAL_ 
BRASSPOUNDE 

1 Depátifxneríi 
for file Operator 
at Sea. aid Ashore, 

R. O. KOCH, Great Lakes Correspondent 

PROGRESS 
Tempus shure do fugit. But for that matter 

it has to in order to keep up with the march 
of events and the advance of science. Since 

the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in 

1750 our scientists and inventors have kept the 
guns going just as insistently as some of the 
political revolutionists of certain of our South- 
ern neighbors. And in spite of this fervent 
craving for progress, most of us seem to have 
an inherent dislike of abandoning the "good 
old" things to which we have become accus- 
tomed, in favor of new u and more modern 
"contraptions." 

So it has been in the radio industry. After 

the receiving detector had gone through the 
coherer, tikker, carborundum and other crystal 
stages, we'll bet there were a good many men 

who prophesied that the audion would never 
be a success, commercially. Too many flash - 

lite batteries, filament wouldn't last a whole 
trip-nix, galena for us. And, as static room 
gossip has it, the inventor of those fine old 
double -filament Audiotrons went out one nice 

evening and drank himself to death. Whether 
this was because of certain insulting sea -going 
language directed at one of his little tubes or 
not has never been determined; all that is 

known is that he took his "recipe" with him. 

Of all the inventions for the ship's wireless 
shack, the transmitting tube has probably had 
the hardest time finding a place in the hearts 
of the operators. In the first place, it had 
to overcome a great deal of sentiment in re- 
placing the spark, with the latter's identifying 
note and the sense of power felt by the oper- 
ator in sending out a circle of blue lightning 
every time he pressed the key. 

When KPH first switched to ICW about 
three years ago, his well -loved sink note was 
sorely missed out on the Pacific. And it was 
with some smug satisfaction that some of us 
began to realize that KFS was getting in on 
most of the traffic. Hadn't we been assuring 
each other that the bottle had no place in 
marine wireless? Well, KPH proved that we 
were right. 

Not for long, though, for KPH made a 
comeback-and now we are trying to forget 
our prophecies and our backwoods arguments 
against modernization. Even the spark sta- 
tions which once outclassed the tubes are 
gradually being converted to the eventually 
universal type of transmitter equipment. 

Thus passeth an old love-reluctant though 
we are to let it go. And just as we have held 
onto the spark, will our successors hold onto 
the tube when the time comes for that, also, 
to pass into the unforgotten and glorified past. 

The 11th district U. S. Lighthouse depot at 
Detroit is building a large number of 100 -watt 
automatic radio fog signals for use on the 
Great Lakes, Atlantic and Pacific coasts. They 
are 500 cycle, self -rectifying full wave, using 
four 50 -watt Signal Corps tubes. 

Edited by P. S. LUCAS 

R. F. AMPLIFICATION IN MARINE 
WORK 

By W. L. JEPSON 
Radio frequency amplification, while com- 

mon in broadcast receivers, is seldom found 
in ship receivers. The marine operator bloops 
no one with a regenerative receiver and with 
a sensitive detector tube is able to drag in sig- 
nals from a great distance. A three -coil 
honeycomb regenerative combination, properly 
handled, is hard to beat for selectivity and 
sensitivity. 

Yet there is a demand for less complicated 
tuning and even greater selectivity and sensi- 
tivity which can be attained by adding an r.f. 
amplifier for use with a shorter aerial. The 
old superdyne circuit can be well adapted for 
this purpose on 600 meters. The circuit is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

(a) 
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C. W. RAnOS, Boston Correspondent 

one step of R. F. having two resonant circuits 
before the detector tube, the antenna circuit 
may be closely coupled to the grid circuit 
through the medium of a coil having spaced 
turns wound about the secondary or the aerial 
may be connected to the grid through a fixed 

condenser of about .0005 mfd. capacity; the 
filaments are grounded in that case. This 
gives sufficient selectivity when using a short 
receiving aerial run up to the stack or between 
the boat davits, which is all that is required 
with this circuit to get real results. 

The same batteries may be used for all 

tubes. It will be seen that the grid leak re- 
sistance cannot be shunted across grid con- 
denser of detector tube as then the plate volt- 
age will be impressed upon the grid of de- 
tector tube. The leak, of course, can go from 
grid to filament. A pencil or ink line run be - 

A- B- Bí222' .51-45 
o o o 

(b) 

Fig. 1. Adaptation of Superdyne Circuit for Long Wave. 

It uses tuned impedance coupling between 
amplifier and detector. This resonant plate 
circuit builds up high grid voltages on the de- 

tector tube, which is needed in spark work to 

get a booming signal. A reversed tickler feed 

back offsets the oscillations produced by the 
positive feed back of the tube. Oscillation is 

stopped by increasing (tightening) the tickler 

coupling. Thus the plate circuit may be 

brought right up to resonance and the non - 

oscillatory condition easily maintained. 

For a given wave length, as 600 meters, a 

point just below oscillation may be found 
which will remain fairly constant over a small 

band. But for close work, as with the ordi- 
nary regenerative circuit, the point just below 

oscillation is the best for spark and I. C. W. 

reception and the point just above oscillation 
gives best results on C. W. 

The feedback varies with the grid tuning, 
though it is not quite so critical as a regen- 
erative detector. The tube shouldn't be kept 
too far below the point of oscillation, as the 
sensitivity is lessened too much. 

The question of antenna coupling arises 
next. Beyond question the use of a tuned 
primary with variable coupling affords closest 
tuning and if we were considering a straight 
regenerative tuner it would be not only my 
first but my only choice. But where we have 

tween the grid and filament prongs on the 
base of the tube provides a good variable 
resistance. 

Now a word about the receiver itself. I 
used a regular honeycomb tuner in this circuit 
so successfully that I never bothered to wind 
coils for such a set (2LZ (?)-MIN). This 
tuner comprised a 3 -coil mounting and two 
.0005 mfd. tuning condensers. All that was 
needed was a fixed or variable .0005 mfd. an- 
tenna condenser and a tube and rheostat. 
The left-hand arm of the mounting holds the 
amplifier grid coil which was a 75 -turn D. L. 
or H. C. coil. The middle arm holds the 
tickler which was a 60 -turn coil, as was used 
for tickler before. The plate impedance coil 
may be a larger coil than the grid coil and it 
should be swung away out at right angles to 
the center coil and left that way, as there 
should be no coupling between it and the 
others. 

The operation is simple, as there are but 
the two condensers and one coupling adjust- 
ment which can be set for a small variation 
of wave -length. The plate tuning condenser 
is the major wave -length control and the grid 
coil is drawn towards the tickler coil to pre- 
vent tube from oscillating which will tend to 
occur as the circuits are brought into 
resonance. 

This circuit can be used for all wave- 
lengths and works fine on 2100 meter C. W. 
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stuff with the usual D. L. or H. C. coils. On 
these waves negative feedback is not particu- 
larly necessary but can be used to keep the 
tube from oscillating too strongly. This cir- 
cuit, minus the negative feedback arrange- 
ment, was used extensively in Europe for 
long -wave work. 

Not having a honeycomb set, coils can 
easily be wound to cover the 600-800 meter 
band. The grid coil might consist of 80 turns 
bank -wound on a four -inch tube. The plate 
coil should have around 90 turns and the 
tickler coil should have about 60 turns. Some 
sort of variable coupling would have to be 
devised for tickler, however. 

A- At Bt 
Fig. 2. Adaptation of Superdyne to S. E. 143 

Receiver. 
It has occurred to me that this circuit 

could easily be used in connection with a standard regenerative receiver such as the SE -143. The amplifier tube and impedance 
could be connected between the tuner cabinet and the amplifier control box as shown in Fig. 
2. The tickler connections will have to be tried one way or the other. Only the grid post on amplifier cabinet is used and the tickler posts 
of course must be shorted. The plate coil could be such as to cover entire range of tuner 
by taps or plug in arrangement. 

Perhaps I should say wot I 'eard ! 

While sailing in the Gulf of Mexico in '24 I could copy WSA (spk.) and WIM (ICW) 
and WCY (spk.), all near New York, during 
noon hours any day in the Central Gulf. 
Those of you who know that run realize that that's no little feat, eh? Generally speaking, 
the daylight range of a good coastal station 
can be increased from 700 miles to better than a 1000. Well, men, let's hear through 
these columns of your experiences with the 
Superdyne. 

SE 143 TICKLER CONNECTIONS 
By HAROLD LARSON, SS West Cajoot. 

When an SE143 receiver is used with an 
SE1071 V. T. control it is usually necessary 
to reverse the tickler connections for recep- 
tion on some wavelengths. This is, as a rule, 
accomplished by means of an external DPDT 
switch or by disconnecting and reversing the leads between the tickler binding posts on the 
143 and the 1071. 

® ® 

BEFORE 

o ® 

MM.» 

A FTEß 

Q o 

o ® ® O 
If the connections on the "OSCLR-DET" 

key switch on the tube control panel are changed as shown in the diagram, this switch may be used to reverse the tickler connections 
when on the "DET" position instead of cut- ting out and shorting the tickler coil as it 
does normally. Simply remove the two wires 
shown in Fig. 1 and connect the two shown 
in Fig. 2. 

(Continued on page 68) 
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TIME SIGNALS OF THE WORLD 
By Wm. A. Bremiman, S. S., West Henshaw 

P. C. T. E. C. T. G. M. T. CALL WAVE 
Midnight 
Midnight 
12.10 AM 
12.20 AM 
12.54 AM X 
12.56 AM 
1.00 AM 
1.00AMX 
1.00AMX 
1.28 AM 
1.55AMX 
1.55 AM 
2.00 AM 
2.00 AM 
2.00 AM 
2.00 AM 
2.45 AM 
3.00 AM 
3.00 AM 
3.58 AM 
3.58 AM 
4.00 AM 
4.00 AM 
4.56 AM 
4.56 AM 
5.55 AM 
5.55 AM 
6.00 AM 
6.00 AM 
6.00 AM 
6.30 AM 
7.00 AM 
8.27 AM 
8.55 AM 
8.55 AM 
8.55 AM 
8.55 AM 
8.55 AM 
8.57 AM 
9.00 AM 
9.55 AM 
9.55 AM 
9.57 AM 

10.58 AM 
11.02 AM 
11.55 AM 
11.55 AM 
11.55 AM 
11.55 AM 
11.55 AM 
NOON 
12.27 PM 
12 . 55 PM 
12.59 PM 
1.02 PM 
1.30 PM 
1.58 PM 
2.00 pM 
2.45 PM 
3 . 00 pM 
3.00 pM 
3.55 pM 
3.55 PM 
3 . 55 PM 
3 . 58 PM 
3.58 PM 
4.00 PM 
4.00 PM 
4.00 PM 
4 . 58 PM 
5.00 PM 
5.00 PM 
5 . 56 PM 
5.56 PM 
5.56 PM 
6.00 PM 
6.10 PM 
6.15 PM 
6 . 30 PM 
6.55 PM 
6 . 55 PM 
6 . 55 PM 
6 . 55 PM 
6.55 PM 
6 . 55 PM 
7.00 PM 
8.56 PM 

SYS. LOCATION 
3.00 AM 08.00 LY 23,400 
3. 00 AM 08. 00 CRZ 600 
3.10 AM 08.10 LY 23,400 
3.20 AM 08.20 YN 15,500 
3.54 AM 08.54 FFZ 750 
3.56 AM 08.56 ISG 2,850 
4.00 AM 09.00 YN 15,500 
4. 00 AM 09. 00 VLY 600 
4. 00 AM 09.00 VLW 600 
4.28 AM 09.28 FL 2,600 
4.55 AM 09.55 NBA 6,663 
4.55 AM 09.55 NAX 1,817 
5.00 AM 10.00 JJC 4,000 
5. 00 AM 10. 00 JCS 600 
5.00 AM 10.00 FL 2,600 
5 . 00 AM 10 . 00 ICX 11,150 
5.45 AM 10.45 FL 2,600 
6.00 AM 11.00 XDA 5,800 
6.00 AM 11.00 VTC 600 
6.58 AM 11.58 POZ 3,100 
6.58 AM 11.58 POZ 18,050 
7 . 00 AM 12 . 00 POZ 3,100 
7.00 AM 12.00 POZ 18,050 
7.56 AM 12.56 BXY 2,000 
7. 56 AM 12.56 VPS 600 
8.55 AM 13.55 NPO 2,700 
8.55 AM 13.55 NPO 5,260 
9. 00 AM 14.00 VIM 600 9.00 AM 14.00 SOH 1,800 
9.00 AM 14.00 VCS 600 9.30 AM 14.30 VIA 600 10.00 AM 15.00 VIP 600 11.27 AM 16.27 VWC 2,000 

11.55 AM 16.55 NAJ 1,988 
11.55 AM 16.55 NAT 2,607 
11.55 AM 16.55 NAA 2,655 
11. 55 AM 16 . 55 NSS 17,130 
11.55 AM 16.55 NAR 1,463 
11.57 AM 16.57 VPB 600 NOON 17.00 VIP 600 12.55 PM 17.55 NAX 1,817 
12.55 PM 17.55 NBA 6,663 
12.57 PM 17.57 VPB 2,300 
1.58 PM 18 . 58 RET 7,100 
2 . 02 PM 19 . 02 RET 7,100 2.55 PM 19.55 NPL 9,801 2.55 PM 19.55 NPG 1,436 
2.55 PM 19.55 NPG 3,338 2.55 PM 19.55 NPW 3,156 
2.55 PM 19.55 NPE 2,726 
3.00 PM 20.00 YN 23,400 
3.27 PM 20.27 VWC 2,000 
3.55 PM 20.55 RAI 7,480 
3.59 PM 20.59 VNC 600 4.02 PM 21.02 RAI 7,480 4.30 PM 21.30 HZA 20,800 
4.58 PM 21.58 SAX 1,200 
5.00 PM 22.00 FL 2,600 
5.45 PM 22.45 FL 2,600 6.00 PM 23.00 VLY 600 6.00 PM 23.00 VLW 600 6.55 PM 23.55 NPM 26,245 
6.55 PM 23.55 NPM 11,490 
6.55 PM 23.55 CCE 1,000 6.58 PM 23.58 POZ 3,100 6.58 PM 23.58 POZ 18,050 7.00 PM 00.00 POZ 18,050 
7 . 00 PM 00 . 00 POZ 3,100 7.00 PM 00.00 SOH 1,800 7.00 PM 00.58 PKX 7,700 8.00 PM 01.00 XDA 1,200 8.00 PM 01.00 PKB 600 8.56 PM 01.56 BXY 2,000 8.56 PM 01.56 VPS 600 8.56 PM 01.56 LIH 1,000 9.00 PM 02.00 VIM 600 9.10 PM 02.10 PKH 600 9.15 PM 02.15 HVB 1,200 9.30 PM 02.30 VIA 600 9.55 PM 02.55 NAA 2,655 

9 . 55 PM 02 . 55 NSS 17,130 9.55 PM 02.55 NAR 1,463 9.55 PM 02.55 NPO 2,700 9.55 PM 02.55 NPO 5,260 9.55 PM 02.55 FFZ 750 10.00 PM 03.00 REA 600 11,56 PM 04.56 ICX 3 500 

cW 
Spk 
CW 
cw 
Spk 
Spk 
CWSk 

Spk 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
CW 
CW 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
CW 
CW 
CW 
CW 
CW 
CW 
CW 
CW 
Spk 
CW 

k 
CW Spk 

k 
CW Spk 

CW 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Sk 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
CW 
CW 
CW 
CW 
Spk 
CW 
Spk 
Spk 

Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
Spk 
CW 
cW 
Spk 
CW 
CW 
Spk 
Spk 
S k 

LaFayette 
Portuguese E. Africa 
LaFayette 
Lyon -Dona, 
Shanghai 
Italian Somaliland 
Lyon -Dona 
Wellington NZ 
Wellington 
Eiffel Tower Paris 
Balboa 
Colon 
Funabashi 
Chosi Japan 
Eiffel Tower, Paris 
Eritrea 
Eiffel Tower, Paris 
Mexico City 
Mesopotamia 
Nauen, Germany 
Nauen, Germany 
Nauen, Germany 
Nauen, Germany 
Hong Kong 
Hong Kong 
Cavite (Manila) 
Cavite (Manila) 
Melbourne, Australia 
Rio de Janeiro 
Halifax, Canada 
Adelaide, Australia 
Perth, Australia 
Calcutta 
Great Lakes 
New Orleans 
Arlington 
Annapolis 
Key West 
Columbo, Ceylon 
Perth, Australia 
Colon, Panama 
Balboa, Panama 
Columbo, Ceylon 
Petrograd, Russia 
Petrograd, Russia 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Francisco 
Eureka, Calif. 
North Head, Washington 
LaFayette 
Calcutta 
Moscow, Russia 
Cape Town 
Moscow, Russia 
Saigon, Indo China 
Athens, Greece 
Eiffel Tower, Paris 
Eiffel Tower, Paris 
Wellington, N. Z. 
Wellington, N. Z. 
Honolulu, T. H. 
Honolulu 
Valparaiso, Chile 
Nauen, Germany 
Nauen, Germany 
Nauen, Germany 
Nauen, Germany 
Rio de Janeiro 
Malabar, Java 
Mexico City 
Java, Batavia 
Hong Kong 
Hong Kong 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Melbourne, Australia 
Surabaya, Java 
French Indo China 
Adelaide, Australia 
Arlington 
Annapolis 
Key West 
Cavite, Manila, P. I. 
Cavite, Manila 
Shanghai, China 
Archangel, Russia 
Massawa 

(Continued on page 68) 
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With the Amateur Operators 
BROWNING -DRAKE 30 METER 

RECEIVER 
By DON C. WALLACE, u6AM 

The Browning -Drake receiver has proved 
satisfactory for broadcast reception, and now 
is proving itself just as satisfactory for recep- 
tion in the so-called 40 -meter band. When we 
arrived in California, bringing the equipment 
of 9ZT along continuous and almost unani- 
mous statements were heard from the West 
Coast amateurs to the effect that Europe 
could not be heard out here, consistently. 

After listening in for a week on the receiver 
described in April RADIO, the veracity of 
their statements seemed quite evident. Accord- 
ingly something else had to be done; some- 
thing more sensitive was necessary in order to 
hear Europe regularly. About the middle of 
October the receiver, about which this story 
is written, was built and almost immediately 

By referring to the diagram it will be noted 
that no neutralizing arrangement is used for 
the ri. tube. The neutralizing arrangements 
are almost always connected directly to the 
grid of the r.f. tube, and this obviously shunts 
much of the high frequency energy around the 
first tube, and into the detector, without se- 
curing the full added amplification to be 
gained from the first tube. Right here lies the 
sensitiveness of the receiver, and as long as 
the set can be easily built without the use of 
this neutralization source of loss, a very sensi- 
tive and useful receiver results. 

The complete absence of the necessity for 
neutralization is furthermore evinced by the 
ease with 'vhich this set can be tuned. The 
11 -plate coupling antenna condenser deter- 
mines to a large extent the selectivity of the 
arrangement. Where strong local stations 
within a radius of three to four blocks exist, 
this feature is quite useful. Then, too, the 

Browning -Drake 30 Meter Receiver. 

seven different European short-wave stations 
were tuned in. On another occasion, when 
working Argentine FIB5, he switched to phone, 
and the receiver was fully capable of hearing 
this phone that could not be made out on the 
ordinary type of short-wave receiver. 

The main advantages of a set similar to that 
pictured are the small amount of added ap- 
paratus, and the fact that it fits in nicely with 
the present layout of almost any existing 
short-wave set. 

The list of parts is as follows: 
1 National 11 -plate equicycle condenser. 
1 National 11 -plate equicy.cle condenser, cut 

down to 7 plates. 
2 National type B variable ratio vernier 

dials. 
1 3 -pole double throw miniature knife 

switch. (2 pole O.K.) 
1 Lynch single better built mounting. 
1 Dubilier .0001 MF fixed mica condenser. 
1 Connecting strip with 5 connections. 
1 Rheostat. A Lynch equalizer would be 

preferable, as the filament current is not 
critical. 

1 RF choke, constructed as below described. 
1 Pyrex or equivalent socket, mounted on a 

large sponge, or good springs. 
1 Aero products short-wave set of coils and 

mounting. 
1 Small storage battery, 6 -volt. 
1 Type 201 A tube. 
90 volts of B battery. 
Connecting wire, baseboard, panel and 

cabinet. 

volume of received signals can be increased, as 
the maximum is reached. If dead spots are 
found where the detector portion of the set 
will not oscillate freely, a reduction in the 
capacity of this 11 -plate antenna condenser 
will lessen the effect of the dead spot. 

No ground is used, since the ground appears 
to increase power leak noises in greater pro- 
portion than the incoming signal. The shield- 
ing of the receiver, detector and 1 step audio 
portion, is not grounded for this same reason, 
although the shielding reduces body capacity, 
sharpens local signals, and helps reduce power 
leak noises. All the batteries for this portion 

of the circuit are also enclosed with the de- 
tector and one step, while separate A and B 
batteries are used for the r.f. circuit. This 
shielding, together with the use of separate 
A and B batteries undoubtedly accounts for 
the fact that no neutralization is necessary. 

The extreme ease with which such a receiver 
can be built will be readily realized from ex- 
amination of the picture. The fact that the 
present receiver is not to be touched, is a 
great incentive to adding the unit as shown, 
placing it on top of the existing set if desired. 
The plate coupling coil from the r.f. circuit 
consists of three turn -s. More turns were found 
to cause oscillations and critical tuning with 
virtually no increase in sensitivity. Two turns 
were obviously weaker. They are wound right 
over the filament end of the secondary coil of 
the previous receiver. Three spacing blocks of 
1/4 in. wood are used to separate the plate 
winding outside the secondary coil. 

National condensers are used because they 
give 270 degrees of rotation instead of the 
usual 180 degrees, thus giving greater spacing 
between stations. 

One turn was taken off the Aero Products 
coil to coincide with the range of wavelength 
on the writer's own set. If these coils were to 
be used throughout, the factory number of 
turns would be correct. The wavelength of 
the existing system is from 29 to 46 meters, 
taking in both the high wave Europeans, and 
the lower wavelength South Americans. No 
changes in coils are necessary to cover this 
band. 

The r.f. choke is wound on a 1 in. cardboard 
tube, some 200 turns of No. 34 DCC being 
used. The 3 pole double throw miniature 
switch allows the use of the receiver, detector 
and 1 step in its prior form. The Schnell ar- 
rangement as shown gives perfectly satisfac- 
tory results, although when the switch is 
thrown to the left many stations can be tuned 
in which, at the time, are unreadable, and in 
many cases inaudible when the switch is 
thrown to the right. The condenser C1 serves 
as a vernier as usual in either case. Con- 
denser C2 is two 2 -in. square pieces of alumi- 
num, 1/4 in. apart in air. 

The middle blade of the 3 pole switch con- 
nects the A battery to the r.f. when switch is 
thrown to left. The bottom blade connects 
the A battery of the detector -amplifier when 
switch is thrown either way. These connec- 
tions are not shown, as they are easily put in 
and might serve to confuse the diagram, as 
their use is entirely optional. When they are 
connected the switch then does all three things, 
shifts antenna, turns on the regenerative set on 
one side and both the regenerative set and the 

COMPLETELY SHIELDED RECEIVER 

Circuit Diagram for Browning -Drake 30 
Meter Receiver. 
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r.f. set on the other side. 
In the actual tuning of the set the r.f. tuning 

condenser is simply set for the desired _band of 
two to four meters. For instance, if this con- 
denser is set at 32 meters, and the detector 
secondary condenser set to a station coming in 
on 33 meters, very little increase in signal 
strength is noted when the r.f. tuning con- 
denser is tuned to 33 meters likewise. For all 
ordinary work, it is rarely touched, simply 
moved to the next higher or lower portion of 
the dial, as the secondary tuning condenser is 
very carefully tuned as usual. 

The amazing thing about the whole proposi- 
tion is that stations which come in with R-3 
to R-5 volume with the 3 pole switch to the 
r.f. side cannot even be found when the switch 

is put to the right. The change in setting is 
so slight on condenser Ca with the switch 
either way, that the successful logging of sta- 
tions is very nearly the same on either posi- 
tion, further simplifying the actual handling 
of the receiver. So the new man in building 
up this addition to his present receiver will 
not have to learn where such and such a sta- 
tion comes in on his dial. We have every rea- 
son to believe, however, that he will get much 
enjoyment and pleasure out of hearing sta- 
tions he never heard before, or at least never 
heard so often. Many of those visiting the 
station have voluntarily stated that they have 
never heard anything which in any way com- 
pared to that heard on this set. 

NEW INTERNATIONAL INTERMEDIATES, EFFECTIVE 0000 G.M.T,, 
FEBRUARY 1, 1927 

EA -Austria 
EB-Belgium 
EC -Czechoslovakia 
ED -Denmark and Faroe Ids. 
EE Spain and Andorra EF-France and Monaco 
EG -Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
EH -Switzerland 
EL -Italy 
EJ-Jugo-Slavia 
EK-Germany 
EL -Norway, Spitzbergen and Franz Josef Land 
EM -Sweden 
EN -The Netherlands 
EO-Irish Free State 
EP -Portugal, Madeira Is., and the Azores EQ-Bulgaria 
ER -Rumania 
ES -Suomi (Finland) 
ET -Poland, Esthonia, Latvia, Courland and 

Lithuania 
EU -U. S. S. R. ("Russia"), including Ukraine EV-Albania 
EW-Hungary 
EX -Luxemburg 
EY-Greece 
EZ-Zone of the Straits 

AA -Arabia 
AB -Afghanistan 
AC -China (including Treaty Ports) including 

Manchuria, Mongolia, and Tibet. 
AD -Aden 
AE -Siam 
AF -French Indo-China 
AG -Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan 
AH -Hedjaz 
AI -India (and Baluchistan) and Goa AJ-Japan and Chosen (Korea) 
AK --(Unassigned) 
AL -(Unassigned) 
AM --Federated Malay States (with Straits Settle- ments) 
AN -Nepal 
AO -Oman 
AP -Palestine 
AQ -Iraq (Mesopotamia) 
AR -Syria 
AS -Siberia, including "Central Asia" 
AT -Turkey 
AU -(Unassigned) 
AV -(Unassigned) 
AW-(Unassigned) 
AX -(Unassigned) 
AY -Cyprus 
AZ -Persia 

EUROPE 

ASIA 

NORTH AMERICA 
NA -Alaska 
NB-Bermuda Id. 
NC -Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador 
ND -Dominican Republic 
NE -(Unassigned) 
NF -Bahama Ids. 
NG-Guatemala 
NH -Honduras 
NI -Iceland 
NJ -Jamaica 
NK-(Unassigned) 
NL -Lesser Antilles 
NM -Mexico 
NN-Nicaragua 
NO -British Honduras 
NP -Porto Rico and Virgin Ids. 
NQ -Cuba and Isle of Pines 
NR -Costa Rica 
NS -Salvador 
NT -Haiti 
NU -United States of America 
NV -(Unassigned) 
NW -(Unassigned) 
NX-Greenland 
NY -Panama 
NZ -Canal Zone 
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SOUTH AMERICA 
SA -Argentina 
SB -Brazil, Trinidad Id., and St. Paul Id. 
SC -Chile 
SD -Dutch Guiana 
SE -Ecuador and Galapagos Archipelago 
SF -French Guiana 
SG-Paraguay 
SH -British Guiana 
SI -(Unassigned) 
SJ-(Unassigned) 
SK -Falkland Ids. and Falkland Dependencies 
SL -Colombia 
SM -(Unassigned) 
SN -Ascension Id. 
SO -Bolivia 
SP -Peni 
SQ-(Unassigned) 
SR -(Unassigned) 
SS -(Unassigned) 
ST -(Unassigned) 
SU-Uruguay 
SV-Venezuela and Trinidad 
SW -(Unassigned) 
SX-(Unassigned) 
SY-(Unassigned) 
SZ -(Unassigned) 

AFRICA 
FA -Abyssinia 
FB -Madagascar, Reunion Id., Comoro Id., etc. FC -Belgian Congo, Ruanda, Urundi FD -Angola and Kabinda 
FE -Egypt 
FF -French West Africa, including French Sudan, Mauritania, Senegal, French Guinea, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Dahomey, Civil Ter. of the Niger, French Togoland, etc. FG -Gambia 
FH -Italian Somaliland 
FI -Italian Libya (Tripolitania and Cyrenaica) FJ-Somaliland Protectorate and Socotra FK-Kenya, Zanzibar Protectorate, Uganda, Anglo- Egyptian Sudan, and Tanganyika Territory. FL-Liberia 
FM -Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco (including the Spanish Zone), Tangier 
FN -Nigeria 
FO -Union of South Africa, Northern and South- ern RZhodesia, Bechuanaland Protectorate, 

and Southwest Africa 
FP -Portuguese Guinea and Cape Verde Ids. FQ-French Equatorial Africa and Cameroons FR -Rio de Oro and adjacent Spanish Zones, Ifni, and Canary Ids. 
FS -Sierra Leone 
FT -Eritrea 
FU -Rio Muni (Spanish Guinea) and Fernando Po FV -French Somaliland 
FW-Gold Coast Colony, Ashanti, Northern Ter- ritories and British Togoland 
FX-Seychelle Dependencies 
FY -(Unassigned) 
FZ -Mozambique 

OCEANIA 
OA -Australia (and Tasmania) 
OD -Dutch East Indies* 
OE -Melanesia* 
OH -Hawaiian Ids. 
OI-Micronesia* 
00 -Polynesia* 
OP -Philippine Ids. 
OZ -New Zealand 
*To be further partitioned when activity warrants. 

SHIP STATIONS 
Ship stations with amateur calls will place an X 
before their usual intermediate. E. g., Australian 
3AA at sea, calling U. S. lAW, would send "lAW 
NUXOA. 3AA". The reply would be "3AA XOANU 
LAW". 
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By 5API, H. L. Treft, Cleveland, Miss. ladw, lbns, lbvb, lcaa, lcpb, lcti, lctn, lcuq, lfl, lga, lgv, lhj, lic, lkf, lnx, lqb, lql, lqv, lsl, lue, lvz, 2abp, 2aes, 2ahk, 2alw, 2ate, 2bgz, 2b1, 2b1m, 2bui, 2bur, 2cin, 2cjb, 2cpa, 2cuq, 2cqz, 2dy, 2ef, 2ev, 2egy, 21n, 21r, 2oj, 2rz, 2sf, 3ab, 3aig, 3afu, 3ajt, 3auw, 3bgt, 3bkt, 3ceb, 3ef, 3ex, 3fy, 3gb, 3jh, 3jm, 3ku, 31d, 3mp, 3tf, 3ut, 3uv, 4ad, 4bq, 4bu, 4ee, 4iw, 4kz, 41v, 41e, 411, 4nf, 4om, 4qb, 4si, 4sp, 4tv, Gacz, banc, Gapi, Gasn, 6bbn, 6baj, 6bpn, 6btx, 6bvd, óbxi, Gbxn, Gbyh, 6bzn, 6cgm, 6cng, ócuw, bel, 6hj, Gkf, 6np, Gob, 6rf, 7dd, 7fh, 7uw, 8aax, 8abu, 8acu, 8agt, 8akx, 8alk, 8anc, 8ane, 8avx, 8azd, 8ayf, 8baj, 8bir, 8bqr, 8cek, 8ddn, 8drs, 8eq, 8gk, 8qb, 8rh, 8tf, 9abr, 9acf, 9ajd, 9aot, 9apy, 9avb, 9bbn, 9bcn, 9bdg, 9bjv, 9brc, 9cbh, 9cft, 9cjp, 9cok, 9cn, 9csb, 9csi, 9cxq, 9dax, 9dka, 9dvk, 9dzb, 9ebp, 9ei, 9ek, 9ekn, 9elb, 9jt, 9nw, 9sz, 9sk, 9th. Miscellaneous : A8q, BE -VED, KJOE, NAU, PR9C. Mexican : M-jh, M -9a. Canadian : lak, 2a1, 2bq, 2cc, 3mp, 4dq. 
By M. W. Pilpel, G2BZC, 38 Purley Avenue, London, 
laae, laao, laci, lag, lahv, lb b, lbgc, lbjk, Ich, lckp, lcmx, lga, lyd, lxv, 2ags, 2axy, 2bwa, 2cje, 2cvj, 2ex1 2px, 2tp, 3b1c, 3cdv, 3gp, 31d, 31w, 3mv, 3pf, 3sj, 4ak, 4ft, 5ev, 8alr, Saty, 8bau, 8ben, 8ccr, 8bcw, 8csv, 8u1, 8yx, 9cej, 9cia, 9ejg, 9e11, bzlan, bzlaq, bzlbi, bz2ab, ch2ab. All calls qsl'd. 

By 9CN, 4183 Barry Avenue, Chicago, Ill. lcfl, lbhm, llc, les, lapy, lboq, la: r, lenz, lyd, lcti, lbnl, lej, 11v, lch, lbkp, lbez, lnl, lahb, lckb, lcsy, 2tf, 2afz, Zagt, 2agb, 2ai.n, 2bgz, 2bui, 2aas, 2bsc, 2bwa, 2bs, 2aut, 2ctn, 2 JAI, 2kh, 2cty, 2ar, 2bbx, 2a11, 2aii, 2rrr, 2gy, 2cdj, 2afg, 2cuq, 2axq, 3bmc, bms, 3bk, 3ef, 4pf, 4d I, 4ft, 4iz, 41k, 5apg, 5aei, 5q1, 5apm, 5cf, 5sh, bauz, 5ef, 5ii, 5adz, 6bzd, 6bhz, 6kb, 6bye, 6bau, 6dan, 6csw, 6azs, Gcuc, 6ih, 6agr, óbxi, 6chq, 6csd, 6awq, 6bba, 6cfr, Garn, Gob, 6akm, 6bk, 6zat, ócuw, 6cae, Gchb, Gddx, 7uy, 7tj, 7gc, 7ek, 7oy, 7bb, 7jo, 7uw. Aus- tralia : 3ef, 5wh, 5ma, 7cw, 3fk, 5bg, 5hg, 5wh, 4cg, 2yi, 3xo, 2sh, 7dx, 2rx, 3tm. New Zealand : 3ar, 2xa, 4ak. Uruguay: 2ar, ltd, lyd, 2ak. South Africa: a5o, a5z, a3b, lsr. Miscellaneous : rxy, C4dw, m9a, mjh, octn, nau, nmi, vgjl, g8kp, bbt, jm2pz, c8azs, perl, sih, kdgl, f8fk. 
By U7PH-U7AB (ex7HE), 2119 McDougall Avenue, Everett, Washington, U. S. A. United States : laxa, lxm, 2gy, 2tl, 3ot, 4h1, 4xt, 5am, Seh, 5ek, Sim, 51g, 5tt, 6aah, 6ae, hak, 6akm, Gaaf, Gaos, 6aov, 6ari, 6aiw, 6aij, 6adt, 6bx, 6bz, Gbq, 6bgu, 6btm, 6bmr, Gbp, 6bnu, 6bau, 6bjx, 6baf, Gbys, 6bcn, 6baf, Ecu, 6cf, 6cs, 6eni, 6cj, 6cau, 6cua, 6ccl, 6ckk, 6cxe, 6ch, 6dp, 6dcq, 6de, 6ha, 6hm, Goi, 6u1, 6ge, 6zx, 6xm, bit, 61x, 61q, 6gf, 6uf, Gnx, 7aab, 7aah, 7aaf, 7aat, 7abb, 7acm, 7am, 7agn, 7ae, 7bb, 7bm, 7bu, 7es, 7df, 7dd, 7ef, 7en, 7ek, 7fn, 7fd, 7ge, 7hi, 7cs, 7df, 7mz, 7mk, 7mf, Inh, 7no, 7nt, 7pp, 7pu, 7qui, 7tk, Ito, 7uo, 7vr, 7vv, 7ya, 8aa, 8drt, 8gz, 8ze, 9ae, 9aek, 9ai, 9bh, 9bt, 9ccq, 9ct, 9dk, 9du, 9dj, 9ek, 9ep, 9h1, 91ae, 9odg, 9ri, 9xax, 9zi, c4ag, a3h1, z2ac, z2xa, rCB8, rTUK, piNPO, piJHR, au7BH, f8ds, fc8em, fm8mb, oh5m, oh6n, poz, por, kft, numm, npo, ndf, nkf, nhds, wiz, wwdo, kegk, kel, wbwi, gdvb, barn, bb3, ba3, wsi, fy, rxy, rrp, rdw, dx7, kel, buy, kel, dmz, ho, oeh, ma, 1p, smy, on one tube. If u by mi sigs pse gal ! Aw-B-A-Gud-sport. Be gld to arrange schedules with hams. I-QSL, QSR -do you ? U7PH. 

By 6R0, 284 4th St., San Francisco, Calif. 2uo, 2xa, 3zo, 4rm, 4kb, Sacl, 5ade, 5akl, 5aq, 5auz, Sew, 5ff, 5kc, 51g. 5tt, 5 va, hu -Gaff, Gail, Gbus, 6xk, 7aae, 7akk, 7ef, 7eo, 7do, 7jc, 71y, 7mz, 7mf, 7ne, 7ob, 7or, 7oq, 7wv, 8bpl, 8dbb, 81y, 8'ra, 9aek, 9bdq, 9che, 9eor, 9ctg, 9cuc, 9cww, 9ewq, 9exl, 9eel, 9eez, 9ye, 9vg. Others: negt, nnc, npm, npo, wvy, zdj, rl. 
6ALH, 2604 Prosser, Sawtelle, Calif., U. S. A. lae, laer, laci, laff, 1 akz, 1 ami, Iazr, lbeq, lbez, lbhg, lbhs, lbxh, lcjh, lkc, lxm, lxv, 2cxl, 2afv, 2alm, tarn, 2uo, 2gy, 2im, 3vm, 3bls, 3mv, 4xe, 4aa, 7ww, 7gw, 7hx, 7ob, 7oo, 7tj, 8eu, 8yor, 9dkm, 9dka. Australian: A2ar, A3an, A2sh, A4om, ASbo, ASgn, A2bg. Brazilian : law, 2af, lax. Canadian : lbf lar, 2bg. Chile : 2ar, 21d, 31d. Hawaii: 6aff, 6axw, 6dea, Gasr. France : 8ct. Mexican : M9a. Italy : Ito, Iit. Japan: Its. New Zealand : 4aa, 4ag, 2xa, lxa, 4ac. Bermuda : 41k, 4ed. South African : a5o, a3e, a3g, a3q, a5f, ash, a3s.-(Card for card.)?! 
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SOUTH AFRICAN RADIO CALL 
LETTERS 

(Continued from January RADIO) 

A4N Tupholme, J. R., 81 Marco Bldgs, cor. 
Loveday and Anderson St., Johan- 
nesburg. 

A4P Chenik, A., 4, View St., Krugersdorp. 
A4Q Collins, W. E., 6 King George Cham- 

bers, King George St., Johannes- 
burg. 

A4R Goodman, J. M., care Auto Electric 
Supplies, Aliwal St., Durban. 

A4S Michael, G., "Granville," Romney 
Rd., Green Point. 

A4T Ainslie, H. M., 9 Taylor St., King- 
williamstown. 

A4U Fraser, J. M., 126 7th Ave., Bez. Val- 
ley, Johannesburg. 

A4V Green, L. E., (S.A.R.R.L. Headquar- 
ters Stn.), care Box 7007, Johannes- 
burg. 

A4W Barends, J. P. (Sgt.-Instr.), Military 
College, Roberts Heights, Pretoria. 

A4X Rieder, H. J., "Glen Avis," Monastery 
Rd., Sea Point. 

A4Y Gurland, H., "Frankford House," cor. 
Church St. and Frankford Rd., Mui- 
zenburg. 

A4'L Streeter, J. S., Myrtle Grove, Irwell 
St., Observatory, Capetown. 

A5A 

A5Y 

A5Z 

ABA 

AGB 

ABC 

A6D 

A6E 

ABF 

A6G 

A6H 

A6J 

A6K 

ABL 

AGM 

ABN 

A60 

ABP 

A6Q 

A6R 

A6S 

A6T 

ABU 

A6V 

ABW 

A6X 
A6Y 

Green, F. W., 124 8th Ave., Bez. Val- 
ley, Johannesburg. 
Stacey, A. T., 67 Warren St., Kim- 
berley. 
McGregor, M. R., Church St., Cale - 
don. 
Goodman, A., 105 Hopkins St., Belle- 
vue East, Johannesburg. 
Beard, R. G., King's. View, Bluff, 
Durban. 
Yapp, W. G., 1, Single Quarters, 
V.F.P., Box 27, Vereeniging. 
Roberts, Rev. N., The Rectory, Pot- 
chefstroom. 
O'Brien, B. A., Queen St., Adelaide, 
C. P. 
Oehley, F. W. S., Warner Beach, 
Natal. 
Turner, J. B., 158 Berg St., Pieterma- 
ritzburg. 
Jamieson, D. M., 84 Currie Rd., East 
London. 
Rous, D. L., 138 Muller St., Belle- 
vue East, Johannesburg. 
Wilson, H. J., Hillrise, Meyerton, 
Transvaal. 
Beckley, R. J., 79 Auckland Ave., 
Johannesburg. 
Beckley, C. P., 78 Auckland Ave., 
Johannesburg. 
Swart, Major J. G., Cambridge House, 
Milnerton, C. P. 
Smits, G. W., Estantia Estate, Hen- 
drina, East Transvaal. 
Olsen, R. F., 28 King Edward Rd., 
Bloemfontein. 
Davidson, A., care Mr. Boyes, Or- 
ange Grove, Greenwood Park, near 
Durban. 
Thorne, E., Third Avenue, Fish- 
hoek, C. P. 
Cliff, James H., "Alice Grange," 
Pietermaritzburg. 
The Registrar, University of Stel- 
lenbosch, Stellenbosch. 
Card, P. E. (Div. Hon. Sec., Div. 3), 
9 Signal Hill, East London. 
Holmes, R. J., 21, 1st Infantry Lines, 
Roberts Heights, Transvaal. 
Fan11, A. S., Gordon's Bay Rd., 

Strand, Capetown. 
Bowles, Erf. No. 109, Piet Retief. 
Smith, R. E. S., 6 Sussex Rd., Ob- servatory, Capetown. 

RHODESIA 
1SR Davidson, J. M., Box 580, Salisbury. 
'2SR Musgrave, G., Box 38, Selukwe. 
5SR Whiteside, The Rev., St. George's 

School, Bulawayo. 
BS.R Heaume, H. le P., P.O., Selukwe. 
7SR Pryce-Williams, A., Antelope Mine, 

Matopos. 
SSR Ryneveld, J. van, Shepherds' Reef, Hartley. 
OSR Emptage, S., Salcombe, Plumtree. 

SR Mail, Captain Douglas, care Div. Headquarters, Box 38, ,Selukwe. 
SOUTHWEST AFRICA 

Z3A Robinson, L., Box 88, Luderitz, 
BRITISH EAST AFRICA 

KYIVP Hughes, L. J., care Mombasa 
Radio Station. 

PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA 
CUPE Gariso. A., B. M. R. Telegraphs, Villa Pery. 

QUALITY REL PRODUCTS 
50 Watt Coupled Hartley 

Transmit- 
ting Kit, 
TR - 50. 
A hard 

one to beat 
for appear- 
ance, per- 
formance 

and 
quality. 

A. real buy at $63.00 

These 
Transmit- 
ting In- 

ductances 
are 

Flatwise 
Wound 

on Glass. 
Unsurpass- 

able effi- 
ciency at 
all times. 
Especially 

designed for Short Wave C. W. Transmission. Type L-(40, 
80, 150 meters wave lengths) ; Type S-(20 meters and less). 
Single unit, either type with three clips $5.50 

Double unit, either type with six clips 
and two glass coupling rods 11.00 

REL Low Wave Plug-in Coils - The Pioneer in its 
field. Unit consists of five coils, wave length range 
10-110 meters, plugs and mounting. Adaptable to all 
modern circuits. Inexpensively priced at $4.50 

SENDtoday for the new REL Short 
Wave Booklet. Contains lat- 

est data and hookups. Invaluable to every 
devotee of Radio. 25c. Get It ! 

IRADIO ENGINEERING 

LABORATORIES 
27 THAMES ST., NEW YORK qTV 27 THAMES ST., NEW YORK CITV 

Prices Talk Again: 
PROMPT RELIABLE SERVICE. All goods 
sold on money back guarantee. Thordarson 
combined plate and filament transformer for 
71/2 watt transmitting set, transformer . has 
650 volt plate winding and 10 volt filament 
winding with a center tap, special price $6.35. 
Thordarson filament transformer 80 watts, 
for one to four five -watt tubes, $6.15, 150 
watt filament transformer, for one to four 
50 -watt tubes; Thordarson plate supply trans- 
former, 100 watt $10.95, 450 watt trans- 
former for up to 200 watt sets $14.95. Acme 
power transformers 200 watt $18.45, 75 watt 
$13.75, other Acme transformers reduced. 
Acme 30 henry 150 mil $16.20, 30 henry 300 
mil $22.50. Jewell 3 in. flush or panel meters 
0 to 8, 10, 15, 20 A. C. or D. C. voltmeters 
$6.00, any size of 3 in. milliammeter $6.00, 
Antenna current thermo ammeters, any size 
$9.85, all sizes of high voltage D. C. meters 
on hand. Genuine Cardwell condensers double 

spaced transmitting condenser, capacity .00022 
3000 volt breakdown voltage $3.45. Genuine 
Cardwell .001 43 plate condensers $1.95. R. 
E. L. Transmitting inductances double with 
coupling rods $8.95, single $4.65. R. E. L. 
shortwave coil kit, wave range 10-110 meters 
reduced to $3.75. Real buy. Genuine R.C.A. 
UC 1803 condensers will withstand 1,000 
volts, ideal for plate blocking and grid con- 
densers in all modern oscillating circuits such 
as Hartley tuned grid, tuned plate, master 
oscillator, crystal control, and etc. Price $.95. 
Crescent 5000 ohm transmitting grid leaks 
$2.25. Aero short wave coil kit $9.50. San - 
gamo filter condensers 1000 volts working 
voltage 2 mfd. $2.25, 4 mfd. $3.75. We have 
on hand at all times a complete stock of 
nationally known parts and kits for Broad- 
cast receivers, and also a complete line of 
equipment for broadcast transmitters. It will 
pay you to deal with a brother ham. 

New Address 

Radio 2 M A, 168 Washington Street 
NEW YORK CITY 

Never Before At This Sacrifice Price 
HIGH VOLTAGE 

KENOTRON RECTIFYING TUBES 
MODEL U. V. 217 

A. C. Plate Voltage 1500 volts. Filament Voltage 10 volts. 
Used with U. P. 1016 Power Transformer or similar Transformer. 
These GENUINE R.C.A. U. V. 217 Tubes are very efficient Rectifiers and 

they will pass plenty of current and voltage for 50 watters and H. Tubes and 
also can be used for 250 wafters. 
EVERY TUBE IS BRAND NEW AND PACKED IN ORIGINAL CARTON 
List Price $26.50 ea. EXTRA SPECIAL $12.50 EA. 

AMERICAN SALES COMPANY 
21 WARREN STREET NEW YORK CITY 
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PERFECT VARIABLE ItE&ISTOR 

1 I I B 811 U 

This new oversize resistor is 
used as standard equipment 
by leading B -Eliminator man- 
ufacturers such as Acme,All- 
American, Majestic, Phila- 
delphia Storage Battery and 
Willard. The scientifically - 
treated discs provide step - 
less, noiseless, plate voltage 
control, and the setting will 
be maintained indefinitely. 

Useßn.ß Resistors 

for B-ElIminator Hook -Ups 
ALLEN-BRADLEY research engineers have developed a 

series of variable and fixed resistors especially suited for 
B -Eliminator hookups. The success of their efforts is in- 
dicated by the fact that Allen - Bradley resistors, both vari- 
able and fixed, are used by more than fifteen B -Eliminator 
manufacturers, including European as well as the largest 
American manufacturers. 

A 
PERFECT FIXED RESISTOR 

Another triumph of the 
Allen-Bradley Research Lab- 
oratory is Bradleyunit-A, a 
perfect fixed resistor that con- 
tains no glass, requires no 
hermetic sealing, and can be 
soldered into place without 
the use of clip mountings. 
Bradleyunit-A is not affected 
by temperature or moisture. 

A.. :', T7Lf-t)Tt..t . 1' t1_LLi l f.'H 
t1_1 S t 

Then packa8c concainn 
S 9.adlc,unln 

I1111®®®®®®®®®®® 
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The silent, smooth control of plate 
voltage so essential in B -Eliminator 
service is obtained with Bradleyohm- 
E. For fixed step adjustment of volt- 
age,Bradleyunit-A is recommended. 
Do not experiment with make -shift 
resistors when these Allen-Bradley 
units have been pronounced the ideal 
units for B -Eliminator service. 

Ask your dealer for them, 
today! 

ALLEN -BRADLEY COMPANY, 
279 Greenfield Avenue, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Please send me your literature on Allen-Bradley 

radio devices and B -Eliminator hookups. 

Name 

Address 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

Radio Photography 
(Continued from page 19) 

Half tone effects are produced by 
dividing up the picture in five or more 
separate shades such as, white, light 
gray, medium gray, dark gray, and 
black. The transmitting and receiving 
machines analyze and reassemble these 
shades automatically. Various methods 
may be worked out for translating light 
intensities into radio signals. One method 
would be to use five wave lengths, one 
for each shade. The usual practice, 
however, is to utilize a single wave 
length. 

The transmitting machine automatic- 
ally selects the shade that comes nearest 
to one of the five shades, and sends out 
a telegraphic signal which selects the 
corresponding shade in the receiving 
machine. This sounds more complicated - 
than it really is because the telegraphic 
code by which different shades are se- 
lected depends upon the synchronization 
of the two machines which is necessary 
under all circumstances. Thus black in 
the picture is produced by exposure of 
the sensitive paper to the recording light 
spot during four successive revolutions, 
whereas, light gray is produced by a 
single exposure during one of the four 
revolutions and no exposure for the 
three succeeding revolutions. The over- 
lapping exposure is progressive and the 
whole works as a continuous process. 

Television 
WHEN we embark on such an 

ambitious program as television, 
it behooves us to reason out, 

so far as it is possible, whether the re- 
sults we expect to get are going to be 
worth while even if our most sanguine 
hopes are fulfilled. We have before us 
a struggle with imperfections of our 
technique, with problems which are diffi- 
cult but which may be solved. 

In every branch of engineering, there 
are, however, limitations which are not 
within our control. There is the ques- 
tion whether the medium with which we 
are dealing is capable of functioning in 
accordance with our expectations and 
desires. We are dealing with the photo- 
electric cell, the amplifier, the antenna 
and the radio wave. The photoelectric 
cell and the amplifier employ the me- 
dium of the electron which is extremely 
fast, but the use of the radio wave itself 
imposes certain speed limitations on ac- 
count of the limited scale of available 
wave lengths. The question therefore re- 
mains, what quality of reproduction may 
we ultimately expect in a television sys- 
tem if we succeed to take full advantage 
of the ultimate working speed of the 
radio wave? 

Using the selective shade process on a 
12,000 meter wavelength (25,000 cycles) 
a recognizable picture can now be trans- 
mitted in two minutes. A longer time 

(Continued on page 50) 
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CROSLEY 
1927 RADIOS 

Each set giving the utmost 
in radio enjoyment at its 
price. All prices slightly 
higher West of the Rocky 
Mountains. All prices are 
without accessories. 

The 5-50-$50 
Enthusiastic owners report 
amazing performance-a drum 
delivering s t a t i o n s loud, 
clear and sharp; each an al- 
most imperceptible turn of 
the drum apart. Write sta- 
tion letters on drum, return 
to them at will. Single drum 
Station selector. Acuminators, 

and 
all er 

b 
adaptabilitye 

metal chassis hat sields 
the units from each other. 
Beautifully finished. Mahogany 
cabinet, rose gold trimmings. 

The 5-75 Console-$75 
This set includes ideas for 
radio reception perfection not 
found in any other radio. 
Marvelous exclusive Crosley 
"Crescendon" and "Acumi- 
nators" increase v o l u m e 
on distant stations and bring 
in programs entirely missed 
and passed by on ordinary 
one -dial control radios. Con- 
sole model stands 40 inches 
high. The Crosley Musicone 
is skillfully built into the 
cabinet in a manner which is 
both an artistic and an acou- 
stical triumph. Ample space 
fcr batteries and accessories. 

"6 Tube RFL-90" 
Console, $90 

Introducing the double drum 
station selector! Crosley's win- 
ning non -oscillating perfectly 
balanced tuned radio set. 
Includes Musicone skillfully 
built into exquisite console 
mahogany cabinet of two-tone 
finish to match finest sur- 
roundings. Room for batter- 
ies and all accessories; 40 
inches high; 301/2 inches wide. 

THE CROSLEY MUSICONE 
The secret of the popularity 
of this biggest selling loud 
speaker on the market lies 
in its actuating unit. This 
and NOT the cone shape is 
the reason for its perfect re- 
production of all audible 
sound. BEWARE of imita- 
tions. There is only one gen- 
uine Musicone. It is built 
solely by Crosley under mass 
production methods which 
makes its unmatchable value 
possible. 

-as long as can pick up 27 
programs ín30 minutes beside our3 locals 

interference writ bother me 
I sat down the other night with this Crosley set. One control. Beginning at 
one end of the broadcasting wave band, I tuned in 27 stations, loud and clear, 
just like the Cincinnati stations, -three of which were going full blast. I listened 
to each program; identified it; didn't hear any others in the background, and 
passed on to the next,-all with one finger. It was between 7:00 and 7:30 P. M. 
Central Standard Time. 
The air was certainly full. Some of the sta- 
tions were less than a dial marking apart. It 
is amazing how the jiggers they call "acumi- 
nators" helped on such fine separation. 

Even using a hundred foot aerial the local 
stations were easy to go through. One of them 
only a few blocks from my home. 

Some radio, I call it $50.00 seems too little. 
I'd like to see some two hundred dollar sets 
do as well!" 

Write Dept. 19 for Catalog'. 

The Crosley Radio Corporation' 
Powel Crosley, Jr., Pres. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Crosley sets are licensed under Armstrong U. S. Patent 
No. 1,113,149, or under patent applications of Radio 
Frequency Laboratories, Inc., and other patents issued 

and pending. 

CROSLEY 1927 
FEATURES 

M a n y exclusive - others 
found only in highest priced 
radios. 

THE "CRESCENDON" 
When, on ordinary radios, 
ears must strain to catch 
a station miles away, a turn 
of the Crescendon on Cros - 
ley radios instantly swells 
reception to room filling vol- 
ume. An exclusive Crosley 
feature. 

ALL-MET,AT. SHIELDED 
CHASSIS 

This truly great radio 
achievement. film,' in se'. - 
eral Crosley sets, furnishes 
a substantial frame for 
mounting elements, produces 
excellent alignment of con- 
densers, shields the units 
from each other, prevents 
interstage, improves the sta- 
bility of the circuit, in- 
creases selectivity and saves 
costs by standardizing this 
phase of manufacture. 

Single Drum 
Control 

Prices slightly higher West of the 
Rocky Mountains. 

THE SINGLE -DRUM 
STATION SELECTOR 

Nothing in radio equals the 
joy or the convenience of 
single drum control. Crosley 
single drum control enables 
you to find the stations 
sought without log book or 
"tuning." 
"THE ACUMINATORS" 

Crosley Acuminators permit 
tuning in-loud and clear 
-weak stations passed over 

LOCAL 
STAT I O N 

2 

i 
4 

7 

8 

9 
10 

II 

12 

13 - 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

i 

19 

LOCAL 
STATION 

20 
-21 

-- 22 
23 

24 

25 
26 

2.7 

The above scale read- 
ing shows how stations 
picked up by Mr. X- 
appeared on the Cros - 
ley graphic drum station 
select or. 

Name on request.. 

and entirely missed by or- 
dinary single dial radios. In 
tuning high powered and 
local stations they are not 
used. They are an exclu- 
sive Crosley feature. 

POWER TUBES 
Power tube adaptability 
marks the Crosley "5-50", 
"5-75" and "RFL" sets. 
This feature typifies Cros - 
ley provision for best radio 
reception at moderate cost. 
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The new Ballote "B" 
and the new 

Balkite Trickle and High.Rate Charger 
convert your radio set into a light socket receiver 

ASK YOUR RADIO DEALER 
FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, Inc., North Chicago, Ill. 

ENAMELED 

TINNED COPPER 

BARE COPPER 

SOLID. 

STRANDED 

BRAIDED ..; . 

COILS 
MAGNET WINDINGS 

FOR LOUD SPEAKERS 

TRANSFORMER AND 
CHOKE WINDINGS 

FOR BATTERY 
CHARGERS 

.AND ELIMINATORS 

COILS FOR :AUDIO 
TRANSFORMERS 

'";zn D 
U 

DULLO 

O j 
COTTON COVERED 

SILK COVERED 
SINGLE OR DOUBLE 

WHITE OR COLORED 

Dudlo Manufacturing Corporation 
FORT WAYNE, IND. 

A. S. LINDSTROM CO.-Western Representative 
274 Brannan Street 324 N. San Pedro Street 95 Connecticut Street San Francisco Los Angeles Seattle 

1461A N. 10th Street 221 South West Temple 
Portland Salt Lake City 

.70te American r Anin UNT ' 
DISóÑ 

ME I BIG HEW 1927 
/4YTÒ.y PAOIO MFG:<O 

CATALOG -FREE 
Dealers, Agents, Set Builders-get our 
big 1927 Catalog - 225 nationally advertised 
lines. Lowest prices in Americsi Largest, 
most complete stock. Radio's latest develop- 
ments. It's FREE --send for your copy now. 
AMERICAN tàtTO & RADIO MFG. CO., Inc. 
1427 McGee Street, Kansas City, Mo.' 

i 

GET AN ELECTRIC 
SOLDERING IRON FREE 

With a one year's subscription to 
"RADIO" 

"RADIO" $2.5V San Francisco 

50 

ti li 
% THE PERFECT POTENTIOMETER 

: Uses graphite disc resistors which are 
;, noiseless and not 
:ii affected by atmos- 
IC pheric conditions. 

Metal parts are nickel 
% plated. One hole : mounting. Finish 
:and knob match 

Bradleystat. Made in 
® 200 and 400 ohm 

% 
ratings. 

«j: 41911-132a4er Ca 
L2Electric Controlling Apparatus 

79 Greenfield Avenue Milwaukee, Wis. 

B 
I 

IOc Forook 

. 

a 
"RA 
copyDI of The RADIO Log 

O," San Francisco. 

RADIO PHOTOGRAPHY 
(Continued from page 48) 

gives a sharper picture. On a wave- 
length of 12 meters (25,000,000 cycles) 
it might be possible to transmit a pic- 
ture in 1/1000th of this time or %/sth 
second, if the photoelectric cell, ampli- 
fier and light control could keep up this 
pace. This could qualify as radio 
vision. 

But Bernard Shaw specified a life 
size picture on the screen, which offers 
a fundamental difficulty. One of the 
accompanying pictures shows a tele- 
vision projector, consisting of a source 
of light, a lens, and a drum carrying a 
number of mirrors. When the drum is 
stationary, a spot of light is focused on 
the screen. This spot of light is the 
brush that paints the picture. When 
the drum revolves, the spot of light 
passes across the screen. Then as a new mirror set at a slightly different 
angle comes into line, the light spot 
passes over the screen again on a track 
adjacent to the first and so on until the 
whole screen is covered. If we expect 
to paint a light picture of fair quality, 
the least that we can .be satisfied with 
is ten thousand separate strokes of the brush. This may mean that the spot 
of light should pass over the screen in 
one hundred parallel paths and that it should be capable of making one hun- 
dred separate impressions of light and 
darkness in each path. If we now re- peat this process of painting the picture 
over and over again sixteen times in a 
second it means that we require 160,000 
independent strokes of .the brush of light 
in one second. To work at such a speed 
seems at first inconceivable; moreover, 
a good picture requires really a scan- 
ning process with more than 100 lines. 
This brings the speed requirements up 
to something like 300,000 picture units 
per second. 

Besides having the theoretical pos- 
sibility of employing waves capable of 
high speed of signalling, we must have 
a light of such brilliancy that it will 
illuminate the screen effectively, al- 
though it stays in one spot only one - 
three hundred thousandths of a second. 
This was one of the serious difficulties 
because even if we take the most bril- 
liant arc light, we cannot figure out 
sufficient brilliancy to illuminate a large 
screen with a single spot of light. The 
model television projector was built in 
order to study this problem and to 
demonstrate the practicability of a new 
system which promises to give a solution 
to this difficulty. 

The result of this study is briefly that, 
if we employ seven spots of light instead 
of one, we will get 49 times as much 
useful illumination. Off hand, it is not 
so easy to see why we gain in light by 
the square of the number of light spots 
used, but this can be explained with 
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reference to the model: The drum has 
twenty-four mirrors and, in one revo- 
lution of the drum, one light spot passes 
over the screen twenty-four times; and 
when we use seven sources of light and 
seven light spots we have a total of 170 
light spot passages over the screen dur- 
ing one revolution of the drum. 

The gain in using seven beams of 
light in multiple is twofold. In the first 
place we get the direct increase of illum- 
ination of 7:1 and we have the further 
advantage that the speed at which each 
light beam must travel on the screen has 
been reduced at a rate of 7 to 1, be- 
cause each light spot has only 24 tracks 
to cover instead of 170. While the light 
itself may travel at any conceivable 
speed there are limitations of the speed 
at which we can operate a mirror drum 
or any other optical device and the 
drum with 24 mirrors has already been 
designed for the maximum permissible 
speed. A higher speed of the light 
spot can therefore be attained only by 
making the mirrors correspondingly 
smaller and a mirror one -seventh as 
large will reflect only one -seventh as 
much light. The brilliancy of the light 
spot would therefore be only one -seventh 
of what we realize by the multiple beam 
system, which gives seven light spots 
seven times as bright or 49 times as 
much total, light. 

There is another advantage in the use 
of the multiple light beam. Each light 
beam needs to move only one -seventh as 
fast and therefore needs to give only 
43,000 instead of 300,000 independent 
impressions per second. A modulation 
speed of 43,000 per second is high with 
our present radio practice but yet within 
reason, being only ten times as high as 
we use in broadcasting. 

The significance of the use of multiple 
light beams may be explained from an- 
other point of view. It is easy enough 
to design a television system with some- 
thing like 40,000 picture units per sec- 
ond, but the images so obtained are so 

crude that they would have very little 
practical value. Our work on radio 
photography has shown us that an oper- 
ating speed of 300,000 picture units per 
second will be needed to give pleasing 
results in television. This speeding up 
of the process is unfortunately one of 
those cases when the difficulties increase 
by the square of the speed. At the root 
of this difficulty is the fact that we 
have to depend upon moving mechanical 
parts. 

If we knew of any way of sweeping 
a ray of light back and forth without 
the use of mechanical motion, the ans- 
wer might be different. Perhaps some 
such way will be discovered, but we are 
not willing to wait for discovery that 
may never come. A cathode ray can be 
deflected by purely electro -magnetic 
means, and the use of the cathode ray 
oscillograph for televisions has been 
suggested. If however, we confine our 

(Continued on page 52) 

A Better 
Rheostat 

Six Reasons Why 

1. Resistance guaranteed within 
5%. 

2. Milled shaft with squared hole 
in contact arm insures rigid- 
ity-no wobble of shaft. 

3. Extra long metallic bearings. 
4. Highest grade BAKELITE insulation, maximum radiation and me- 

chanical strength. 
5. Single hole or three -hole mounting. For three -hole mounting, base is 

tapped, eliminating need of nuts behind panel. 

6. Phosphor bronze spring contact arm insures contact. 

In every respect a better rheostat -6, 10, 20 and 30 ohms. Price 85c, in Canada $1.20. 
Potentiometers -200 and 400 ohms. List 85c-in Canada $1.20. 

ELECTRAD CERTIFIED JACKS 
You have never seen the equal of the 
new Electrad Certified Single Circuit 
Jacks, both open and closed. Re- 
quires less than 1" behind panel. 
Positive acting spring of phosphor 
bronze. Sterling silver contact points. 
Insulation of hard rubber. Tinned 
soldering lugs, so placed that good 
connections can easily be made. Any 
good radio store has these jacks or 
can easily get them for you. Certi- 
fied and guaranteed electrically and 
mechanically. U. S. Prices Open 25e, 
Closed 35e. Canada Prices Open 35e, 
Closed 50e. 

ELECTRAD Certified Switches 
Hear Them Click! 

No doubt whether you are on or off when you 
equip your set with the Electrad Certified 
Switch. You hear it click. Requires less than 
1" behind panel. Solid brass construction. 
Tinned soldering lugs placed to make easy 
connections. Neatly designed. Genuine Bake- 
lite knob. Adds to the appearance of your 
set. Certified and guaranteed electrically and 
mechanically. Price U. S. 40e, Canada 60e. 

For perfect control of tone and volume use the 
Electrad 500,000 ohm compensator. For free hook- 
up write 428 Broadway, N. Y. City. 
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Absolutely 
NOISELESS 
Permanently Accurate- 

Dependable 
METAL long has been recog- 

nized as the best of electrical 
conductors. The Lynch Metallized 
Resistor gives conductive, non - 
arcing resistance that means 
absolutely silent operation, per- 
manent accuracy, dependability. 

Leading engineers, test laboratories 
and experimenters have found that this 
fixed resistor wins in the acid tests of 
time and service. It marks as great an 
advance in its field as did the tungsten 
lamp over the old carbon bulb. If your 
dealer cannot supply you, we will ship postpaid-same day order is received. 

Dealers -Write us! 
ARTHU H. LYNCH, Inc. 

Manufacturers of Radio Devices 
Fisk Bldg., Broadway & 57th Street 

New York, N.Y. 

Because the fixed 
resistor is small 
in size, do not 
underestimate its 
vital importance. 

The 
WARRANTED 

esistor 
Many years of research 
and experiment to de- 
velop a silent, accurate, 
dependable fixed resistor 
resulted in LYNCH- the 
Warranted Metallized 
Resistor. It comprises a 
concentrated metallized 
deposit but one -thou- 
sandth of an inch thick 
upon a glass core and 
sealed forever within a 
glass tube. 

Extreme precision in 
every stage of its manu- 
facture makes it possible 
for us to sell this better - 
built product upon an 
iron -clad money -back 
guarantee. 

Arthur H. Lynch 

FIXED RESISTOR 

G 
NCW YORK NY. 

PRICES:- 
.25 to 10 Megohms .50 
above .01 to .24 " .75 
.001 to .01 " $1.00 

Single Mounting 
Double " 

METALLIZED 

FIXED e ESISTO 

.35 

.50 
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Right here! 
You can't go wrong when you use Polymet High 
Voltage Condensers in sets or power units. Built to 
withstand i,000 volts permanently, and individually 
tested for this rating, their obvious superiority, both 
in workmanship and performance, definitely establishes 
Polymet's leadership as condenser manufacturers. 

Polymet condensers incorporate finest insulating 
paper, best foil and specially prepared impregnating 
compounds. An exclusive, new and improved process 
renders them non -inductive, with high dielectric re- 
sistance for long life. Obtainable as individual units 
or in blocks; in cans or unmounted; with fixed o: 
flexible leads. 

Capacities .1 to 5. Mfd. . 60c to $4.50 

Raytheon 
Circuit 
Blocks 

POLYMET 
r3i3OCK. CONDENSER d .. 

19'PE F tOGO 
CAP.-iß,:,YtFO' 

.^.wnára i,gCulp... 

Tested by the Raytheon Laboratories, they have passed with highest honors and been given an envi- 
able rating. 

F1001 1-C-.1 Mfd. . . $2.00 
F1000 14 Mfd. . . . . 9.50 

Polymet Products are used by over 125 high grade 
receiver and power unit manufacturers. There's a reason-Polymet Products have passed their exhaus- 
tive tests! Follow the manufacturers-specify Pcivmet Products-at all good dealers everywhere. 

1 

Illustrated descriptions sent FREE on request. 

Polymet Manufacturing Corporation 
599 PR Broadway - New York City 

"World's Largest Manufacturers of Radio Essentials" 

POLYMET 
1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIHII 
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(Continued from page 51) 
attention to the problem as first stated, 
of projecting a picture on a fair sized 
screen, we know of no way except by 
the use of mechanical motion. If we 
also insist upon a good image we find 
that we must speed up the process 7 
times and in doing so we must reduce 
the dimensions so that we will have only 
one -forty-ninth as much light. Our solu- 
tion to this difficulty is, not to attempt 
to speed up the mechanical process but 
to paint seven crude pictures simultane- 
ously on the screen and interlace them 
optically so that the combination effect 
is that of a good picture. 

Tests have been made with this model 
television projector to demonstrate the 
method of scanning the screen with 
seven beams of light working in parallel 
simultaneously. The seven spots of 
light may be seen on the screen as a 
cluster. When the drum is revolved 
these light spots trace seven lines on 
the screen simultaneously, and then 
pass over another adjacent track of 
seven lines until the whole screen is 
covered. A complete television system 
requires an independent control of the 
seven light spots. For this purpose 
seven photoelectric cells are located in 
a cluster at the transmitting machine 
and control a multiplex radio system 
with seven channels. A Hammond mul- 
tiplex system may be used with seven 
intermediate carrier waves which are 
scrambled and sent out by a single trans- 
mitter and then unscrambled at the re- 
ceiving station so that each controls one 
of the seven light beams. 

Seven television carrier waves may 
thus be spaced 100 kilocycles apart and 
a complete television wave band should 
be 700 kilocycles wide. Such a radio 
channel might occupy the waves be- 
tween 20 and 21 meters. If such use 
of this wave band will enable us to see 
across the ocean I think all will agree 
that this space in the ether is assigned 
for a good and worthy purpose. 

How long it will take to attain this 
end I do not venture to say. Our work 
has, however, already proven that the 
expectation of television is not unreason- 
able and that it may be accomplished 
with means that are in our possession at 
the present day. 

RADIO PROSPECTING 
(Continued from page 28) 

of the coil vertical) and when on the 
side of a vein, the magnetic field is dis- 
torted and the axis of the coil points 
toward the vein, giving, as it were, 
angles that intersect somewhere near the 
magnetic center of the mineral vein. Of 
course, allowance is made for errors due 
to local factors, as topography, and pos- 
sible errors from water courses. 

Many conditions arise in actual prac- 
tice that necessitate special measures. 
Yet the operation is simple, and the 
calculations are not difficult. The suc- 
cess of operation depends on having a 
good geologist. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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42 Stations in 30 Minutes 
Miami Beach at 5:30 in the afternoon from within 

one half mile of Station WBBR, New York City - 
Chicago on the same afternoon without an antenna 

THESE are just a few recent feats performed by an as- 
sembled R.G.S. Receiver. The R.G.S. Receiver, built 
by David Grimes for modern broadcast conditions and 

employing a new application of the Inverse Duplex System, is 
a development that will leave an indelible impression upon all 
receiver designs. 

The R.G.S. is offered complete in kit form in order to keep the 
price down to "rock bottom," thus allowing more people to 
take immediate advantage of this new principle of construc- 
tion that establishes new standards for selectivity, distance, 
sensitivity and tone quality. Price S69.70, without accessories 
or cabinet. 

Authorities in the radio field, such as Arthur H. Lynch, R. W. 
Cotton, Robert S. Kruse, Volney Hurd, Willis Kingsley Wing 
and Zeh Bouck, have greeted the R.G.S. Receiver with un- 
precedented enthusiasm. They are as amazed by its per- 
formance as you will be. 

Write today giving us your name and address and the name 
and address of your dealer. We will then arrange for a dem- 
onstration of an assembled R.G'S. Receiver in your territory 
and you can determine for yourself just what is behind our 
claims. No obligation. 

Write 
R. G. S. SALES DIVISION 

GRIMES RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC. 
285 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK CITY 

DEALERS: Write for complete merchandising information 

teüJILT FOR MODERN BROAD CAST CONDITION v 
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The R. B. Lab. 2 -tube receiver, 
housed in Aluminum, is an ex- 

} 

a 
Alumnum le i 

advanced 
Panel ccmbinese 

hielding with beauty. 

ODAY the crowding of the 
air makes shielding essential. 
Radio has turned to Aluminum 

for shielding because its properties per- 
mit the effective elimination of many of 
the hazards to perfect reproduction. 11 By 
using Aluminum for top, base, side and 
center interstage shield, the designer of 
the R. B. Lab. two -tube Receiver has 
created an effective combination. The 

" sheet Aluminum Panel is a photo- 
graphic reproduction of a rare piece of 
walnut. Hammarlund-Roberts, Silver - 
Marshall, L. C. 27 and Varion A. C. 
specify Aluminum for shielding. ¶ Alcoa 
Wing type Aluminum shields prevent 
interstage interference effectively and 
economically. Can -type Shields made 
of Aluminum are fully effective-indi- 
vidually protecting the various stages. 
If Alcoa Aluminum is effective due to its 
high durability and low electrical resist- 
ance. If Used for cabinets and panels 
Alcoa Aluminum is light, easily worked 
and is valuable in the most beautiful 
wood effects. 

Here are some of the 
Applications: 

Alcoa Shields, Box Shields, Cabinets, 
Panels, Variable Condensers, High - 
purity Rods, Foil for Fixed Con- 

densers, Die -Castings, Screw 
Machine Products. 

ALUMINUM COMPANY of AMERICA 
PITTSBURGH, PA. 

i //it% 

ALUMINUM 
fret 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
Room 2323, Oliver Building, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Gentlemen : 

Please send me a complimentary copy of 
the booklet checked on this coupon 

Name 

Street 

City State 
¿ircuit I now use 

Circuit I will build next 

Booklet 
"Aluminum Radio 

Shields" 
A treatise by Cock- 
aday and Free on 
Radio Shielding. 

Booklet 
"Aluminum for 

Radio" 
Describes the gen- 
eral application of 
Aluminum to Radio. 

Check the square for one, or both, 
of the booklets you wish 

Variable, Automatic 
Primary Coupling 

The ¶\lewe.ct 

e.4chievement of 
3Vlodern Radio 

THE Hammarlund Auto -Couple Unit, 
pictured above, combines the "Mid - 

line" Condenser with a Space -Wound 
Coil. A scientifically shaped cam, mount- 
ed on the rotor shaft of the condenser, 
varies automatically the coupling of the 
primary coil at each condenser setting. 

The most efficient coupling for each 
wave -length received is thus automatic- 
ally provided with laboratory accuracy. 
In addition to giving stronger signals 
at each wave -length, this arrangement 
serves to stabilize the radio frequency 
stages against undesirable oscillations. 

Twenty-seven recognized radio designers 
have officially specified Hammarlund 
Products for use in their newest circuits. 

What better evidence of Hammarlund 
leadership could you ask? What could 
be safer than for you to follow their 
example ? 

Write for folders describing 
Hammarlund Products for 
all the popular circuits 

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO. 
424-438 W. 33rd Street, New York City 

G-M,B.ettOt. Radio- 
ammarlund 

PRECIS/ON 
PRODUCTS 

t, s 3 -_3 
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INFRADYNING R. F. RECEIVERS 
(Continued from page 22) 

Changing the Silver Six 
GOOD example of a six - tube 

shielded receiver having three r.f. 
stages is shown in the rear view 

of the Silver Six. This receiver has all 
four tuned circuits, with associated 
tubes, enclosed in metal boxes, with 
interconnecting wiring on the under side 
of a metal base plate, so that solenoid 
type coils may be used, and a high 
degree of efficiency attained, as well as 
remarkably fine selectivity. 

Here, as in the Counterphase, the 
adaptation of the circuit to the infra - 
dyne is relatively simple, and involves 
the removal of only one connecting wire, 
leading from the plate of the detector 
tube, down through the metal baseplate, 
and back through the plate to the P 
terminal of the first audio transformer. 
These two terminals are connected to 
the infradyne adapter as is shown in 
the schematic wiring diagram of the 
Silver Six with the adapter completely 
wired in place. A 30 ohm rheostat has 
been connected in the filament of the 
tube, which was originally the detector 
in the six -tube set, but is now the mixer 
tube, so that the sensitivity of the mixer 
may be properly adjusted. The detector 
in the regular Silver Six circuit uses a 
C battery, so that the C connection 
must be removed and a grid condenser 
and leak installed as shown in the dia- 
gram. As the set is completely shielded, 
the adapter unit can be mounted on top 
of the six -tube set, thereby shortening 
the space required on the table. 

In the detector plate circuit of the 
Silver Six is installed an r.f. choke and 
a .001 mfd. by-pass condenser, which 
should be removed, as they are not 
necessary for the operation of the set 
with the infradyne adapter. As the r.f. 
component in the detector plate is ap- 
proximately 3,500,000 cycles, the dis- 
tributed capacity in the audio trans- 
former primary is sufficient to by-pass 
the r.f. back to the filament. However, 
the condenser may be left in if desired, 
but the choke should be removed. No 
instructions for the shielded six are 
given, as a complete instruction book 
comes with the kit of parts, and space 
is not available for their inclusion here. 
Adjustment of the r.f. stages is made in 
as a six -tube set, and the switching 
combination can be used, if it is desired 
to dispense with the adapter on local 
stations. 

The 30 ohm filament rheostat in the 
mixer tube filament should be mounted 
on a small bakelite strip, placed along- 
side the first Silver Marshall audio 
transformer. As the space available is 
quite small, a Carter Midget rheostat 
should be used, with adjustment made 
by means of a set screw used in place of 
the knob ordinarily furnished for panel 

(Continued on page 78) 
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Beautg o fMe Bronze [row/ Plate. 

Makes the 
"UNITUNE" the most 
desirable tuning device 

ever designed. 

ALL BRUNO. 
"UNITUNES" 

may be mounted on a Il 

panel with only two [[ 

screws. 

The basic "UNITUNE" consists of a 
frame upon, which are mounted two condensers 

operated independently by two bakelite drums projecting 
thru a beautiful bronze plate It may be obtained in all standard 
capacities. 

= 
Completely assembled it lists at $11.00, 

Other "UNITUNES" assembled with one or more Quartzite 
Coils for all popular circuits range from $12.00 to $21.00. 

Booklet of Instruction and Blue Prints 25; 

BRUNO RADIO CORP., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 

3 3t,£}ftÉ=t{áií: 

GLORIFY YOUR INFRADYNE 
EX Q U I SITE Beauty. An appropriate 

"dress" for your splendid Infradyne 
Receiver. Do justice to your set by housing 
it in a CORBETT cabinet - specially de- 
signed and built for the Sargent-Rayment 
Infradyne. The illustration fails to justify 
it. The workmanship is of the usual Cor- 
bett quality. We specialize in building 

radio cabinets. The Corbett Infradyne 
Cabinet will accommodate a 7x30 -inch 
panel. The cabinet is 10 inches deep. Built 
of Walnut, beautifully finished. The lid is 

equipped with a continuous hinge. The 
cabinet is correctly moulded and decorated. 
Hand -rubbed duo -tone piano finish. 

Each cabinet is securely packed and crated for shipment. Mail 
orders for these cabinets will receive prompt attention. Write 
for folders showing our complete line of radio furniture. 

PRICES 
Walnut Cabinet for Infradyne, 7x30 -inch panel space, 10 inches deep $30.00 
Corbett Walnut Plywood Panel to match 2.10 
Splined and Varnished Mounting Board, 10x34 inches 2.00 
Walnut Table to match, and for above cabinet with 14 -inch high battery compartment 36.00 

CORBETT CABINET MFG. COMPANY 
ST. MARY'S PENNSYLVANIA 
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$95.00 

etc. 

BUILD THESE WONDER 
CIRCUITS 

SIMPLICITY 4 TUBE RECEIVER 
as described COMPLETE PARTS 
in last issue with instructions $52.50 

Other popular kits ready for shipment. 
Every kit includes full instruction 
sheets for wiring. 

NEW IMPROVED 
"DIAMOND OF THE AIR" KIT 

complete c,orfo50 
parts 

with ABC Eliminator Kit $75.00 
Licensed under Armstrong Patent 1,113,149. 

Manufactured by Clapp-Eastham Co. 
exclusively for the Bruno Radio Corp. 

Hammarlund-Roberts Hi 
Improved 

Browning -Drake Receiver 
Henry-Lyford Receiver 
Silver - Marshall 

Shielded Six 
The Infradyne $118.00 

and other kits, eliminators, speakers, 
Always in stock. 

d PRODUCTS 

Acme Carter 
Aero Samson 
Bodine Silver -Marshall 
Ceco tubes and others 

Send for New Booklet 

B. C. L. Radio Service Co., Inc. 
221-R Fulton St. New York, N. Y. 

Complete Kit 
Q $63,05 

$65.90 
$69.50 
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Lately? 
FEW people realize what a 

remarkable improvement they 
can secure in tone quality by oc- 
casionally changing the Resistors 
in their sets. 

Remember that the characteristics 
of tubes and batteries constantly 
change. Even when you replace 
old tubes with new ones there is 
always a variance. 

Changing values within your set 
require Resistors of proportion- 
ately different values if you are to 
have the harmony and unison of 
all elements which affect perfect 
reception. 

Most internal Receiver noises are 
NOT from faulty tubes, "B" bat- 
teries or loose connections, but are 
purely the result of unstable grid 
Resistors. 

Wise radio owners keep several 
extra Durham Resistors, of various 
ranges from 1 to 5 megohms, on 
hand and occasionally change them 
to meet varying conditions. Try 
it yourself and note the immediate 
improvement in tone quality. 

(500 Ohms to 10 Megohms) 

YTS II 
wMETALLIZED I 111 RESISTORS 

International Resistance Co. 
Dept. M, Perry Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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The Bradleyunit is mounted on the 
frame by means of a piece of No. 14 
wire soldered in a hole, very conven- 
iently provided in its cap, and held to 
the frame by a 6-32 bolt threaded into 
the top piece. One of the flexible leads 
from V is also brought to this bolt. This 
is clearly shown in Fig. 2, where the 
Bradleyunit is seen, mounted vertically, 
to the left of the frame. 

The scale is made of bristol board 
and is glued to a piece of d12 in. thick 
aluminum 4% in. long by 2 in. wide. 
The aluminum is polished and the scale 
cut away shown in Fig. 7 (showing as 

W tee 
E 

J \( +LINE\ 

. 

4 

Assembly Details. 

the base with scale and supports in 
place) so that the metal may be used 
as a mirror for eliminating parallax 
when reading the pointer. Stops, against 
which the pointer can collide on violent 
throws, are fastened under the front 
scale holding down bolts as shown. 
They are made of a piece of No. 18 
wire, looped and flattened at one end, 
and provided with buffers of electri- 
cian's tape at the other. 

The case is made of a "Pedro" tobacco 
can which is suitably cut, soldered, and 
painted so that its original character is 

e 
11oV 9-, 

8 -1 screws. The cardboard is shellacked to 
the case. Upon completion the case is 
given two coats of black automobile 
color varnish and the wood base two 
coats of shellac or varnish. 

Since the case is made of iron it acts 
as a magnetic shield for the instrument. 
Any can of suitable size and shape can 
be used and the details can be worked 
out to suit the constructor's taste as 
they have little, if any, effect on the 
operation of the meter. 

As a final step the various parts are 
assembled. The movable coil is placed 
in position and the bearings adjusted so 
that they do not bind. The spring is 
clamped in its notched wire on the ad- 
justment screw and is adjusted until -the pointer reads zero when no current 
is flowing. If two springs are used the 
bottom one is soldered to a projection 
on the base of the frame in the correct 
position and all adjustment secured by 
the top one and the adjustment screw. 
The movable system is next balanced by 
the application of solder to the three 
points of the balance cross until the 
pointer remains at the zero on the scale 

How to Make a Single Phase Wattmeter 
(Continued from page 30) 

completely obliterated. The can meas- 
ured 71/2x5x4 in. It is cut at the end 
where the window is to be located, de- 
creasing its length to 5 in.; allowing, 
however, 1/2 in. extra for telescoping one 
portion inside the other for soldering. 
The final height is 2% in., but the metal 
is cut along a line 3 in. from the top, 
allowing a 1/8 in. flange around the 
inside at the bottom. Lugs are left in 
each corner, % in. long by % in. wide, 
which are subsequently soldered to- 
gether to form holding down lugs and 
incidentally strengthen the sides. As can 
be seen in Fig. 2, where the bottom of 
the case is towards the reader, the lugs = are drilled and threaded 8-32 so that 
they will engage the 8-32 screws placed 
in suitable holes in the base for the pur- 
pose of holding the case on. A hole is 

i provided through which the adjustment 
8.4` m screw protrudes, and three more at the 

opposite end for the clamps which hold 
the glass. The zero adjustment screw 
hole has a washer soldered over it to 
give a "finished" appearance. 

The glass window, measuring 4'/s by 
2 in., is clamped over a piece of card- 
board by small brass clamps shown in 
Fig. 6, which are held in place by 6-32 

=1`2 
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CONSTRUCTOR'S 
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o 

STANDAR D 
WATTMETER 

Fig. 8. Calibration Set-up. 
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regardless of how the instrument is tip- 
ped or turned. The balancing should 
be accomplished with the use of as little 
solder as possible in order to keep the 
movable system light. 

A known load of about 300 watts is 
now applied and the deflection noted. 
If this oversteps the scale, making the 
maximum 250, or if it does not give a 
full scale deflection and the estimated 
range appears to be 400 or so, adjust 
R so that the desired scale range will 
be secured. If the pointer is thrown off 
the scale in the wrong direction the 
leads to the potential coil should be re- 
versed. 

For calibration, the instrument should 
be complete, with case on, and subject 
to the conditions that are to be expected 
in later service. If flexible leads are 
used they should be coiled up and given 
a permanent position where they will 
not interfere with the stationary parts. 
All connections and adjustments should 
be made with finality so that after cal- 
ibration no unwanted variations will 
take place and destroy the accuracy of 
the meter. The glass may be left out 
so that the position of the pointer can 
be marked as various loads are applied. 

The most desirable method of cal- 
ibrating the meter is by a comparison 
test with a well made standard such as 
found in university, testing, or high 
school laboratories. The two meters 
are connected to a source of power, the 
constructor's meter nearest the line, and 
to a load that can be adjusted. If the 
meter is to be used chiefly on 110 volts 
a.c. then this source should be used so 
that operating conditions will be dupli- 
cated as far as possible. This is for 
the purpose of excluding any errors that 
might creep in due to variation of wave 
form, frequency, or voltage. It is cus- 
tomary among manufacturers to state 
the limits of amperage and voltage that 
are permissible with a wattmeter. With 
this meter we can safely pass 41/2 am- 
peres and handle a maximum voltage of 
approximately 140 volts. The normal 
values are 3 amperes and 100 volts. 

Fig. 8 shows a characteristic calibra- 
tion setup. In operation, the resistance 
and the lamp .bank are adjusted until 
a convenient amount of power is being 
consumed, say 10 watts. The deflection 
of the pointer on the constructor's instru- 
ment is noted and its position marked 
accurately with a hard drawing pencil. 
The load is then adjusted to draw 20 
watts as indicated by the standard in- 
strument and the next point drawn in. 
This is repeated until the maximum 
reading is reached. Finally, the pencil 
marks are drawn in ink and a suitable 
scale, with figures and other embellish- 
ments desired by the constructor, made. 
If 5 watt divisions are wanted they can 
be determined by interpolation with 
negligible error, or determinations of 
every 5 watt increment may be made. 

DISTANCE WITHOUT DISTORTION 

Three 
Points of 
Superiority 

Patented June 22, 1926 

There's a Perryman T u b e 

for every radio purpose for 
both storage and dry battery 
sets. They are priced from 

$2.00 to $9.00. 

IThe Perryman Patented Bridge holds the working parts in permanent 
alignment assuring constant efficiency, greater volume, better tone 
quality and freedom from microphonic noises. 

2The Perryman Double Filament doubles the area of electron emis- 
sion, doubling the efficiency and lengthening the life of the tube. 

3 The Perryman Tension Springs allow for expansion and contraction 
due to changes in temperature when the filament is heated. 

Hear Perryman Tubes in operation at your 
dealer's and judge their performance for 
yourself. That's the only test that counts. 

PERRYMAN ELECTRIC CO., INC., 33 W. 60th Street, New York, N. Y. 
Pacific Coast Representative: 

Atlantic Pacific Agencies Corp. 
383 Brannan Street, San Francisco 

%RADIO DERIYMAN Tuses 
"D/STANCE WITHOUT DISTORTION 

Ptier 
Condensers 

Potter condensers, American 
made of highest quality materials 
to full capacity, build the best 
Socket Power Devices, Power 
Amplifiers, Impedance Ampli- 
fiers. And they are best for Filter 
Uses, Rectifiers, By Pass, and 
Blocking D.C. All types and sizes. 

POTTER MANUFACTURING CO. 
North Chicago, Illinois 

LOG THOSE STATIONS 
For A H., andyRADIO" Pphlet am 

433 Pacific Building San Francisco 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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{ PERFECT FILAMENT CONTROL 
ti 

ti 
Provides complete 
noiseless filament con- 
trol for all radio tubes 
without change of con- 
nections. Metal parts 
are nickel plated. One 
hole mounting. Self 
contained switch opens 
battery circuit when 
desired. 

ellenaGater 
Electric Controlling Apparatus 

}s. 279 Greenfield Avenue Milwaukee, Wis. 
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lCHE 
chief difference between 

your present set and one of 
the latest design is-tone quality. 
This you can quickly remedy with- 
out rewiring or changing the cir- 
cuit. Merely replace the old audio 
transformers with Jefferson Con- 
certones and enjoy the most life- 
like, modern-day reproduction of 
programs! 

These large new Jefferson Concertones 
evenly and faithfully amplify all voices 
and all instruments. Their musical range 
is complete. They do not lose, distort or 
"blast" any audible notes from the lowest 
(3o cycles) to the highest (Io.000 cycles). 
Ideal for safe, continuous use with high - 
voltage power tubes. Unaffected by hu- 
mid climates. Fully shielded in handsome 
green enameled metal cases. 

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
Largest manufacturers of !mall transformers 

502 So. Green St.. Chicago, III. 

Sealed! 
Dampness or mois- 
ture cannot reach the 
core or windings, to 
cause corrosion and 
open circuits. Each 
Concertone is sealed 
and waterproofed in 

its metal case 

of 

CON CERTONE AMPLIFICATION CURVE 

@ntertoni, Transformers 

NEW 
Knife Threw 

Switches 
Moeld.d 016.11a b.es-8yrla bn.. eooaet-Movld.d aoR.aá 
boodle. 

Strglt Polo, Dorbto Throw 
B....255' 

Moak No. 2010 70e 11., 

Double Pote, Doable Throe 
B... 21.5".114" 

Seek No. 2020 81.00 II.. 

Triple Pole, Dorble Throw 
Bas. 25g" a 2' 

Sleek No. 2030 1130 Mt 

Flot Pole, Double Throw 
Base 251" a 1y" 

Meet No. 2050 S2.50 list 

Artemoe Nog 
Black meuld00 B.k.ilo. lys" Med. 
Stock No. 2600 60e net 

Dependable 
Products 

-for the 1927 Season 

Muter Products 
Are Distributed to the 

Wetstern Jobbers by 

A. S. Lindstrom Co. 
SEATTLE-PORTLAND 

SAN FRANCISCO-LOS ANGELES 
SALT LAKE 

Leslie F. Muter Co. 
76th and Greenwood Avenue 

CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

Resistance Amplifiers 
Completely wl.ed, reedy got l,mllaioa.. 1.01,10. 
emir pecked, with weedooa 
Stork No. 1410 (2 .aá.) ..............06.00 net 
Moth No. 1400 (1 rage) 6.00 Mt 

-3545:r 

Standard 
Complete Aerial Kit 

Contdn ell emery parta to gent. Anne. 
doe individual gros.. 
8to.k No. 280 87.50 Il.t 

Ampo Frequency 
Transformers 

Highly eMeise-p=oler 
enameled laded la e led 

mete) seso. 
Steen No. 1509-- 

154 to 1 )......5225 net 
Mork ,0- 

8 
00150- 

to I 2.50 list 

Variable High RttltlKsnee 
CeOtrele eBleNon 

eM 
d regolstee 

eae.tled 
Wwgq w 

lmodNl 
. B,ili<e e,b. 

B.n6. 0 t, 200,000 Obm. 
Btodt Ne. 2120 5115 Ii.t 

Renee 0 t, 500,000 06ní. 
Bonk N,. 2150 3125 list 

Interference and Static 
ESImbutor 

Moulded Ba 
adeBs. 

sute ease with i..el. 
Sleek No. 18 «e... 

52.50 ILt 

Variable Condensers 
Moulded 0.6.111. nse. 
B.t.o.int condenser .000001 to 
500008 P. 
Sao& No. 1900..........1.00 lie, 
Variable (rid rood .00015 to 
50005 N. P 
Seek No. 1950 31.00 net 

Fixed Condensers 
Highly polished al. Ìó lool. ..ld lfBakIIó.4m 
ulesion-bra» o,stud..--gives m.aimum r 

Heed by Inding .n builders. 
All poput., .is. a-Irons 30e to 85, 11.1. 
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RADIO WORK SHOP 
(Continued from page 33) 

much work is to be done. It is a good 
thing to add a motor. One of a quar- 
ter horsepower will drive any jig saw 
now on the market. 

As to saws for the circular saw table 
and the jig or band saw, there is this to 
be said : For the circular saw stock there 
should be several kinds, each adapted to 
a special work: set rip saws, set crosscut. 
saws, metal cutting saws with no set, 
novelty saws for wood, also unset, and 
saws for fibre. The latter and the saws 
for metal look so much alike that there 
is much opportunity for confusing them. 
For this reason they should be marked at 
the time of purchase, by means of acid or 
iodine through cuttings in a wax film. 

Some of these saws, such as the metal 
cutting saws, come in various thicknesses. 
A metal cutting saw about / in. thick, 
is useful for wood work, where a thin, 
smooth cut has to be taken from the edge 
of a piece. A thick saw can not bend 
away from the work, and so must stand 
up to it and cut to the line. A set saw 
will stay to the line but will leave the 
edge rough. A novelty saw will make a 
smooth cut but will bend away from the 
line. 

The rip novelty saw has three short 
teeth in succession, followed by one long 
(deep) tooth, then a repetition of three 
and one as before. The cross -cut novel- 
ty saw has five short teeth followed by 
one long tooth. In both cases the long 
tooth is a cleaner, tending to smooth 
the cut. The work comes from the saw 
as smooth as if planed. 

A thin -rim, special ground circular 
saw has a thick main portion to with- 
stand the bending tendency and a thin 
edge to do the cutting. It is adapted to 
thin, light cuts, and should have a place 
in the aspiring laboratory. 

Jig and band saws can be obtained 
with thin backs so as to give a desirable 
clearance at the rear edge. This gives a 
smooth cut and avoids the necessity of a 
set on the saw. 

As the saw table needs saws, so the 
drill press needs drills. Here too the 
types are several. The most frequently 
needed are those for metal, and there are 
many shops and laboratories which have 
nothing but metal drills in their equip- 
ment. But it should not be so. 

For the metal drills there should be 
two separate and complete equipments, 
one set from 1/16 in. to / in. by sixty- 
fourths, and one set from No. 60 to No. 
1 by the graduated steps of the Morse 
twist drill scale. This equipment is the 
more important because all the drilling 
sizes for machine screw taps are found 
in the Morse drill sizes with the single 
exception of the size 18, which taps into 
a 15/64 in. hole. 

The wood drill is exactly like the 
metal drill as far as the main body of 
the tool is concerned, but at the tip there 

(Continued on page 60) 
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On the "BEST" 
-1927 - 

Super- 
heterodyne 

WEBTON 
Model 506 

Panel Voltmeter 
IT is conceded that a dependable volt- 

meter is essential to the best set per- 
formance. The new "Best" Superhetero- 
dyne uses a Weston instrument on its 
panel because of its dependability, pre- 
cision, ruggedness, beauty of design- 
the inherent characteristics. The designers 
of this receiver strive for- 

Better Reception 
Tube Economy 

Long Battery Life 
and they know the best means of assur- 
ing it is through the use of Weston 
Model 506. This instrument gives a true 
check on the conditions under which the 
set is operating. Easy to mount with a 

special clamp from the rear of the panel. 

Low Current Consumption 
Its high internal resistance of 125 ohms 
per volt means only an infinitely small 
drain on batteries, less than .005 ampere 
at the three volt mark. Ask your dealer 
or write us for the free booklet "Weston 
Radio Instruments" - for Weston pro- 
vides the proper instrument for any set 
owner who desires to assure perfect re- 
ception at the lowest possible operating 
expense. 

When you build your "Best" Super- 
heterodyne follow Mr. Best's specifica- 
tions, use Weston. Low in cost yet the 
best you can get in instruments. 

WESTON ELECTRICAL 
IN STRUM ENT CORPORATION 

156 Weston Avenue 

NEWARK, N. J. 

WESTON 
STAN THEWORLD OVER 

,' ioneers since 1888 

You, Can Build The New Shielded H I -Q* 

$6305 

CA6INET 
EXTRA 

v,. d 
i. .cr"" 

Bud $200 it This Set for $$63.05! 
^ F you should pay $200 for the finest 

V factory - made receiver, it would be 
impossible for you to have more modern 
improvements, more power, keener selectiv- 
ity or more beautiful tone than can be yours 
in this New Hi -Q Receiver at a cost of only 
563.05 for the parts! 
This marvelous set - the joint .creation of 

ten of America's foremost radio engineers- 
incorporates such new features as complete 
shielding, automatic variable coupling, self- 
adjusting filament control, simple dual 

25e tuning tuning and a group of GUARANTEED parts 
which have been selected for their perfect 
team work. 
Ask your dealer for details. Get the "How to Build" 
book and the specified parts. Build your Hi -Q in a 

few hours and have radio's fullest measure of effi- 

ciency. And don't forget, you save $50 to $100! 

The most com- 
plete instruction 
book ever written. 
Covers every de- 
tail. Complete A. 
B. C._1 

Associated 
Manufacturers 
Benjamin Electric 

Mfg. Co. 
Carter Radio Co. 
Durham Resistors 
Eby Mfg. Company 
Hammarlund Mfg. 

Company 
Martin -Copeland 

Co. 
Radiali Company 

(Amperite) 
Samson Electric Co. 
Sangamo Electric 

Co. 
Westinghouse 

Micarta 

(,Uâmmarlund ROBERTS 
HiQ 

'High ratio of reactance to resistance. High ratio-Great selectivity-Loud signals 

Hammarlund-Roberts , Inc. 1182-F Broadway New York 

e 

pefÌkeaÓrorm $2O 
set. Users report: 

onset 

ONE DIAL 
CONTROL 
Only One Dial 
to turn for all 

programs. 
Sent on 80 Days 
Free Trial. Enor- 
mous demand for 
Miraco S's makes 
possible bosta of 
costly new refine- 
ments and im- 
provementa at 
lower prices than 

e: ;301aysFree! 
SEND COUPON FOR AMAZING SPECIAL OFFER! 
NOTE! This offer is made to prospective buyers 
by famous big Radio Corporation, one of America's 
oldest reliable manufacturers of fine sets-seventh 
successful year. Many satisfied users In every 
state. Postal or coupon brings testimony of near- 
by users and proof Mimeo's outperform sets cost- 
ing up to 4 times as much. Very easy to operate 

BEAUTIFUL' BIG -POWERFUL 

Seleßtwe Haler. 'pet 
Sóß d walnut 

Cab' 
Users report Mimeo Radios get programs Coast to Coast, also Cao- 

d clear on esker outperform $100 to 8200 sets. 
Can - 

sod ere loud and eD tp 

POWERFUL ISTANCE-G);l-LTA among beautiful big 6 -tube sets, don't buy It. 
28 ads, Cabe e, 

Ifle Some have heard Europe S.America. Don'tconfgqeee Miracowitb emallcheay seta. 
Long Unless trial Droves it kOST SELECTIVE, CiLBAREST TONED and AOST 

PRICES 
to user -agents 
who show the 
sotto friends. 

DEALERS 
WRITE! 

Every Mimeo comes completely assembled, rigidly tested and fully guaranteed. 
SPECIAL Our Factory Prices Save You Up to a/a! 

WHOLESALE Save or make Ultra -S SEND NO NlONEY. much money $ 7s 
on se speakerrs. tubes, batteries-write for 49- AMAZING ON'B'L+B. !J{tm-6 liner ) is marvel - s. 

Sons value in a big' Guaranteed 6 -tube, 3 -dial set: Retell List 

MIOW S RADIO CORPORATION, Pioneer. Builders of Sets ' .414-G Mimeo Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio 
HOOT OBLIGATION, send free literature, AMAZING 

ever: Genuine I OPECIAL OFFER, testimony of users. etc. 
Bakelite elopingpanela, dials besatlinlb 
finidhedinwalnut to match cabinets; Corn I 
neat E -Z Battery Cables: features (too NAMHI 
numerous to mention) of high-priced sets. 

Send for Amazing LowUnitune" Prim I ADDIt3SBi 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 59 
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Pat'd. 
5-2-'16 
7-27-'26 

Licensed by 
Rider Radio 
Corporation 

AT 
LAST 

"Phasatrol" 
A true balancing device for 
radio frequency amplifiers 
PHASATROLS are the latest achieve- 
ment in radio frequency amplification 
and can be installed in any radio fre- 
quency set in a few minutes-no tech- 
nical knowledge or skill is necessary. 
PHASATROLS simplify tuning, stop 
radio frequency oscillations and distor- 
tion, enable your tubes to work at maxi- 
mum efficency and prevent them from 
radiating interference to your neighbors. 
At your dealers or write direct. Write 
for Hook -Up Circular. 

Price, $2.75 
428 Broadway, Dept. 26, New York, N.Y. A 

The Superunit 

Phonograph Reproducer 
(Not a loud speaker) 

Orthophonie Records on Your 
Old Victrola-No Static 

No Interference 
The "Superunit" Phonograph Reproducer 

consists of an electric generator which is used in place of the regular reproducer on the phonograph. When a record is played, 
the needle in the reproducer is caused to vibrate, and while no sound is produced, 
the "Superunit" Reproducer generates an electric current which is an exact replica 
of the sound waves. 

The "Superunit" Phonograph Reproducer 
is not a carbon microphone. It is capable of reproducing all the audio frequencies, 
and this may be easily proved by listening to a record with a pair of head phones 
connected to the Reproducer cord. 

The "Superunit" Phonograph Reproducer 
is hung in such a manner that only a small portion of the weight is supported by the needle. This prevents undue wear of the records. 

The "Superunit" Phonograph Reproducer 
is furnished complete with volume control, 
mounting screws, attachment cord and in- structions. 

PRICE, $16.50 

Hanscom Radio Devices 
WOONSOCKET, R. I., U. S. A. 

It helped to win 
WORLD'S FOREIGN 
RECEPTION RECORD 

Robert Davies writes: 
"I used Model N, X -L Vario Denser on my 4 
tube, home made set when I received my six 
foreign stations besides QUE, Sidney, Austra- 
lia, 9000 miles away, and 1RC, Rome, Italy. I 
have used several condensers 
but an X -L tops them all." 
A screw -driver adjusts an X -L 

in crowded places. 

This Is It 

X -L 
VARIO 

DENSER 
Results in easier tuning, more dis- 
tance, volume and clarity - greater 

stability. Indorsed by leading 
radio authorities. 

MODEL "N"-A slight turn obtains correct 
tube oscillation on all tuned radio frequency 
circuits. N e u t r o d y n e, Roberta two tube, 
Browning -Drake, McMurdo Silver's Knock- 
out, etc., capacity range 1.8 to 20 micro - 
micro farads. Price $1.00 
MODEL "G"-With grid clips obtains the 
proper grid capacity on Cockaday circuits, 
filter and intermediate frequency tuning in 
heterodyne and positive grid bias in all sets. 

Model G is made in three 
variable capacities: 

G- 1- .00002 to .0001 MF. 
G- 5- .0001 to .0005 MF. 
G-10- .0003 to .001 MF. 

Price Each With Grid Leak Clips, $1.50 

X -L PUSH POST - Push it 
down with your thumb, in- 
sert wire, remove pressure 
and wire is firmly held. Re- 
leases instantly. Price 15c. 
PUSH POST PANEL per- 
manently marked in white 
on black insulating panel. In 
box including soldering lugs, 
raising bushings and screws 
for mounting, etc. Price $1.50. 

Write for details 
X -L RADIO LABORATORIES 

2428 LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 

CONE UNIT 
For any cone up to 4 -foot size. Gives 
wonderful tone at any volume. Sold 
on rigid money - back guarantee. 
C.O.D. or Prepaid, $7.50. 

Tunbar Radio Co. 
26 Cortland Street, New York, N.Y. 

Let Us Show You How to Get a Complete 

4, 5or6IpTlFREE 
Send Postal for Particulars 

B. C. L. RADIO SERVICE CO., Inc. 
221-R Fulton Street New York City 

60 Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

RADIO WORK SHOP 
(Continued from page 58) 

are lips and a transverse cutting edge 
somewhat like an ordinary carpenter's 
auger. The resulting tool can cut any 
wood swiftly, cleanly and truly. Its 
sharp point, extending well beyond the 
cutting edges and lips, is adapted to pick 
up the small mark made by the scriber in 
laying out the work; the sharp lips cut 
to the diameter without any burring or 
splintering of either side even in the soft- 
est wood. 

The final type of drill is the Forstner 
bit, which is adapted to drill flat-bot- 
tomed holes. It has a circular (hoop - 
like) cutting rim, and will do wonders 
in drilling parts of holes and the like. 
For counter -boring it is invaluable, as 
often in such a case there is nothing for 
the counter -boring drill to follow at its 
center. As the Forstner bit guides it- 
self by its rim, there is no disadvantage 
in the absence of the center guidance. 

Lathe tools should all be made from 
tungsten (high speed) steel, which stands 
the heat of its work better than carbon 
steel. Where the latter would get so 
hot as to draw its temper and soften it 
till it lost its edge, the tungsten steel 
will stand up to the work and often pro- 
duce red-hot chips or turnings. Tung- 
sten steel is very simply hardened. If it 
require shaping into a tool by forging, 
simply heat it till white sparkles appear 
at the edges and corners, then pound it 
into shape on the anvil or vise, then grind 
it to the desired final cutting form on 
the carborundum wheel; it is now ready 
to be hardened; to do this, heat the tool 
in the Bunsen gas flame or in an acety- 
lene flame till the edges and corners show 
the same sparkles as before then quench 
in linseed oil. If only the steel be hot 
enough at the moment of quenching, it 
will be hard as it comes out of the oil, 
and will stand up under heavy work. If 
there is doubt about it, all that is neces- 
sary is to go over the process again, heat- 
ing the metal to the right degree. 

You will have noticed that we men- 
tioned an acetylene flame. This is pro- 
vided by hiring a tank of Prestolite gas, 
buying an acetylene blowpipe, uniting 
the two by a rubber hose and proceeding 
to the work of whatever kind requiring 
high heat. This is not an oxy-acetylene 
rig, as the only oxygen used is that of the 
21 parts per unit volume of air con- 
$umed by the pipe. This amount, how- 
ever, is enough for the purpose. The re- 
sulting flame is blue, is hot, and while it 
will not do welding, will melt many ma- 
terials and will harden steel. 

To distinguish carbon from tungsten 
steel, hold the questioned piece against 
the grinding wheel. If the sparks are 
bright and scintillating-star-like-ap- 
pearing at intervals in the straight tan- 
gential bright line of spark-then the ma- 
terial is carbon steel. If the stream of 

(Continued on page 62) 
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YOU will be astonished to find 
what greatly improved recep, 

tion you will get from your present 
set when you try a Modern "B" 
Compact. 
It furnishes quiet, uniform current that 
eliminates many battery noises often mise 

taken for static, connects to your light 
socket and does away with "B" Batteries. 

Ideal for sets up to six tubes including 
power tube. Has three B+ taps and two 
variable voltage controls. Complete with 
Raytheon tube. 

(East of the Rockies) (West of the Rockies) 

If your dealer can't supply you write us direct 

The Modern Electric Mfg. Co. 
Toledo, Ohio 

MODERN "B" POWER UNIT 
FOR SETS LARGER THAN SIX TUBES 

lile $50.00 East of the Rockies 

"It's working voltage'* 
that counts" 

Power 
amplification 
has amazed 
the world 

The amazing results obtained 
with power amplifiers is the radio 

sensation of the year. Perfect tone 
quality and the capacity to handle 
the full -volume of a brass band 
without distortion, has made power 

amplification the "last word" in 

radio. 

You, too, can enjoy all these ad- 
vantages even with your old set, 

and at a minimum cost, by build- 
ing a power amplifier with Dubilier 
Condensers. 

Dubilier Condenser Type 903, 

illustrated, is designed to with- 
stand the high voltage surges which 
often occur in the filter circuits of 

power amplifiers. In fact all Du- 
bilier Condensers are built with 
this high margin of safety, and 
with an indicated working voltage* 
that insures a long life in continu- 
ous operation. 

Send 10c for our booklet "Seven- 
teen Ways to Improve Your set." It 
gives the most recent information on 
power amplifier, filters and battery 
eliminators. 

*Working voltage 
means more than "test 
volt.age." It is the 
voltage at which a 
condenser may be safe- 
ly used in continuous 
operation. 

Dubilier 
CONDENSER CORPORATION 

4377 BRONX BLVD. NEW YORK, N. Y. 

SEND COUPON BELOW 

FOR FREE BOOKLET 

SAVE 
$4500 

= 

1111i011 

,14 

R. L. Duncan, 
Director,R.I.A. 

I am cutting the price 
of our radio course 
to the bone because I 
need 800 more stu- 
dents this month to 
fill the big demand 
for trained radio men.. 

AS fast as we can supply graduates the shipping 
13 companies are snapping them up as radio 
operators to travel to the far corners of the earth. 
Other branches of radio are insistently clamoring 
for more trained men to fill responsible, well - 
paying positions on shore. So I am making this 
drastic reduction in the cost of our Home Study 
Course to radio amateurs only to induce more 
young men to make radio their life career. 

Pass U.S. Government 
Radio License Examination 

This course eliminates the elementary phases of 
radio with which most amateurs are familiar. It 
carries you right through the more advanced 
radio operating technique and teaches commercial 
procedure thoroughly. It qualifies you to pass 
your U.S. Government First Class Commercial 
License Examination. 

Study at Home-Send Coupon 
Moreover you can study at home-without giv- 
ing up your present occupation. Radio Institute 
of America is the world's oldest radio school. 
The instruction is the finest obtainable any- 
where. To be sure of getting the benefit of this 
special course send for booklet A-2. Just fill in 
the coupon below. It costs you nothing to receive 
this 4o -page booklet, chock-full of information. 

RADIO INSTITUTE 
OF AMERICA 

Formerly Marconi Institute 
Established in 1909 

322 Broadway 
r 

New York City 
1 

B 

I 

Address 
1 

CUT HERE 

Radio Institute of America 
322 Broadway, New York City 
Please send me your special booklet A-2 with 
full information about the reduced price of 
your radio course for amateurs. 

Name 

1 
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MODEL 100 
TUBE TESTER 

The Hoyt 
Model 100 Tube 
Tester is still as popu- 
lar as ever and in use by many thous- 
ands of Radio dealers and jobbers. It 
will give all the usual tests in determin- 
ing whether tubes are good or not, and 
with a minimum of time. 

List price, with full instructions, $35.00 

Send for Booklet R-2 "Hoyt Meters 
for Radio" 

BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY 
Sales Dept. for Hoyt Elec. Instrument Co. 

BOSTON, - MASS. 

FRESI -IMAN 
AIJTONAIIC' 

CHARGER 
connects 
Right to 
Your 
Lieht 
Sucket 

NO 
MORC 
À BATTERY 

TROUBLCJ 
Sold by Authorized Freshman 

Dealers Only 
Write for new literature 

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., INC. 
Freshman Bldg., New York 
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Radio 
Convenience Outlets 

You will like the 
neatness and effi- 
ciency of theseYax- 
ley Radio Conven- 
ience Outlets. They 
will enable you to 
enjoy your favorite 
programs in any 
room in the house. 
Your batteries can 
be placed in the 
basement, closet or 

any out-of-the-way place, and wires 
brought to set from Convenience Out- 
let with cable and plug that keeps the 
wires together in a neat attractive 
way. Plug cannot be inserted incor- 
rectly. Yaxley Radio Convenience 
Outlets are easily installed in any 
standard switch box. 
No. 135-For Loud Speaker $1.00 
No. 137-For Battery Connections 2.50 
No. 136-For Aerial and Ground 1.00 

Gang Combinations 

No. 235 No. 238 

Also furnished in the following combinations: 
No. 235-Two Nos. 135 $2.00 
No. 238-Combining No. 135 and No. 136 2.00 
No. 239-Combining No. 136 and No. 137 3.50 
No. 350-Combining No. 135, No. 136 and 

No. 137 4.50 

At your dealer's. If he cannot supply you 
send his name with your order to 

Direct Representatives: 
HENGER-SELTZER CO. 

1111 Wall Street - - - Los Angeles 
377 Brannan Street - - San Francisco 

YAXLEY MFG. CO. 
Dept. H-9 So. Clinton Street 

Chicago, Ill. 

i 

KARAS EQUAMATIC MANUAL 
Price l0c. 

Build the Karam Equamatic 5 -Tube Radie Sen- sation-the most selective receiver ever de- 
signed. Mail 10e today for 16 -page Manual 
of wiring diagrams and complete instruc- 
tions for building this remarkable receiver. 
Address: 

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1049 Association Building Chicago, Ill. 

I. C. A. PANELS 
AND INSULATING PARTS 

"DIAMOND OF THE AIR," 7x24xA" ; Black Insuline, $4.25 ; Black Bakelite, $6.00. "IN- FRADYNE," 7x30xy«" ; Black Insuline, $5.50: Black Bakelite, $6.85. All panels drilled and engraved. Also panels for over 70 other popu- lar circuits. Write today for Catalog 12. INSULATING CO. OF AMERICA, Inc. 
59 Warren Street, New York City 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

RADIO WORK SHOP 
(Continued from page 60) 

fire is dull and uniform, without scin- 
tillating centers, then the material is 
high-speed steel. 

Trouble from dull drills and their re- 
sultant botched work can best be ob- 
viated by a drill grinder that will furnish 
the proper edge and the proper clearance 
to the greatest accuracy. Such a device 
is not absolutely essential to the well 
equipped experimental shop, but is a joy 
if it can be possessed, and we urge 
thoughtfulness on the subject. These 
machines will grind, in the smaller sizes, 
a No. 60 drill, which work is the ulti- 
mate test in drill grinding. Such a drill 
is only .04 in. in diameter, and the task 
is all the more difficult because of the 
smallness. The grinder that does this 
will grind drills up to /8 in. diameter. 

A combined drill and center reamer is 
useful in starting a hole when drilling a 
rod in the lathe, thus avoiding the pos- 
sibility of an off -center, elliptical hole. A 
"Ratcho" wrench is also invaluable. 

Then there should be taps and dies, 
three sets is possible, covering U. S. 
standard, American Society of Auto- 
motive Engineers, and machine screw 
sizes. 

Garnet paper and carborundum cloth 
are the outstanding abrasives, and should 
be supplied as a series of grits from the 
coarsest to the finest. They should be 
available both in the form of sheet rolls 
and disks. The latter can be attached to 
a faceplate on the end of the mandrel of 
the saw table, where it will be found in- 
dispensible for many uses. 

An ample supply of wood and ma- 
chine screws should always be on hand. 
The general stock can be stored in small 
drawers, and a lesser supply in glass 
"ointment" bottles with a screw top, set 
in a rack near the lathe. A sectional 
filing cabinet, such as used by dentists, is 
an excellent place for storing small tools, 
etc. The contents will not roll to the 
back if corrugated paper is pasted to the 
bottom of the drawer. 

Bags fitted to the saw and jointer will 
help to keep dust and chips off the floor. 
A vacuum cleaner is also a handy acces- 
sory if fitted with a suction hose. 

LETTERS FROM LARRY 
(Continued from page 34) 

says what you heard Gunk was the radi- 
ation from my crystal set (stop) Well I 
says I think you both can divide the 
armadillos suspender button (stop) 

Now I says when we was out on the 
Orient run we sent out such strong sig- 
nals that they was still in the air the 
next week (stop) We used to check up 
on them and see if there was any mis- 
takes in them (stop) Monday was 
checkup day for the preceding week but 
sometimes we let them go till Thursday 
OM (stop) They was getting kind of 
weak by that time but when we received 
them again they was pretty good still 
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(stop) My gosh says Gunk was you ever 
inside a church (stop) 

Say OM they just put a new amplifier 
on this packet (stop) It sure is working 
grate (stop) We almost heard something 
yesterday (stop) We got a dandy loud- 
speaker too OM (stop) Its all orso - 
phoney (stop) 

Mr Gillis was down on board from 
the office again today and he says we 
might not get that French run at all OM 
(stop) Remember when some Frog got 
reflex actions with signals from FL at 
Eiffel Tower using a frog leg (stop) I 
mean a regular frogs leg OM (stop) 

Well you could have knocked me over 
with a pipe wrench yesterday (stop) 
The navy station sent out the weather 
report on schedule (stop) I called him 
up and asked whats the matter (stop) 
Oh he says I guess our clock was fast 
(stop) Well dont let it happen again 
OM (stop) "Or Ill report it (stop) We 
cant have you sending out weather re- 
ports on time I says and I says we want 
them two hours behind time like they 
always are (stop) 

Say OM a passenger just stuck his 
head in the radio room and he says Ha 
Ha Well Well So this is the radio room 
(stop) You been reading the papers I 
says (stop) We only got four transmit- 
ters three receivers and five amplifiers 
OM (stop) Maybe he though it was a 
factory for building strorberry short- 
cake OM (stop) 

Well OM my wavemeter is all finished 
but it dont work good yet (stop) I guess 
theres something wrong OM (stop) I 
took out the coil and the condenser and 
it still didnt work (stop) 

More next trip OM (stop) 73 
(sig) Larry 

TUBES 
(Continued from page 39) 

assured by springs which press on the 
sides of the tube prongs. 

The "X" bases are essentially the 
same as the WD -11 type bases, that is, 
they fit in their sockets in much the 
same way. In using the new "X" tubes 
therefore, you have the immediate ad- 
vantage of good contact and when your 

"old tube burns out it may be worth the 
extra expense to replace it and the 
socket with the new types. 

Adapters are now used very little but 
for those experimenters who deem them 
necessary a word of warning concerning 
them will be given. The adapter gives 
you eight contacts instead of four and 
your chances of trouble on that score 
are more than doubled. The source of 
trouble is also more difficult to locate. 
Hence to forestall the annoying diffi- 

culties of poor contact make sure that 
any adapters which you may employ are 
of sound mechanical construction and 
note particularly that means are pro- 
vided for securing firm contact 

i 

erald Best's Choice 
THIS SPECIALLY DESIGNED 

Filter 
Transformer 

or Your 

0 

The price is reasonable. The illus- 

tration shows the completed trans- 
former with its matched condenser 
on top. Built of finest insulating 
material and wound by hand. Con- 

venient soldering lugs are attached. 
The product is unconditionally guar- 
anteed to give positive results. Your 
money cheerfully refunded if you 

are not entirely satisfied. 

How to Order 
When ordering please state the type 
and frequency range of your inter- 
mediate transformer in order that 
the proper filter can be selected to 
meet your local conditions. For ex- 

tremely congested districts where an 
unusual degree of selectivity is needed 

a pair of these Filter Transformers, 
matched to exactly the .same fre- 
quency, will enable you to cut out 
undesired local stations and receive 
the distant ones having a wave- 

length separation of only a few 
meters from the locals. 

Superheterodyne 
A sharply tuned filter transformer fur- 
nished with specially selected tuning 
condenser. A genuine custom-built lab- 
oratory product, designed by engineers 
and subjected to the closest inspection 
before delivery to you. Guesswork in se- 
lecting a separá,te tuning condenser of 
unknown capacity is eliminated. This 
Filter Transformer can be used in any 
superheterodyne with intermediate fre- 
quency between 25 and 80 kilocycles. 
Simply tell us the make or frequency 
range of your intermediate transformers 
and we will furnish a filter transformer 
with an accuracy of 1%. A new arrange- 
ment of the windings permits of unusual 
selectivity and yet the sidebands of the 
modulated radio wave are not cut down 
appreciably, resulting in retaining the 
full tone quality. What an improvement 
this transformer makes. Order direct 
from manufacturer if your dealer can- 
not supply you. Orders filled same day 
we receive them. We pay the forward- 
ing charges. Dealers are invited to write 
for trade proposition. 

ARMY SALES COMPANY 
San Francisco, Calif. 1650 Jackson Street 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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Jhe "SELF-ADJUSTING"Rheortat 
ONLY Amperite can insure utmost clari- 

ty, volume and tone quality from your 
tubes. Only Amperite can safeguard them 
against damage and premature burn -outs 
through improper current regulation. There 
is only one Amperite-the patented, auto- 
matic, variable filament resistance. Don't 
be confused or misled into buying spurious 
imitations or substitutes represented to be 
just as good. All popular construction sets 
specify Amperite. Simplifies wiring. Elimi- 
nates hand rheostats. Price $1.10 complete. 

Sold Everywhere 

FREE - Send for "The Radiall 
Book" containing the latest popular 
hook-ups and construction data to 
Dept. R. 2. 
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Rosin Core 
® :._. ad OLD 

'Or Sure is Safe and Simple 

^- Approved by L-- 
Radio Engineers, 

Genuine Solder 
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Real Sensation of the Year 

CHELSEA 
TRUPHONIC SIX-$60.00 

Write us. 
Chelsea Radio Co. 

Chelsea, Mass. 
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Flexible, stranded wire f o r point-to-point and sub -panel wiring. Non -inflammable "spaghetti" covering. In black, yellow, green, red and brown; a color for each circuit. Put up in 25 -foot coils. 
The Original Celatsite -a tinned, copper bus bar wire with non -inflammable "spaghetti" 
30 inchcovering, lengths.for -ups. 

5 colors; 

Celatsite Battery Cable 
lr -a silk -covered cable 

of vari -colored Flexible 
Celatsite wires,f or con- 

e netting batteries to set. Prevents 
"blowing" of tubes; 
gives your set an _ orderly appearance. 
We also offer the highest grade of "spa- ghetti" tubing for Nos. 10 to 18 wires. 
5 colors; 30 -inch lengths. 

Stranded Enameled Antenna 
Best outdoor antenna you can 

ACME ( buy. 7 strands of enameleú 
copper wire; maximum sur - .n ( face for reception. Prevents 
corrosion and Consequent 
weak signals. 

Send for folder 
THE ACME WIRE CO., DEPT. R 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

TROUBLE SHOOTING 
(Continued from page 36) 

trouble encountered is an open winding 
in the output transformer. 

A total lack of voltage may be traced 
to an open winding in the filter choke. 
More often the carbon pile resistances 
used to vary the value of the detector 
current, etc., will show an open circuit, 
especially after some months' service. 

Should there be a lack of voltage with 
a corresponding heating of the rectifier 
plates, look for your trouble in one of 
two places. Either you have a tube 
with a plate to filament short or else 
one of the by-pass condensers in the 
filter circuit has broken down. This 
trouble may be easily located by testing 
the various units with a voltmeter in 
series with a battery. 

If the plate of the power amplifier 
tube heats, it will probably be found 
that one of the load resistors in the 
current supply set has anpen circuit. 

In an ABC eliminator the plates of 
the power amplifier tube may become 
too hot. In such cases one of the load 
resistors in the filament supply circuit 
may have an open circuit, thus giving a 
plate voltage out of all proportion to 
the grid bias on the power amplifier. 

A loud hum or ringing may sometimes 
be cleared up by reversing the plug on 
the 110 volt line. It is sometimes due 
to faulty tubes. Weak signals likewise 
may be caused by low emission tubes. 

A faulty voltage regulator tube, if 
used, may flicker irregularly and cause 
a fluttering noise in the set. The manu- 
facturer will replace defective tubes of 
this kind. 

Many power supply sets use a resist- 
ance across the detector circuit. Often 
its regulating knob has to be screwed 
almost all of the way out. This results 
in a very light pressure on the carbon 
pile and a noise that may easily be mis- 
taken for static discharges. The aver- 
age resistor of this type requires a fairly 
firm pressure for quiet operation. Should 
this load be removed from the rectifier 
output by an open circuit within the 
unit itself the voltage will rise. This 
will be indicated by a distortion in the 
speaker or else by whistles caused by 
throwing some part of the circuit out 
of balance due to increased voltage. 

A low voltage at the terminals of the 
battery cable may arise from various 
sources. The rectifier tubes may be low 
in emission. (See test described in first 
part of text.) The voltage delivered 
to the filaments of the rectifiers may be 
low. The filament temperature of these 
tubes is critical. It is fairly easy to 
determine whether this is the reason or 
not. The Rectrons will usually have the 
appearance of burning below their nor- 
mal brilliancy. This latter difficulty 
may arise from either a defective fila- 
ment winding of the power transformer 
or from a low line voltage, which may 
be determined by testing with an ordi- 
nary incandescent lamp. 
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Failure of the filaments in the set to 
light, but where a B potential is present, 
may be caused by an open filament of 
one of the 10 or 25 watt lamps in the 
power plant. 

If the glow tube does not light and 
you are sure that it is all right, it will 
be reasonable to assume that one of the 
filter condensers has broken down. This 
is so, providing that the resistance in 
series with this tube is o. k. The volt- 
age regulator should glow steadily, al- 
though a prolonged loud signal will cause 
it to dim slightly, due to the fact that 
in such a case the power tube consumes 
more plate current. 

A good precaution is to take advan- 
tage of the strap connection within the 
base of the 874 tube. Two of the prongs 
are joined together. A number of the 
larger manufacturers place this in series 
with the 110 volt line thus protecting 
the filter condensers and other units in 
the power supply from surges of excess 
voltage caused by removing this ballast 
tube from its socket while the set is in 
operation. Full data covering this feat- 
ure of the glow tube will be found in 
the instruction slip, which comes with 
each one. 

ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH 
(Continued from page 41) 

tube. The last wires to be placed will 
be the grid and plate leads of the ampli- 
fier tubes. 

As soon as the wiring has been 
checked, insert the three 10 watt and 
the 25 mazda lamps in their sockets, 
and plug in the Raÿtheon tube. Con- 
nect the power transformer to the 110 
volt a.c. mains, and short circuit the 
filament terminals of the first audio tube 
socket, the tube not being in the circuit. 
The 10 watt mazda lamps should light 
to a fair degree of brilliancy, with the 
25 watt lamp glowing a dull red. If the 
filaments of the lamps do not light, the 
wiring should be checked for a short or 
open circuit. 

A milliammeter having a 0-100 milli- 
ampere scale is handy for testing the 
circuit, placing it in series with the 
mazda lamp bank. The current through 
the lamps should be approximately 70 
milliamperes when the first test is made, 
-and if more than this; current is indi- 
cated, the 25 watt lamp should be re- 
placed with a 10 watt size. 

Next insert the power tube, which 
should be a CX-310, and if the filament 
lighting transformer is properly con- 
nected, the filament of the tube should 
light quite brilliantly. The transformer 
recommended in the parts list has three 
secondary voltages, 6, 8 and 12, but 
these ratings are for loads of 1/2 ampere 
or less. Using the entire 12 volt sec- 

ondary across the 310 tube filament, the 
voltage will drop to approximately 7 '/2, 

so that no extra resistance is necessary. 
As soon as the power tube is inserted, 

(Continued on page 66) 

CeCo Type J- 71 
The New Output Tube 

Will handle sufficient power to operate 
the largest loud speakers at full vol- 
ume. Does not require high voltage 
plate supply. At 90 volts it will give 
twelve times the undistorted power of 
the ordinary "A" type. 
To be used in receivers where a sep- 
arate "C" Battery connection for the 
last tube is furnished. Can be used on 
voltages up to 180 with enormous vol- 
ume output, provided a special output 
circuit is used to protect the loud 
speaker. Filament 5 Vol. -1/z Amp. 

Price $4.50 

CC 
Type For Everir - IRadio Need 

Precision Coils --for Better Reception 

R. F. Choke Coil No. 340 

Very low distributed capacity 
due to the slotted form of 
winding. 
Can be used wherever this type 
of coil is necessary. Very com- 
pact. Only one inch in diam- 
eter. Can be mounted on sub - 
panel or baseboard. List price 
$1.00. 

Duo-Octaform Coil No. 320 

Especially designed for maxi- 
mum amplification at radio fre- 
quencies within the broadcast 
range. Specified by Cockaday 
for his new L C-2 7 Receiver. 
Has a higher inductance than 
any other type of tuning unit 
for the range to be covered. 
List price $3.50. 
There is a Precision Coil for 
practically every designed re- 
ceiver. The Precision Coil Co. 
also produces several condenser 
blocks at attractive prices. 
Write us. 

Build 
Laurence Cockaday's 
New LC -27 Receiver 
Now for the first time you can build a receiver embodying the 
three necessary requirements for perfect tone resulta-a clean 
undistorted signal through the detector-uniform amplification 
of all voice and musical frequencies-and a filtered output by 
which nothing but pure voice current is permitted to actuate 
the loud speaker. Perhaps the foremost example of what can 
be accomplished by the handiwork of the amateur set -builder. 

Complete List of 
1-Hammarlund mid -line 

dual condenser, .000275 
mfd. $7.50 

1-Hammarlund mid -line 
single condenser,.000275 
mfd. 4.65 

1-Precision Duo-Octaform 
coil set, one antenna 
coupler and two inter - 
stage couplers 10.50 

1-Amertran De Luxe first - 
stage transformer 10.00 

1-Amertran De Luxe sec- 
ond -stage transformer 10.00 

1-Amerchoke No. 854 6.00 
1-Dubilier No. 902 filter 

condenser, 4 mfd 5.50 
1-Dubilier No. 907 filter 

condenser, .1 mfd .60 
1-Mar-Co. illuminated 

control, scale 0 to 100 $3.50 

Specified Parts 
2-Mar-Co small controls 

for LC -27 1.50 
1-Carter battery switch .65 
1-Samson radio -frequency 

choke coil No. 85 1.50 
3-Aerovex mica fixed con- 

densers, .00025 mfd 1.05 
1-Durham resistor, 4 

megohms .50 
1-Lynch grid leak mount- 

ing .35 
1-Carter Gem Jack .25 
1-Carter resistance, 0 to 

10,000 ohms 2.00 
12-Eby binding posts 1.80 
5-Benjamin UX sockets 3.75 
1-Amperite 1.10 
Mechanical Kit consisting 
of aluminum shields, bind- 
ing post strip, decorated 
panel and Tait Brackets.._.12.50 

Complete $85.20 
Corbett Cabinet $18. Built Complete $113.20 

Every part exactly as specified by Mr. Cockaday. Write us 
today. Send check or money order or we will ship C.O.D. 
Free descriptive folder sent on request. 

The New LC Senior Power Pack 
Supplies the "A," "B" and "C" voltages for the new UX210 
tube in the last stage of audio frequency amplification. Works 
perfectly in conjunction with the LC -27 Receiver, and opens 
the way to elimination of all batteries. Price for kit of 
specified parts, $65.20. 

PRECISION COIL CO., INC., 209 Centre Street, New York 

RADIO DX HOUNDS 
Get "Broadcast Weekly" to keep posted on 
operating schedules and wavelength of U. S. 
Stations. Send 10c for Copy. 

BROADCAST WEEKLY 
433 Pacific Building, 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

LOG YOUR STATIONS 

lOc For a Copy of the Radio 
Log Book. 16 Pages. 

"RADIO," San Francisco 
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USE THESE COILS AND IMPROVE ANY RADIO RECEIVER 

SUPER -SENSITIVE 

INDUCTANCE UNITS 

TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY KIT 
$12.00 

The Aero Coil Tuned Radio Frequency Kit illustrated above will posi- 
tively improve the performance of any receiver. Patented Aero Coil 
construction eliminates radio frequency losses and brings tremendous 
improvement in volume, tone and selectivity. Kit consists of three 
matched units. The antenna coupler has variable primary. Uses .00035 
condenser. 8 page color circuit, layout and instruction sheet for building 
the supersensitive 5 tube Aero -Dyne receiver packed FREE with each 
kit. Extra copies, 75c each. Instructions include insert showing how to 
wire up for a power tube if desired. 

LOW WAVE TUNER KIT 
$12.50 

Completely interchangeable. Adapted by experts and amateurs. Range 
15 to 130 meters. Includes three coils and base mounting, covering U. S. bands, 20, 40 and 80 meters. You can increase the range of this short 
wave tuner by securing coils Nos. 4 and 5. Combined range of 15 to 550 meters. Both interchangeable coils fit same base supplied with short 
wave kit and use the same condensers. Coil No. 4, price $4.00; Coil No. 
5, price $4.00. 

Get these coils from your nearest dealer. If he should be out 
of stock, order direct from the factory. 

AERO PRODUCTS, INC. 
Dept. 103, 1772 Wilson Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

(Pacific Coast Representative) 
HENGER-SELTZER 

1111 Wall St., Los Angeles, Cal. 
377 Brannan St., San Francisco, Cal. 
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Specified by leading en- gineers in all popular circuits as the one perfect form tube filament l. Insist on Amperite the only automaticnvaori- able filament resistance. Beware of substi- tutes and imitations. There is, only one Amperite and nothing else will do. Eliminates hand rheostats. Simplifies wiring. Types for all tubes. Price $1.10 mounted (in U. S. A.). At all dealers. Write for Free Hook -Ups and construction data to Dept. 

aífiZd3LTl 
60 FRANKLIN ST., NEW YORK 

PERITE REG. U.. PAT. OFF. 

The "SELF ADJUST ING"Rheortat 

C. E. GAY 
449 Alder St., Portland, Ore. 

INFRADYNE 
has revolutionized radio recep- 
tion. It is the ultimate in radio. 
New Full Size Blue Prints, 
prepared by E. M. Sargent, One 
Dollar. 

MAILED POSTPAID 

L. C. RAYMENT 
1200 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal. 

(Continued from page 65) 
the current through the mazda lamp 
group will drop to 60 milliamperes, 
unless the C biasing resistance of the 
power tube is set at such a high value 
that no plate current flows in the power 
tube plate circuit. Now insert the milli - 
ammeter in the positive B lead of the 
power tube, by disconnecting the B ter- 
minal of the output filter, and measure 
the plate current flow. Move the knob 
of the Clarostat until the plate current 
is approximately 18 to 20 milliamperes, 
and the adjustment can be assumed to 
be completed. 

Then place the milliammeter in the 
mazda lamp group once more, and make 
sure the current flow is approximately 
60 to 62 milliamperes. Now turn off 
the a.c. supply and insert the 99 tube 
in its socket. Turn on the a.c. switch, 
and the filament current as indicated by 
the milliammeter should read 59 to 61 
milliamperes. Do not unscrew any of 
the mazda lamps or otherwise open and 
close the filament circuit of the 99 tube 
while the rectifier is turned on, or the 
filament will surely burn out. 

Insert a 50,000 ohm resistance in the 
clips provided for it on the baseboard, 
and measure the plate current of the 99 
tube. If more than 2% milliamperes, 
increase the value of the resistance by 
placing another resistance in series, an 
extra pair of clips being provided for 
that purpose with the double grid leak 
mounting. . Ordinary metallic type grid 
leaks will do, as they will dissipate 1 

watt of power without overheating, and 
the power dissipation in this particular 
service is below that amount. 

The amplifier should now be ready for 
use, and may be mounted in the base of 
the phonograph, or in the external cabi- 
net. A hole should be drilled in the 
wooden panel supporting the turntable 
and pick-up unit, large enough to en- 
able mounting a snap switch for con- 
trolling the amplifier. A Cutler -Ham- 
mer filament switch is suitable for small 
power 110 volt work, and is easily in- 
stalled. Insert the switch in one side of 
the 110 volt line, so that when the 
phonograph is to be used, the switch is 
operated, and the amplifier turned on. 

The writer, possessing but one loud 
speaker, which must serve for both radio 
and phonograph, installed a phone jack 
on the back of the phonograph cabinet, 
the jack being connected to the output 
of the power amplifier. Another jack, 
which was connected to the output of 
the radio set,, was mounted alongside 
the phonograph jack, so that the loud 
speaker could be shifted to one or the . 

other of the combinations without com- 
plicated switch connections. Of course 
a double pole -double throw switch would 
do just as well, with the loud speaker 
connected to the moving contacts. 

After the connections to the switch 
and jacks are complete, and the position 
of the pick-up unit properly made, finish 
the testing by playing a record in which 
low notes are plentiful, and locate the 
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proper adjustment of the volume control 
rheostat for normal room volume. If a 
squeal is heard in the loud speaker, when 
the frame of the pick-up unit is touched 
with the hand, the leads to the primary 
of the first audio transformer are re- 
versed, and should be changed. 

With a loud tone needle, it was found 
that sufficient energy output was ob- 
tained from the pick-up unit to overload 
the power tube with the volume about 
two-thirds on, so that the first audio 
transformer could be eliminated, and 
the quality slightly improved thereby. 
Using medium or soft tone steel, tung- 
sten or fiber needles, however, the volt- 
age step-up provided by the first audio 
transformer was required, to obtain the 
proper volume, particularly if the record 
was not a loud one. 

While it is to be hoped that no 
trouble will develop after completing 
the phonograph, it would be a good idea 
to state a few of the troubles that might 
occur, and how to locate them. 

MAZDA LAMPS DO NOT LIGHT, AND 

RAYTHEON TUBE OVERHEATS : One of the 
filter condensers has blown, and to lo- 
cate the defective unit, disconnect the 
condenser terminals to the filter choke, 
one by one, until the lamps light and 
the short circuit is removed. A short 
circuit in the wiring of the positive and 
negative leads from the filter could also 
cause this trouble. 

LOUD HUM IN SPEAKER; NO MUSIC 

WHEN RECORD IS PLAYED: Grid circuit 
of the 99 tube probably open. C volt- 
age adjustment of the power tube too 
high; reduce the resistance in the C 
voltage supply by screwing in the Clar- 
ostat knob. Ground not properly made 
to negative A and B supply lead. 

VOLUME LOW AND DISTORTION PRES- 

ENT: Filament current of 99 tube too 
low; plate voltage of 99 tube too low; 
decrease size of resistance in filament 
or plate supply leads. 

R. F. AMPLIFIER DESIGN 
(Continued from page 32) 

be received with most volume when tight 
coupling is used, shorter waves the re- 
verse, although the adjustment is not 
critical d under no condition should 

New 
Products 

TINY TOBE CONDENSERS 
The TINY TOBE Condenser, shown in actual size above, is 

a new product and is available in capacities from .0001 to .02 

Mfd.-for continuous operation at voltages up to 500 volts 
D. C. It is so small and light that it can be soldered directly 
into the circuit without other support. 

Prices range from 35c for .0001 Mfd. to 60c for the .02 Mfd. 

TOBE Condensers are specified in the Quadra f ormer, Car- 
borundum, Lincoln, Henry-Ly ford, Browning -Drake, and many 
other leading circuits. 

TOBE RADIO 
INTERFERENCE 

FILTER No. 1 

A complete, compact piece of equipment, 
for reduction of Radio -interference caused 
by oil -burner, refrigerator and other house- 
hold motors up to 1/4 H. P. Made to be 
easily attached directly to the source of the 

trouble,-not to the Radio set. The design avoids damage to commutators or 
slip -rings, sometimes encountered when condensers only are used. Write us for 
particulars and price list AR. 

NEW HIGH -VOLTAGE 
CONDENSERS for AMERTRAN 

and SIMILAR USES 
The 600 line of TOBE Condensers has been 

designed especially for use with AmerTran and 
similar high -voltage power -packs. The con- 
densers are made to stand the high voltages 
employed, and are equipped with the new 
TOBE safety terminals. at the base of the can, 
-a feature not found in any other condensers. 
Cased in metal containers, with the character- 
istic TOBE silvered finish. 

PRICES : 
No. 650-0.5 Mfd $1.75 
No. 601-1.0 " 2.50 
No. 602-2.0 " 4.00 
No. 604-4.0 " 7.00 

Tobe Condensers are used by National Co., Inc., Philco, General 
King Radio, Modern Electric and many other large and 

well established manufacturers. 

Radio, 

T *be Deutschmann Co. 
Engineers and Manufacturers of Technical Apparatus 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

crl Ica an 
FIVE TUBE RADIO be used as a tuning control. 

LIST OF PARTS 
1-set matched Aero coilseeTRF-120. 
3-.00035 mfd. variable condensers. 
5-cushion sockets. 
2-audio transformers. 
1-Formica panel 7x28x 3e. 

1-sub-panel 7x27x 1%, or baseboard. 
3-sub-panel brackets. 
1-200,000 ohm variable resistance. 
1-15 ohm and 1-20 ohm rheostat. 
1-two circuit jack. 
1-open circuit jack. 
1-1 mfd. by-pass condenser. 
1-.001 mfd. fixed condenser. 
1-.00025 grid condenser and leak. 
1-battery switch. 
3-4 inch dials. 
9-binding posts. 
1-%2 amp. amperite. 
1-41/2 volt C battery. 

52.9 
AGENTS 
WANTED 

BIG 
COMMISSION 

Demonstrating agent wanted; every county. Ex- 
clusive to right man. Sell what public wants- 
five tube, long distance, loud speaker radio with 
single dial control. Price within reach of all, 
$25,00 retail ;liberal discount to agents. Sell in 
spare time-evenings. No selling or radio gxperi- 
ence necessary. Territory going fast. 1Bo page 
Radio Book FREE. Write today-don't delay. 
C. D. FISCHER,I22 W. AustinAve.,Chicago 

Let Us Send F "RADIO" = Your 
Ö 

r Home for 
Full r,2 

"RADIO" San Francisco i 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

DX FAN S 
Get Weekly Station Schedules. 

Corrected Every Seven 
Days. 

BROADCAST WEEKLY 

YOU NEED IT 
10 Cents Per Copy 

BROADCAST WEEKLY 
Pacific Building San Francisco 
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TONE improvement is this year's 
only real radio advance. Just one change will modernize your pres- ent set. Replace your loud speaker plug with the Centralab Modu-Plug and your set will equal the tone perform- 

ance of the latest high-priced receivers. 
Gives any degree of tone volume. No other control but the small knob on the 
plug. Interfering noises are reduced. 

$2.50 at your dealer's, or 
mailed direct on receipt 

of price. 

Central Radio Laboratories 
14 Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Centralab variable resistances are used by 
69 makers of leading standard sets. 

INFRADYNE 
MANUALS 

PACIFIC RADIO 2 5 C PUB. COMPANY 
SAN FRANCISCO. 

No. 3527 

UNIT 
Increases the Volume 
of Your Present Set 

It is easy now to get much greater undistorted 
power from your present radio receiver whether it has 2 tubes or 8 tubes. At the same time and at little additional expense you eliminate the need of 
B -Batteries. 

No. 3527 Unit Full Wave Rectifier 
for use with 

one UX 213 tube and power amplifier UX No. 171 tube. This unit includes one No. 2505 transformer 
and two No. 514 chokes. Full Power and B -Battery 
Eliminator. No. 3527 - $15.00 List 

No. 3516 Full Wave Rectifier 
for use with 

one Raytheon BH tube and one UX No. 171 tube. 
This unit includes one No. 2593 transformer and 
two No. 514 chokes built into substantial metal 
case. Exceptional power for all purposes. Elim- 
inates B -Batteries. No. 3516 - $13.00 List 
Fans-Send check or money order to factory if your 

dealer cannot supply you. Deliveries are prompt. 
Manufacturers-As exclusive parts manufacturers 

Dongan offers the receiver and battery eliminator 
manufacturer a reliable source of supply. Our 
engineering dept. will co-operate with you in 
effecting the proper designs of the latest types 
for your requirements. Ask for a representative 
or send your specifications. 

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Company 
2981-3001 Franklin St. Detroit 

'TRANSFORMERS of MERIT for FIFTIEN YÉARS !ì 
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TIME SIGNALS OF THE WORLD, Con't. 
By Wm. A. Bremiman, S. S., West Henshaw 

P. C. T. E. C. T. G. M. T. CALL WAVE SYS LOCATION 
8.57 PM 11.57 PM 04.57 VPB 600 Spk Colombo, Ceylon 9.30 PM 11.30 PM 04.30 VWP 1,800 Spk Peshawar 9.55 PM 11.55 PM 04.55 NPG 3,338 CW San Francisco 9.55 PM 11.55 PM 04.55 NPG 1,436 CW San Francisco 9.57 PM 11.57 PM 04.57 VPB 2,300 CW Colombo, Ceylon 

WHO'S WHO AND WHERE 
(Continued from page 44) 

Keith Levy has returned to L. A. from 
Buenos Aires via Cape Horn. He reports fine 
wx around about the Horn now, it being late 
summer there. 

I. W. Pinkerton, ex -Mojave, Santa Maria, 
et al, has taken a whirl at short waves, signing 
up with the Western Air Express. 

Dick Clark is not so far from civilization at 
Yukatat that he cannot find Christmas cards 
to send to his good friends. This in spite of 
the fact that he reports himself absolutely all 
alone up there. By the way, we'll bet a lead 
nickel that he would appreciate a line from 
any of the gang. His adsis Yukatat, Icy Bay, 
Alaska. 

Robert Burns (no, not the original) has 
just come off the Coalinga and been assigned 
to the good old lumber schooner, Florence 
Olsen. Burns had quite a ride on the Coalinga 
last trip, having the pleasant (?) experience of 
being bounced along at the bottom of a hur- 
ricane. 

Our Great Lakes correspondent, Bob Koch, 
branched out a little the other day and gave 
a talk to the Lions' Club of Manitowoc, Wis., 
home of WMW where Bob is stationed. As 
most of the Lions were just human beings, 
that is to say, BCLs, Koch talked about co- 
operation between said species and Brass - 
pounders, and got away with it. In fact, he 
got away with it to the extent that WMW has 
since been swamped with interested visitors, 
many of whom have shown a desire to learn 
the code. Gosh, jobs will soon be scarce 
around the Great Lakes if Bob converts all 
the BCLs. 

The U. S. S. Amaranth and U. S. S. Mari- 
gold have new 100 -watt tube sets capable of 
working Detroit from Duluth. 

Carl Hesser is building a commercial station 
at Alpena, Mich. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Sir: QLZ ? No Siree - Haven't much to 

offer but what I have will be only too glad 
to give you. 

1-When your ship is in the vicinity of the 
Caribbean Sea or east or west coast of Central 
America there will undoubtedly be times when 
Name of Station 

Almirante, Panama 
Bluefields, Nicaragua 
Cape Gracias, Nicaragua 

1-Cartago, Costa Rica 
Limon, Costa Rica 
Managua, Nicaragua 

2-Miami, Florida 
Burrwood, Louisiana 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

3-Puerto Castilla 
Swan Island, Caribbean Sea 

4-Tela, Honduras 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras 

you wish first class RDO communication with 
shore stations which are capable of quickly 
relaying your messages to and from U. S. 
points and elsewhere. This particular field is 
well served by the high power stations of the 
Tropical Radio Tel. Co. and by the stations, of 
other companies affiliated with it in its service, 
all of which stations are listed below. The 
QSJ total exclusive of ships tolls, on messages 
from ships at sea, destined to the U. S. trans- 
mitted direct to WAX, Miami or WNU, ' New 
Orleans, or transmitted to any of the below 
mentioned stations for QSR to WAX or WNU 
is only 10 cents U. S. currency or 52 centimes 
per word foreign currency. Plus L. L. for- 
warding charges beyond Miami or New Orleans 
as the case may be. 

The steamships of the Cuyamel, Standard, 
and Atlantic Fruit Company's are under the 
Honduran flag and are not listed in the Inter- 
national Radio Call Letter Book. (Operators 
on these ships are not required to have a 
license.) 

VA-Managua 
VB-Tegucigalpa 
VC-Cieba 
VD-Comaguaya 
VF-Choluteca 
VG-Comayagua 
VH-Hibueras 
VJ-Jamaica 
VK-Amazon 
VL-Olando 
VM-Alegria 
VN-Nicaro 
VO-Omoa 

Would appreciate seeing a list of commercial 
stations utilizing short waves, their approxi- 
mate wave and times of transmission. 

P.S.-WNU, New Orleans, sends PX on 26 
and 40 meters -5:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m. 75 
M. T. VIGGO C. EBERLIN, 

S. S. San Jose-Kdj 
84 Glen Road, Yonkers, N. Y. 

VP-Copan 
VQ-Quinstan 
VS-Virginic 
VU-Favorita 
VY-Yoro 
VW-Yuma 
VX-Rama 
VZ-Lempira 
CR-Gatun 
CP-Amapala 
CD-Rio Grande 
CJ-Granada 

Sir-Have been reading the C. B. P. section 
since about the third issue and have found it 
very useful so am sending a schedule, a plea 
for help in getting "trs" in. 

About the only press schedule that has not 
been mentioned for the Pacific Coast is "VAE" 
who sends press on 1800 meters at 1 a.m. (All 
time 120th meridian) . "VAE" calls "GDVB" 

(Continued on page 70) 

Radio Call Letters 
UB 
UQUW 

UR 
UX 
UL 

WAX 
WBW 
WNU 

UA 
US 
UC 
UG 

Works on Meters 
600-1200-4075 
600-950-1850-2100 
650-2000 
600-2200-4235 
600-1425 
600-1800-2400-4600 
600- 
600-675-1713 
600-1700-3331 
600-775-2450 
600-660-2450 
600-1400 
600-1950-4330 

1-Accounts should be rendered to Compania Radiografia Internacional de Costa Rica, 
First National Bank Bldg., Boston, Mass. 

2-Due to hurricane damage high wave transmission antenna under repair, will announce 
same when repairs complete. 

3-Accounts should be rendered to Truxillo RR. Co., I Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
4-Accounts should be rendered to Tela RR. Co., I Federal St., Boston, Mass. 
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LOOP AERIALS 
(Continued from page 32) 

with a B battery of more than 60 volts, 
the current consumed from the B battery 
by the tubes is greatly reduced, and the 
life of the B battery correspondingly pro- 
longed. The addition of a C battery 
often doubles or triples the life of a B 
battery. 

When a receiving set has been built 
and is ready to use, to make sure that 
the battery connections are all right, put 
all the tubes in the sockets, put a phone 
plug in the last jack-if filament -control 
jacks are used,-and then connect the 
A battery (the filament battery) to the 
B battery binding posts. If any of the 
tubes light, it shows that some of the 
connections are wrong, and that those 
tubes would have been burned out if the 
B battery had been connected to the set 
in the regular manner. If none of the 
tubes light, then the A and B battery 
leads have not been mixed ; and the bat- 
teries can be connected to their proper 
binding posts for the final test on an 
aerial. 

The most common unit of capacity in 
radio work, the microfarad, is so un- 
handy to use that a new popular unit has 
been generally adopted. This is the 
micro-microfarad, abbreviated mmf., and 
it is equal to one -millionth of a micro - 
farad. Thus, 0.001 microfarad, multi- 
plied by one million, is equal to 1000 mi- 
cro-microfarad ; and 0.00025 mf. is 

equal to 250 mmf. To change mf. to 
mmf., move the decimal point six places 
to the right; and vice versa. 

It is very important that the filament 
terminal voltage of the UV -199, C-299, 
UX-199, and CX-299 tubes be kept at 
three volts or less. If the terminal volt- 
age exceeds three volts the life of the 
tubes will be greatly shortened ; but, on 
the other hand, if the voltage is reduced 
too much below three volts, the tube 
will not function properly. It is almost 
impossible to keep the voltage just right 
by watching the brilliancy of the fila- 
ment; the only way it can be kept right 
is to have a small direct -current volt- 
meter connected across the filament ter- 
minals on the tube sockets. A panel - 
mounting, 0 to 5 D.C. voltmeter is not 
expensive, and the prolonged life of the 
tubes will soon pay for it. 

The old type of horn loudspeaker 
often distorts so badly that music is not 
recognizable. This can be remedied 
somewhat by connecting a 0.004 or 0.006 
microfarad condenser across the loud- 
speaker terminals. The addition of the 
condenser makes the music slightly 
weaker ; but the improvement in the 
tonal quality more than compensates for 
the slight loss in volume. This also ap- 
plies to the addition of a 0.0005 micro - 
farad condenser across the secondary of a 
poor audio amplifying transformer. 

Don't let the static get you! Have 
you ever tried a single -tube loop set? 

(Continued on page 70) 
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FORMICA KIT PANELS 
FROM one end of the country to the other, home set builders are producing 

handsome radio sets by the use of Veri Chromed Formica panels for the 
leading kits. 
These panels include the Karas Equamatic, Bremer Tully Power Six, H. F. 
L. Nine -In -Line Superheterodyne with sub panel, Victoreen single dial and 

two dial. There is also an Infradyne 7 x 28" and 7 x 30" Aerodyne, St. James 
8 Tube, Bremer Tully Counterphase, Browning -Drake National, Madison 

Moore Superheterodyne, Camfield Duoformer and two sizes of Best's Super- 

heterodyne. They are sold by the leading jobbers and dealers. 

Special Panels cut to size and Formica 
Tubing are also available for Amateurs 

The FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY 
4616 SPRING GROVE AVENUE 

Hear the FORMICA 
Orchestra Tuesdays 

9to10 
over WLW 

oRMICA 
Made from Anhydrous Bakelite Resins 
SHEETS TUBES RODS 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Formica has a 
Complete Service on 

Insulating Material for 
Radio Manufacturers 

.x.WägeffieKtorto.>.n, 

.xteigtog ç+m ti.5_; ,;y 
E 

A -B Relay 
If your radio set is equipped with a 

B -Eliminator and a trickle charger - 
then they must have some individual 
switching means or else you connect and 
disconnect them by hand. 

The Jewell A -B Relay is an automatic 
switch which operates when the filament 
switch is turned either on or off. It places 
the B -Eliminator and the trickle charger 
in operation at the proper time and in 

their proper order. The B -Eliminator is 

connected only when the set is turned on 

and the charger is then disconnected, 
eliminating any hum from that source. 

TYPE. :595- 
Á - B'- RELAY 

For Setc with 
Four or More S volt Tubés 

R4q.Ga'ra SSorocmke! lh11 A B.Heldr" 
tnlo L,lrno 
Di5<onneGl one wire earn A bnloey 

iphdo 
nl nec 

-B R0q7 
Then conn¢c!lhe oinera.tianen 

Fetoy to ln¢ A balF¢rY_ Tnu 
Wut< 

WC Retar eo.IlnSarleS 
rcn roe rrnn,ene circuit, 

PLUG PLUG CHARGER - B-ELIMINATpR- ON THIS ON THI$ SIDE SIDE , 

MADE IN 0.54 BY 
Jéwën Elecerlea¡lnservmentÇo 

CHÌCACO 

The A -B Relay 
consists mainly of an extremely efficient, 

low resistance, magnet placed in series with 
the filament and the A battery and which 

actuates special contacts. It will not inter- 

fere with the normal operation of any set. 

Write for special Circular No. 1023 and ask for a copy of our 

Radio Instrument Catalog No. 15-c. 

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. 
1650 WALNUT STREET, CHICAGO 

"27 Years Making Good Instruments 
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Eliminate the Jar 
and SAVE the Tube! 

"I find the contact in the EBY Socket ex- 
ceptionally good in protecting the filament 

from damage when the tubes are interchanged"-says a promi- 
nent circuit designer. 
EBY Sockets provide a three point wiping contact at all times 
and reduce microphonic noises to a minimum. You can buy them 
at your dealers for 50c. 

EBY BINDING POSTS 
are recommended and specified for building these 
and many other successful circuits. 

Browning -Drake 
Cockaday LC 27 
Hammarlund-Roberts 
Infradyne 
LaCault LRA 

eister 

,Patented Dec. Zez6 
.X0 1,610,208 

It bowls 

St. James 
Varion 
Kenneth Harkness KH 27 
Victoreen 
General Radio 400 

THE H. H. EBY:MANUFACTURING CO. 
4710 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia 

dOYe 

1. 

75, each 
At all clearers 

Once this little jacket of live rubber 
slips over the- tube-you're through! 

All over in less than one second! You 
can get it in sizes to fit every tube. Just 
ask for the 

MC DONALD 

'ARRESTER ARRESTE . Now it doesn't! 

"It Stops that Howl" 
(TRADE MARK) 

Sale Selling Agee for the U. £ A. 
SPARTAN ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

350 West 34th Street, New York City 
Zseiwd aed...essetttxrea e the 

Scieotific Products Canada, Ltd. 
- ,MADE IN U. S. A. 

DX FAN S 
Get Weekly Station Schedules. 

Corrected Every Seven 
Days. 

YOU NEED IT 
10 Cents Per Copy 

BROADCAST WEEKLY 
Pacific Building San Francisco 
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Wherever a variable 
resistance is specified 

pin your faith on 

C LARO STAT 
Manufactured by 

AMERICAN MECHANICAL LABORATORIES 

Brooklyn, New York 

RADI 
LISTENER'S 
RED-BOOK 

enables you to definitely locate each station 
on your dials and to reduce the squeals and 
howls of "hit-or-miss" tuning. It is 

A GUIDE TO BETTER RADIO 
RECEPTION 

Two -page, two-color broadcasting station map 
gives distance, direction and time divisions. 
Two -page "Radio Doctor" tells how you can 
determine and remedy the common troubles of 
radio sets, batteries, tubes, etc. 
Complete information regarding each station 
including new licenses and latest changes 
listed and cross-indexed three ways. 
If not sold by your radio or news dealer, copies 

¡maailledd pposst-ppaidffro¡r25c each, stamps or coin. 

!fl\ºdlF° II J 1á%17W Ft. Wayne, Ind., P.O. 
AND LOG -BOOK 

Box 158 8 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

('Continued from page 69) 
When you do, you will be surprised at 
how much DX and how little static you 
will get on it. Do not use any coils in 
the secondary circuit; but let the loop 
take the place of the secondary and tune 
it with a variable condenser. Tune the 
plate circuit with a variometer. A two - 
foot square solenoid loop having fourteen 
turns of fairly large wire (bell wire is 
good) , with a 23 -plate variable conden- 
ser shunted across it, will tune from 
about 200 to 550 meters. This makes a 
two -control set that is the acme of sim- 
plicity, and at the same time a wonder 
for DX when you once learn the knack 
of tuning it. 

Placing the binding posts for the bat- 
tery connections to a receiving set on the 
front of the panel is obsolete. To ac- 
cord with present-day practice, they 
should be mounted on a small bakelite 
sub -panel at the back of the baseboard. 
Not only does the set look neater when 
the battery binding posts are put at the 
back ; but it makes the set much easier 
to wire. Only four binding posts should 
ever be put on the front of the panel: 
they are the binding posts for the input 
and output of the set. The input bind- 
ing posts, which are the aerial and 
ground binding posts, should be placed 
on the upper left-hand end of the panel; 
and the output binding posts, the loud- 
speaker binding posts, should be placed 
on the upper right-hand end of the panel. 
Mounting the battery binding posts on 
the front of the panel is like placing 
sails on a modern battleship__"it just isn't being done." 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
(Continued from page 68) and "QST" then goes ahead with his press and traffic for "GDVB." - He sends about 30 minutes of it. 

If any of you fellows have been listening for "WAX"on his 3:30 a.m. press schedule lately you have not found him for the simple reason that his towers were blown down at the time of the big hurricane that hit Miami. 
Since that time and until "WAX" gets his high power set into commission again "WNU" 
sends Miami's press at 3:30 a.m. on 3331 meters and has discontinued his 8:30 a.m. 
schedule, although he still sends weather and 
traffic at that time. 

Here is a plea for help from an operator 
that wants to get his "tr" in every night just 
like most all you other fellows. If you fellows 
on the S. A., East Coast and Gulf runs will 
keep a 2 a.m. schedule we can all get our 
"trs" in. "KUCJ" is always glad to "QSR" 
for anyone. 

Am "KSO" with "KOK," unless static is 
bad, about 2000 miles SE, sometimes more, 
and in the Gulf and sometimes while in the 
Caribbean. Now if all you fellows get up at 
that time you can clear your traffic and then 
at 3:30 "QSY" 3331 for "WNU" press. Can 
usually get about a sheet and a half from him. 
By the time "WNU" finishes it is getting along 
towards breakfast time and by the time you 
finish recopying his press (if you can't copy 
him directly onto press sheet) it is "chow" 
time. 

"KUCJ" will probably have a new "op" 
when this goes into print as I am getting off 
in San Francisco. GILBERT THOMMEN, 

"KUCJ" 
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1927 MODEL SUPERHETERODYNE 
(Continued from page 27) 

or some of them will be short circuited 
by the mounting bracket. 

This completes the mechanical as- 
sembly of the receiver, except the ad- 
justment of the link motion, and the 
mounting of the dials. A template is 
furnished with each dial. The three 
holes for the mounting screws should be 
drilled through the front panel, the dial 
being fastened in place with nuts placed 
over the screw ends on the back of the 
panel. The set screws on the two collars 
of the link motion should be temporarily 
fastened, and the long shaft condenser 
rotated back and forth to make sure 
that the two condensers are lined up 
perfectly straight. The two collars 
should point towards the rear of the 
set. When the condenser shafts are 
rotated so that the movable plates are 
entirely meshed, one arm of the link 
motion will point to the extreme right 
while the other arm on each shaft collar 
will point straight up. When the con- 
denser plates are out of mesh, and one 
arm on each shaft points to the extreme 
left, the other arm will' point straight 
down. If one of the links binds against 
the shaft of the condenser having the 
short shaft, the collar on this shaft is 
too close to the lock collar on the con- 
denser itself. There should be 6 in. 
space between the condenser and link 
motion collars, for it is in this space 
that the front edges of the shields must 
fit. Make sure that the two condensers 
controlled by the link motion have ex- 
actly the same setting for zero capacity, 
with the same air gap between rotor and 
stator plates when they are out of mesh, 
for otherwise the two tuned circuits will 
not be tuned identically over the entire 
broadcast band, and the set will lack 
sensitivity. No trimmer condenser will 
be required if this adjustment is care- 
fully made. 

Wiring the set should be easy if the 
pictorial diagram of Fig. 3 is followed. 
The filament wiring was first installed, 
in the experimental model, using "Belden 
hookup wire," cloth insulated. A path 
around the entire outer edge of the 
sub -panel was followed, drilling holes 
through the sub -panel for the wires to 

- the tube sockets, and the C and B bat- 
tery connections of the audio and inter- 
mediate transformers. After all these 
wires were placed, and the connections 
soldered, the wires were laced into a 
form with heavy twine. This system is 
now standard with most high grade 
factory built radio receivers, and cer- 
tainly improves the appearance of any 
set. Note how the wires branch out 
from the main artery or trunk of the 
form, to the terminals of the apparatus 
under the sub -panel, or through the 
holes to the apparatus above. As all 
these wires are at or near ground poten- 
tial, no harmful effects will occur from 

(Continued on page 72) 

alley Electric 

Use either one f or a dependable 
source of "A" battery current 

You can get the famous Valley 
Battery Charger in both vibrator 
and bulb types. Use either one for 
a dependable source of A battery 
current. 

The Vibrator Type: This is the 
pioneer of radio battery chargers. 
Nearly a quarter of a million of this 
type of Valley Charger has gone 
into service all over the world. 

Charges 6 -volt batteries at 6 am- 
peres, 12 -volt batteries at 3 amperes, 
Quiet. Efficient. Cannot harm the 
battery. 

Mounted in black case with bakelite 
panel and glass top. Pleasing 
in appearance and will har- 
monize with finest radio re- 
ceiver. Complete with cord 
and plug, and leads and clips. 

The Twin Bulb Type: The 
twin bulb design of this Valley 
Charger overcomes 
the only objection to 
the bulb type charger, 
i. e., the slow charging 
rate. 

Using both bulbs, you have a 5 - 

ampere charger. Using only one 
bulb, you have a 2 %-ampere charger. 
Thus the charging rate and the pur- 
chase of one bulb or two are en- 
tirely optional. 

Absolutely noiseless. Built in hand- 
some black grained metal case. 
Complete with cord and plug, and 
leads and clips. 

Other Valley Radio Units 
The two small cuts below show 
the Valley B Power Unit and the 
Valley Radio Receiver. 

The B Power Unit supplies plate 
voltage from the house cir- 
cuit. For sets of 12 tubes or 
less. May be used with a 
power tube or unit. Fitted with 
the Raytheon Tube only-"for 
reliable reception." 

The Valleytone is a 5 -tube, 
tuned radio frequency 
receiver. Two - dial 
control. Wired so 
that use of power tube 
is optional. 

VALLEY ELECTRIC CO. > RADIO DIVISION > ST. LOUIS, MO. 

District Offices: Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Indianapolis, 
Kansas City, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco 
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Make Your Own 
Three -Foot Cone Speaker 

in Less Than an Hour 
WORLD'S FINEST LOUD SPEAKER, .r GENUINE ^' 

"ENSCO"3^CONE KIT 
ONLY ONLY l ce'e 4, a 

w caeell\ 

NO THE SOLUTION OF THE' PERFECT 
bISTORTIOK LOUD-SPEAKERPROSLEM FIDELITY 

943Cr9keofLjodi T eers 

Complete parts furnished in kit form. We 
guarantee this speaker the equal of any manu- 
factured cone speaker at any price. 
With this THREE FOOT CONE SPEAKER 
you hear all the tones. It brings out the true 
depth and beauty of orchestral and instru- 
mental music. Can be operated softly for 
Living Room Music or full volume for dancing, 
and without trace of distortion. 
Kit includes famous "ENSCO" cone unit, the 
only direct -drive. distortionless unit for large 
cones ; Alhambra Fonotex for big cone, with 
brass apex, two Sepia Prints showing cabinet 
or simple stand construction. All necessary instructions. 
Buy this wonderful speaker under our absolute guarantee. Your money back if you are not 
convinced that it is the finest reproducing 
medium obtainable at any price. It works on 
any Set, with ordinary Tubes or with Power 
Output. 

Engineer? Service Company 
26 Church St. (Desk Y) 

New York City 

Send No Money! 
Write your name plainly, as indicated below, then mail and complete kit will be forwarded 
to you. Just pay postman $10.00 upon delivery. 

Engineers' Service Company 
25 Church St. (Desk Y) 

New York City 

B BATTERY 
ELIMINATOR 

Only 

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
No more worry with "B" Batteries! Hook up a 

Roll -0 "B" Battery Eliminator and forget bat- 
tery troubles forever. This wonderful new inven- 
tion means better reception, sharper tuning.. 
Gives you more real pleasure from your set. 

Completely Equipped-No "Extras" to Buy 
Operates perfectly on direct or alternating car- 

rell, giving up to 90 volts current, and using the 
full wave of the power supply. Simple directions 
enclosed-anyone can plug it in to any kind of set 
up to six tubes. Constant voltage gives set more 
power. Costs no more than set of good "B" Bat- 
teries. Solidly built in beautifully finished metal 
case, with genuine Bakelite 

YOURpORDER NOW 
Don't blame your set because run 

down "B" Batteries won't let it work 
right. Order your Eliminator NOW. 
Write name and address on a piece of 
paper, pin a dollar bill to it, and 
mail it TODAY. Pay postman bal- 

ance ($6.95 plus a few cents postage) when he 
delivers your Eliminator, Use it ten days. If not more 
than satisfied, return it and get your money back. 

Roll -O Trickle Charger. for either "A" or "B" 
Batteries, only $3.95 (plus few cents postage). 
Send $1.00 with order --balance C. O. D. Satis- 
faction guaranteed or money refunded. 

THE ROLL -0 RADIO CO. 
Dept. Q-6 Third and Sycamore, Cincinnati O. 

Send 
tioo 

INFRADYNE 
Panels and Baseboards 

We Supply the Trade 
HEINTZ & KAUFMANN 

219 Natoma St., - San Francisco. 
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Two Times Two: 
rrBuilt Better"-this always has been, and is the policy of AEROVOX. 

One year ago the demand for high grade Fixed Mica Condensers, 
Filter Condensers, Power Supply Condenser Blocks, and Lavite 
Resistances forced us to double our floor space and equipment. 

Today, even though we are now operating on a 24 hour schedule, we 
are again compelled to double our facilities. With our present plant in 
full swing -without costing our customers one single Production 
are moving to new quarters at 60-72 Washington St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

"Two times two"-this is our growth for the year just passing. Does 
the "Built Better" policy pay? AEROVOX thinks so. More than 200 
radio manufacturers and thousands of you fans evidently think so, too. 

Wherefore, we thank you! 

E RO VO X 
WIRELESS CORP. 

60-72 Washington St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
I11I1111111111011111111111101111111111110111111111111011111111110111111111111011111111111101111111111110111I I1111111'I 

USE "RADIO's" NEW LABORATORY SERVICE 
Write today for rate schedule for matching and testing your 
radio parts. We are equipped to give you prompt service. 

"RADIO"-Pacific Building, San Francisco, Cal. 
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(Continued from page 71) 
the cabling of the wires, and the set will 
be equally as efficient as a set having 
battery wires which are separated. 

After completing the cable form, the 
lacing is accomplished by tying a long 
piece of waxed twine to the end of the 
form underneath the 30 ohm volume 
rheostat, and then tying a half-hitch 
around the form every inch or so, until 
the other end of the form is reached at 
the opposite end of the panel. 

The high frequency wiring, and the 
grid and plate leads of the audio tubes, 
were all made with No. 16 Celatsite, 
which is tinned copper wire insulated 
with cotton and spaghetti. The con- 
necting wire between the r.f. amplifier 
tube plate and the primary of the r.f. 
transformer was run through holes 
drilled in the sub -panel, as were the 
other wires interconnecting the shielded 
units. The metal bottoms of the shield 
compartments are connected to the 
supporting frames of the variable con- 
densers by direct contact, and for that 
reason no connecting wires are neces- 
sary. As the grid return for the oscil- 
lator tube is through the 1% volt C 
battery, the shield for the oscillator is 
at a potential of 1% volts negative with 
respect to the negative end of the fila- 
ment. So the oscillator shield must 
under no circumstances be connected to 
the other shields, or a shorted C battery 
will result. 

The 52,000 cycle intermediate fre- 
quency and filter transformers, if not 
otherwise available, may be made as 
follows: In Fig. 4a is shown the mech- 

2" 
SEC. PRI. SEC. 

SEC. 

IM PRI. 

(a 
l ir 

4 

(b) 
Fig. 4. Details of Transformer Construction. 

anical assembly of the wooden or Bake- 
lite spools for the intermediate frequency 
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transformers, and Fig. 4b shows the 
assembly of the filter transformer. In 
the center slot of each of the three 
spools, built similar t© the one in Fig. 
4a, wind 500 turns of No. 32 single silk 
or cotton covered wire in a haphazard 
fashion. In each outside slot wind 1000 
turns of No. 36 single silk wire, con- 
necting the two secondaries series aid- 
ing, as is shown in the diagram. The 
hole drilled through the center of the 
spool should be filled with as much No. 
36 soft iron wire as can be crowded in 
the space. If the wire is not to be had, 
thin strips of silicon steel or iron, 1/s in. 
wide can be used instead. 

The filter transformer primary, for 52 

kilocycles, should have a 200 turn prim- 
ary wound in the smaller of the two 
slots, with No. 30 silk or cotton covered 
wire. The secondary should have 1250 
turns of No. 36 single silk wire, the out- 
side terminal being connected to the grid 
condenser of the 2nd detector tube. The 
primary, with 200 turns, should have a 
.006 mfd. fixed mica condenser shunted 
across it, for 52 kilocycles. If other 
intermediate frequencies must be used 
in order to avoid interference, the fol- 
lowing table gives the number of turns 
for the primary and secondary, for 
various frequencies. 
Frequency in Primary 

Kilocycles Turns 
27 375 

Secondary Pri. Fixed 
Turns 'Condenser 
2100 .0075 mfd. 

32 375 2100 .006 mfd. 
37 333 1950 .006 mfd. 
42 295 1775 .006 mfd. 
47 250 1500 .006 mfd 
52 200 1250 .006 mfd. 

The above data for the i. f. trans- 
formers depend upon the grade of iron 
used and various other factors. So the 
exact frequency of the filter will have to 
be determined after the i. f. transformers 
are built and tested. If the two settings 
of the oscillator condenser have two dis- 
tinct humps, with the home-made trans- 
formers, try substituting first a .005 and 
then a .0075 mfd. fixed condenser in 
place of the one specified, to see if the 
humps can be made to coincide. 

Checking over the completed set is 
done in the customary manner, connect- 
ing the negative A battery to its binding 
post, and successively connecting the 
positive A battery lead to all the bind- 

- ing posts in the set, first with the tubes 
out of their sockets, and then installed 
in them. If any of the tubes light when 
the plus lead is touched to either the 
C or B battery binding posts, there is 
a short circuit somewhere in the wiring. 
It should be located before the B bat- 
teries are connected. 

Now install all the tubes, and connect 
the A battery to its terminals. With a 
screw driver, adjust the resistance on the 
sub -panel until it is all in the circuit. 
Turn on the filament switch and see 

that the two 5 volt tube filaments light. 
Observe the reading of the voltmeter, 
with the 6 ohm rheostat all cut out, and 
then adjust the sub -panel resistance 

(Continued on page 74) 

Li 

SI 

Aß&C 
t Socket Power 

TRICKLE CHARGER HOMCHARGER 

Your battery troubles are over, at last. Now all radio power 
is in your light socket. 
For continuous unfailing "A" current, connect either the Silite Hom - 
charger or the Silite Trickle Charger to your present storage battery. 
Absolutely noiseless, without bulbs, moving parts, or adjustments, 
Silite Trickle Charger makes. a power unit of your battery-keeps it 
always at top efficiency. Left permanently on charge, Silite Trickle 
converts light socket current into radio power and stores it in your 
battery ready for use at any time-you simply forget about battery 
charging forever. For exceptionally large sets where a high charging 
rate is necessary, the Silite Homcharger is recommended. Either model 
may be used while the set is operating. 
SILITE TRICKLE CHARGER SILITE HOMCHARGER 

.6 ampere charging rate. 2%-3 ampere charging rate. 

Complete $10.00 Complete $19.50 

Kodel A&8 Transifiers 
Kodel A and B Transifiers actually deliver all A, B, and C current direct 
from the light socket-smooth, constant, never -failing power that 
operates your set always at its greatest efficiency. Vastly different 
from and superior to the ordinary power unit, Kodel Transifiers con- 
sume current only while the set is operating-maintenance cost is less 
than one-half cent for every hour you use your set. Any radio dealer 
can show you Silíte Battery Chargers and Kodel Transifiers. 

MODEL 10 "A" TRANSIFIER 
Supplies 2, 4, or 6 -volts "A" current direct from 
the light socket. For sets using up to 10 $42.50 
tubes `P 

MODEL 10 "B" TRANSIFIER 
221A to 150 volts "B" current; 4 to 10 volts "C" 
current for any size set. Operates power $42.50 
tubes 4 

MODEL 61 "B" TRANSIFIER 
22% to 90 volts noiseless "B" power for $28.50 sets up to 6 tubes 

(Bulbs extra) 

"Behind the Scenes in a Broadcasting Station" 
an interesting 24 -page booklet, will be mailed 
free on request, together with literature de- 
scribing Silite Chargers and Kodel Transifiers. 

The Kodel Radio Corporation, 514 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, O. 
Owners and Operators of Broadcasting Station WKRC 

Pacific Sales Office 

BERTRAM SMITH, 400 San Fernando Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif. 

Battery Chargers KODEL RadioReceiversPower 

Units Loud Speakers 
POWER SPECIALISTS SINCE 1912 
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Six terminals offer a selection 
Price 

Every fan 
knows that - 

Every B -T prod- 
uct has been an 
outstanding 
success- 

Good parts like those shown here will 
improve your present set - when you 
build it will pay you to use B -T parts 
throughout. 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
A new Bremer - 
Tully product for 
use between the last audio stage 
and the speaker 
unit. I t protects 
speaker win dings 
from high current 
passed by type 171 
and 210 tubes. With 
some speakers it improves tone 
quality. Made with 
the same care as 
the "Euphonic" 

Audio Trans- 
former. 

of ratios. 
$5.50 

UX DETECTOR SOCKET 
A detector tube socket with 
double snubbers to kill the 
howl (vibrating tube ele- 
ments). The tube is NOT 
spring suspended. Protec- 
tion and silent operation 
made possible by shock ab- 
sorbing material which 
absorbs all vibrations. 
UX Detector Model. $1.0 0 
For genera 1 use the UX 
Absorber Socket protects 
the tube and permits quieter 
reception. 
It doesn't pay to use infe- 
rior sockets when the B -T 
UXA can be purchased at 
high-grade dealers for 75c. 

MIKRO -MIKE CONDENSER 
Used on the B -T Power 
Six, also Counterphase 
sets for balancing or 
neutralizing-a process 
much easier and certain 
when the precision con- 
denser is used. Capacity 
adjustment is gradual 
and once set is perma- 
nent. 

The Mikro - Mike Condenser is adaptable to 
Price $1.00 many circuits. 

CHOKE COIL 
It is considered good 
practice to use choke 
coils in modern cir- 
cuits to prevent radio 
frequency currents 
from entering audio 
circuits. 
The B -T Choke is 
housed in a bakelite 
case and mounts with 
a single screw. 
Price 90e. 

`\; 
`CliOKE 

REMER.TÚtl.Y 
tHrc;aG9., 

BETTER TUNING 
The B -T booklet describes all B -T parts, 
sets, kits and B -Power Unit-informa- 
tion on radio you won't find elsewhere- 

send for your copy today. 

BREMER-TULLY MFG. CO. 
520 So. Canal St., Chicago, Ill. 

CLAROSTAT 

plays a 
leading 
role in 
every circuit... 

every B eliminator... 

IN almost every circuit spon- 
sored by R A D IO - in over 

90% of the nationally known B 
eliminators, CLAROSTAT, the great- 
est variable resistor, is functioning 
daily - silently, smoothly and 
powerfully. 

This universal recognition is easily 
explained by the fact that CLAR- 
OSTAT alone covers the entire 
range - from practically zero to 
5,000,000 ohms; has a carrying 
capacity of 20 watts without the 
slightest trace of packing, arcing 
or crackling noises; acts as the 
perfect voltage control in B elim- 
inators and as oscillation control 
in T. R. F. sets. 

Have you sent for your copy of "THE 
GATEWAY TO BETTER RADIO"? 
The edition is limited and you can't 
afford to be without it. 32 pages cover- 
ing everything - reception (all latest 
circuits), transmission, amplification and 
battery elimination. Send 25c in stamps 

or coin to Dept. R. P. 

AMERICAN MECHANICAL LABS. 
285 North 6th St., - Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Send For This 
QUOTATION NOW! 
Let us mail you, free of cost, a copy 
of the rate schedule for testing, 
matching and calibrating radio ap- 
paratus. Our new Matching and 
Testing Laboratory is now ready 
for you. Gerald Best and D. B. Mc - 
Gown will match and test your 
radio parts. The rate schedule is 
yours for the asking. Use the 
coupon. 

RADIO -PACIFIC BLDG., 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
Send me your rates for testing and match- ing apparatus. 

Name 

Address 
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until the maximum voltage is about 3.5 
volts. Swinging the 6 ohm rheostat 
through its arc will then lower the volt- 
age to about 2.5, which gives adequate 
adjustment for the 99 tube filaments. 
Be careful in adjusting the sub -panel 
resistance, not to touch the metal shaft 
of the screwdriver to the metal shields, 
or the A battery will be shorted. Insert 
the plug - in inductances, using 111-A 
coils for the antenna and oscillator, and 
a 110-A for the r.f. transformer. 

A 111-A coil can also be used for the 
r.f. transformer with good results, with 
terminals 1 and 2 of the coil mounting 
for the primary, terminal 3 for the grid 
and 4 for the filament, with terminals 
5 and 6 abandoned. 

Next connect the B batteries, with a 
25 watt mazda lamp placed in series 
with the negative B lead. If the lamp 
lights up when any of the battery con- 
nections are made, there is a short cir- 
cuit, and it should be traced before any 
further connections are made. After all 
battery connections are made, and it is 
ascertained that no short circuits exist, 
the lamp can be cut out of the negative 
B circuit, and the phones or loud speaker 
plugged in the output jack. Tapping 
the 2nd detector tube should produce 
a ringing sound in the loud speaker 
showing that the audio amplifier is 
functioning. 

Connect the antenna and ground to the 
proper terminals, and adjust the coup- 
ling of the rotors in all three plug-in 
inductance coils to maximum. With the 
volume turned on full, and the right 
hand front panel dial set about halfway 
around, turn the oscillator dial back and 
forth until a station is heard. Tune the 
station to maximum volume by adjust- 
ing both dials, and cut down on the 
volume control rheostat if the station is 
coming in too loud. Locals will require 
a very low setting of the volume control. 
Adjust the coupling of the antenna coil 
and the r.f. transformer primary until 
any further loosening of the coupling 
will cause a material decrease in signal 
strength. 

Since at least one station has been 
located on the dials, tune in a distant 
station on a nearby wavelength and 
adjust the coupling of the oscillator 
rotor coil until loosening it further will 
cause a falling off in volume. 

The set should now be ready for ad- 
justment of the r.f. feedback condenser, 
which is under the sub -panel. With the 
dials set at the distant station, and the 
volume control set at a point somewhat 
below maximum volume for the particu- 
lar station being received, lift up the 
rear edge of the receiver so that a small 
screwdriver can reach the set -screw in 
the feedback condenser. Turn in this 
screw until a perceptible increase in vol- 
ume is noted, or until a hissing sound 
indicates that the tube is oscillating. 
Then back off the set -screw slightly, and 
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you have the point of maximum sen- 

sitivity for that particular wavelength. 
It is best to adjust this condenser when 

the set is tuned to a wave around 250 

meters, for if the adjustment is made at 
500 meters, the r.f. amplifier tube will 

surely oscillate when the set is tuned 
to waves below 250. This condenser 
should not again be adjusted after the 
first time, and while the placing of the 
condenser on the panel might enable the 
squeezing of an additional mite of dis- 
tance on the higher waves, the addi- 
tional control is a nuisance to the aver- 
age fan, and is often detrimental when 
improperly used. 

When : all adjustments are complete, 
fit the metal cans in place over the three 
baseplates, and make sure that the oscil- 
lator shield does not touch the 1st de- 
tector shield. If stations appear to be 
somewhat broad on the r.f. dial, and the 
set lacks sensitivity, the trouble is prob- 
ably due to imperfect matching of the 
two condensers controlling the r.f. am- 
plifier. Tune in a local, with a low 

volume setting, and loosen the set -screw 
on the link motion collar of the short 
shaft condenser. Move the rotor plates 
back and forth until the station is at 
a maximum, and reset the link motion 
collar. If this does not sharpen the 
tuning of the r.f. dial, reverse the pro- 
cedure and let the short shaft condenser 
remain fixed while the other condenser 
is moved. 

The receiver will operate satisfactorily 
with an antenna having an overall 
length of 50 feet or more, but cannot be 
used with a loop, as the settings of the 
loop and r.f. transformer tuning con- 

densers would be different at most wave- 

lengths, and the link motion could not 
be used. Of course, if the short shaft 
condenser were replaced with one of the 

long shaft type, a third dial could be 

installed, and the loop used in place of 

the secondary winding of the present 
antenna tuned circuit. 

If the audio amplifier howls when the 

rest of the circuit has been adjusted 
connect the metal cases of the audio and 

output transformers to ground. 

WHAT THE BRITISH USE 
In talking with the operators of several 

British vessels it is found that they appar- 

ently still call the quenched gap transmitter a 

modern and efficient equipment. The large 

passenger vessels use excellent tube transmit- 

ters, direction finders, and tube receivers. But 

many of the smaller vessels are not even 

equipped with tube receivers. The Marconi 

Company is slowly changing over to tube re- 

ceivers, but a careful inspection of the receivers 

will show how far behind contemporary Amer- 

ican installations they are. 

The San Francisco F.T. office needed two 

men, so the L. A. office lent them Spark Plug 

Guersdorf and they called it square. As this 

speedy master of the Charleston left L. A. a 

hunk of plaster fell out of the ceiling. The 

day after he arrived in S. F. that 
to 
experi- 

enced an earthquake. They oughtstop 
these new -f angled .dances. 

Canton, Mass. 

Helical Wound 

Restore the Naturalness 
to Radio Music with 

SAMSON 
Transformers 
IF you want to get the "double - 

bass" notes clearly - without 
smudging, blurring and "growl- 
ing"-your audio frequency trans- 

former must have many turns 

of wire, a specially treated core, 

and negligible distributed capaci- 

tance effect-features found in 

Samson Audio Transformers. 

With Samson Transformers you 

don't lose a note-no matter how 

far up or down the scale it may 

be. And you know, without an 

adequate bass and the upper har- 
monies any musical composition 
loses its "balance." 

Only the Samson Audio Fre- 
quency Transformer can do this, 

for it alone has the Helical Wind- 
ing which nullifies distributed ca- 

pacitance effect which is the cause 

of other transformers cutting off 

the higher frequencies and giving 

what is known as "drummy" re- 

productions. 

Samson Transformers are hermet- 
ically sealed and designed for use 

with the largest power tubes. 
(Ask to hear them.) Furnished 
in three ratios, 2-1; 3-1; 6-1. 

Price, any ratio, $5.00_ 

Our book - "Audio Amplification" -- 
already accepted as a manual of audio 
design by many radio engineers-con- 
tains much original information of great- 
est practical value to those interested in 
bettering the quality of their reproduc- 

tion. Sent upon receipt of 25 cts. 

SAMSON ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

,atr..eea 
ga 

Main Office Manufacturers 
Since 1882 
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"Midget" Rheostat 

and other parts 
for 

Gerald M. Best 
1927 Super 

Soc All 
Resistances 

Again Carter parts are 
specified for this famous 
circuit. All the really 
popular circuits specify 
Carter parts. You could 
not have a stronger 
guarantee than the uni- 
versal opinion of the 
leading set designers. 
Carter parts will deliver 
all you hear about them 
-see them at -your 
dealers and judge for 
yourself. 

Any dealer can show you 

In Canada : Carter Radio Co., Ltd., Toronto 

ARTER RADIO CO. 
CHICAGO 

INFRADYNE 
has revolutionized radio recep- 
tion. It is the ultimate in radio. 
New Full Size Blue Prints, 
prepared by E. M. Sargent, One 
Dollar. 

MAILED POSTPAID 

L. C. RAYMENT 
1200 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal. 
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LEADING PUBLICATIONS FROM the RADIO MANUFACTURERS 

5° 
a ' A ú3C2 

colIt+LETE 
RADIO CYCLOPEDIA 

The CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK 
is Radio's Greatest Publication. Circu- 
lation 300,000. Contains all the latest 
information of construction so simply 
told anyone can build superheterodynes 
as easily as laboratory men. Large roto- 
gravure section contains beautiful photos 
of leading station announcers and enter- 
tainers. Also contains the most complete 
list of the World's broadcasting stations 
-every one-their transmitting sched- 
ules, wavelengths, slogan and plenty of 
space under each to log that station for 
future reference. Really Radio's Great- 
est Publication. You'll be delighted. 

Price only 50 cents postpaid 

The CITIZENS RADIO AMATEUR 
CALL BOOK is an international list of 
call letters, names and addresses of the 
World's amateur transmitters - ARRL 
official traffic relay stations list. Com- 
piled from official sources and the most 
authentic list obtainable anywhere. Re- 
member, the whole World, U. S., Canada, 
Australia, France, Germany, etc. The 
whole international list. Also commer- 
cial ship and land stations. 

Price only 75 cents postpaid 
If you are unable to obtain either 
of the above mentioned publications 
from your news dealer or radio store, 
they will be sent postpaid upon re- 
ceipt df the amount in U. S. stamps, 

coin check or P. 0. money order. 

Citizens' Radio Call Book 
510 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, III. 

76 

The Hammarlund equalizing condenser 
has a minimum capacity of 2 mmfd. and 
a maximum of 50 mmfd. It is intended 
as a neutralizing condenser in sets using the bridge method of balancing tube ca- pacities or as a compensator for the 

units of a gang tuning condenser. Turn- ing the center screw gives gradual change in capacity. It can be directly attached 
to socket or condenser binding posts and occupies small space. 

The R E L wavemeter from the Radio Engineering Laboratories, New York 
City, has a range from 17 to 530 meters, 
thus covering the short wave as well as 

WA VE M='i`ef... 

broadcast bands. This is a well made, 
convenient instrument which should be 
useful to every amateur and experi- 
mental radio laboratory. 

NEW RADIO CATALOGS 
A complete line of radio insulating products 

is illustrated and described in Catalog No. 134 
from the Insulating Co. of America, New York 
City. These include Insuline, Bakelite, Feno- 
line and hard rubber panels, tubing, sockets, 
dials and knobs, and knife switches. Drilled 
and engraved panels for over seventy popular 
circuits are listed. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

The Amsco Orthophone combines a 
choke coil and condenser to be easily con- 
nected between any loud speaker and 
any radio receiver using a power tube. 
It protects the loud -speaker coils against 

burn -out from direct current and against 
de -magnetization. It improves tonal 
quality and allows greater volume with- 
out distortion. 

The Electrad "Phasatrol" is a new bal- 
ancing device for stabilizing any tuned 
or untuned r.f. circuit. When inserted 
in the plate lead of an r.f. tube and ad- 
justed by means of a small set screw in 

the center it is claimed to prevent oscil- 
lation, distortion and radiation. It is 
easy to install in any set, requiring one 
or two hole panel mounting and three 
soldered connections. 

The Go -N -Set time switch automat- 
ically turns off or on any electrical de- 
vice, such as a radio set or battery 

charger. It consists of a clock and a 
toggle switch controlled by the alarm ap- 
paratus. It is made in 3, 5 and 10 am- 
pere models. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Majestic "B" Current Supply 
delivers pure direct current -from yourlight socket 

Majestic Standard -B 

Capacity seven tubes 
or six plus 1 power 
tube. 45 milliamperes 

at 135 volts. 

$29.00 

Majestic Super -8 
Capacity one to twelve tubes, 
including the use of power 
tubes. 45 mils 3 I.5 
at 150 volts. 

(As Illustrateal 

Majestic Master -B 
Positive control of all 
output voltage taps. 
For sets having high 
current draw or heavy 

biasing batteries. 

$34.00 

No Hung-- Superior to Any Source of Power 
The voltage can always be accurately adjusted Economical-cost a fraction of a cent per hour. 
to meet the varying conditions of every city No acid or liquids; Raytheon Tube $6.00 extra. 
and on any set. No filaments to burn out. 

See your dealer today. Insist on a demonstration on YOETle set in mediately 
(Can be purchased on deferred payments) 

GRIGSBY GRLTNOW", HINDS CO. 4580 ARMITAGE AVE, CHICAGO -ILL, 
W. J. Seroy, Pacific Coast Sales Manager, 4069 Hollis Street 

Emeryville, (Oakland), California 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 77 
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he best recommendation of S -M 
parts is the circuits for which 
they have been specified. Here are 
but a few of the more recent ones. 

Infradyne (Improved model) 
Shielded Six 
Silver-Cockaday 
Best's A. C. Browning -Drake 
Best's A. C. Diamond of the Air 
Radio News Batteryless Receiver 
Radio Broadcast Super 
Radio Age Super 
Radio Broadcast Local 
LC -27 Junior Power Pack 
Citizens Call Book Monotune 

Receiver 
Call Book Power Pack 
Callies Super 
Radio Mechanics "A", "B" and 

"C" Eliminator 
Radio Engineering "A", "B" and 

"C" Eliminator 
Radio Mechanics Man -O -War Super 
Lincoln Super 
Best's Short Wave Set 
Hush -Hush 11 Short Wave Set 
Popular Mechanics Super 
Christian Science Monitor 6 tube 

Browning -Drake 
Radio Engineering Short Wave Set 
New York Sun "B" and "C" Elimi- 

nator for Resistance Amplifier 
Chicago American Short Wave Set 
Chicago Post Power Amplifier 
Best's new Super 
Radio News Power Amplifier 
Loftin -White 
Popular Radio Town and Country 

Receiver 
Radio News Super 
Nakken's Ultra -Five 
Cockaday's Pre -Selector 
Chicago Daily News Short Wave 

Adapter 

T 

One in Four - 
Thousand: 

A record has been established for S -M 
audio and output transformers-they 
have given satisfaction in one four - 
thousandth of a per cent. 
Each type has been sold with a guar- 
antee that it would give better qual- 
ity of reproduction than the buyer 
had ever -before heard. With such 
a guarantee thousands of doubting 
Thomases rushed to buy, confident 
that they would simply try the new 
transformers and then return them 
for a refund. They were fully confi- 
dent that their sets could not be 
beaten; but they were game to try 
since they were sure a trial would 
cost nothing. 
How did the story end? Like all big 
things, very simply! Among all the 
free trial buyers, less than one trans- 
former from every four thousand sold 
was returned for a cash refund as 
"unsatisfactory.' 
Have you ever heard of a record like 
this-of a factory claiming its pro- 
ducts to be the "best," then backing 
that statement to the limit, selling 
thousands of transformers, and hav- 
ing a return percentage of less than 
one -fortieth of one per cent. 
Can you ask for any better reason to 
justify your buying S -M audios and 
outputs when you have the factory's 
proven guarantee that they will give 
you a perfection of tone obtainable in 
no other way? 

Silver -Marshall, Inc. 
852 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A. 

TUBES MATCHED 
FOR TWENTY-FIVE CENTS 

I"RADIO" has inaugurated a match- 
ing, testing and calibrating service to 
help you get the best results from 
your set. Start with the tubes-let 
us match them for you. Twenty-five 
cents per tube. Gerald Best and D. B. 
McGown will do the matching. We will 
buy the tubes for you, if you prefer, 

and sell them to you at the regular 
list price. No extra charge is made 
for matching tubes if purchased from 
us. We will also select matched parts 
for any kind of a set. Hours of time 
and worry saved. All readers of 
"RADIO" are invited to use this ser- 
vice. 

"RADIO" -- Pacific Building - San Francisco 

QUERIES AND REPLIES 
(Continued from page 42) 

stage of tuned r.f. amplification has been 
added. As a total of eight 215-A tubes 
would require nearly 12 volts at the fila- 
ment supply source, the first audio tube 
is a type A, operated in parallel with the 
power tube, so that only seven peanut 
tubes will be required, and the old first 
audio tube and socket can be moved to 
the r.f. amplifier compartment. The same 
r.f. and antenna coils specified for the 
Best Superheterodyne can be used with 
the 215-A tubes. 

Is the Rice -Kellogg loud speaker de- 
scribed in September RADIO in an article 
on the Electric Phonograph available sep- 
arately, and if so, what equipment would 
be needed to connect it to my six tube 
radio set?-R. N. E., Elkhart, Ind. 

The Radiola No. 104 loud speaker is 
the one referred to, and comes complete 
with rectifier system and power amplifier 
tube, so that it can be connected directly 
to the output of the first audio amplifier 
tube in your present set. The loud 
speaker is not available except with the 
rectifier, which is required to supply the 
current necessary for the field windings 
of the speaker. 

RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLI- 
FIER WITH ELIMINATOR 

(Continued from page 24) 
The changes involve but six substitu- 

tions of resistors: (1) a 1 megohm unit 
for the 1/10 megohm in the plate re- 
sistor of the first stage; (2) 14 megohm 
for the usual 1 megohm grid resistor in 
the first stage; (3) 14 megohm for the 
1/10 megohm in the plate and (4) 1/10 
megohm for 1/2 megohm in the grid cir- 
cuit of the second stage; (5) 1/4 meg- 
ohm for the 1/10 megohm plate resistor 
and (6) 1/10 megohm for the 1/4 meg- 
ohm grid resistor in the third stage. 

If these changes do not suffice it may 
be necessary to improve the character- 
istics of the B eliminator by shunting a 
1 mfd. condenser from the negative ter- 
minal to each of the positive terminals, 
grounding the negative. In rare cases 
it may be necessary to place choke coils 
in one or more of the positive leads. 

These changes have been found by 
William T. Taber and J. G. Alzmann 
of the Daven Laboratories to clear up 
all such troubles with Daven amplifiers. 
They have been checked by careful os- 
cillograph observations to prove that all 
distortion is thereby obviated. 
INFRADYNING R. F. RECEIVERS 

(Continued from page 54) 
mounting. It is important to insulate 
the rheostat from the base plate, which 
is of metal and grounded to the negative 
A battery. 

Once the principles above outlined are 
understood, any similar set, whether 
home or factory built, can be converted 
into an infradyne. The author has had 
good results in using the infradyne am- 
plifier unit with the Atwater -Kent Com- 
pacts, the Fada, Magnavox and Freed - 
Eiseman sets. If the set is already being 
operated from a B battery eliminator, it 
is well to use a separate B battery for 
the infradyne unit, pending publication 
next month of certain precautions to be 
used with eliminators. 

78 Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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"Weighs out right capacity as 

accurately as the apothecary 
weighs out a precious drug." 

A.C.L. 
TECHNICAL men were quick to 

appreciate Sangamo condensers 
in intermediate capacities. One en- 
gineer, well known to readers of radio 
publications-Austin C. Lescarboura 
-sends us the following characteris- 

tic comment, which is published with 
his consent: 

"In my laboratory we develop 
new circuits and variations of old 
circuits, publishing the results in 
radio magazines. Needless to say, 
we are using and specifying San - 
gamo condensers throughout. In 
my opinion there is no other fixed 
condenser that can compare with 
the Sangamo in accuracy, per- 
manent capacity value, neatness 
and handiness. 

"The Sangamo condenser 
weighs out just the right capacity 
as the apothecary weighs out a 
precious drug." 

Mica Condensers 
are made in 34 sizes, ranging from0.00004mfd. 
to 0.012 mfd. Sangamo Wound Condensers 
are ready in capacities from 1/10 mfd. to 
4 mfd. ; Series A guaranteed for continuous 
operation at 250 volts AC, 400 volts DC; 
Series B guaranteed at 500 volts AC, 1000 volts 
DC ; also 12 and 14 mfd. blocks. 

Sangamo Electric Company 
6;3,0 Springfield, Illinois 
RADIO DIVISION, 50 Church Street, New York 

SALES OFFICES-PRINCIPAL CITIES 

"PNA ' L" 
CO/21Ì:I1 

A True ealancal 
Device for Radio.' 

Frecal,uency Sets 
\,, a 

ChUOï[ZOIZRI` I/iìI0UGZiZc?ly 

ELECTRAD, In 

RADIOAD S 
A Classified Advertising Section Read by Better Buyers 
8 cents per word, net. Remittance must accompany all advertisements. 

Include name and address when counting words. 

Ads for March Issue must reach us by February 3rd 

WESTERN ELECTRIC three stage power am- 
plifier with tubes, $40.00. N. D. Ashford, Tudor, 
California. 

FOR SALE-following back issues of "RADIO." 

1921 1922 1923 
Mar. Jan. Jan. 
Apr. Feb. Feb. 
May Apr. (2) Mar. 
July May Apr. 
Aug. June May 
Oct. Sept. (2) July 
Nov. Oct. Aug. 
Dec. Nov. Sept. 

Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 

Raymond W. Lee, care off Post Office Box 800, 
Glendale, California. 

1924 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Apr. 
May 
July 
Aug. 

A-1 CRYSTAL; guaranteed best crystal obtain- 
able. Postpaid fifty cents each. Harry Grant, Jr., 
904 Oak Grove Ave., Burlingame, Calif. 

HOFF'S Radio Trouble Finder explains what 
to do when radio gets out of order. Contains list 
broadcasting stations. Postpaid $1.00 per copy. 
Information free. Heckenlively, Box 375, San 
Pedro, Calif. 

CHOKES for Filter or Speaker Circuit; Soh., 
60ma., $2.10; Audio Transformers, $1.00; 275v 
Transformer from 110, $2.10. Use two for Ray- 
theon tube. All postpaid. Write for lists of parts. 
RADIO PARTS SALE CO., Box 24, Orange, N. J. 

OLD NUMBERS WANTED. The New York 
Public Library, 476 Fifth Avenue, New York City, 
wants to acquire by gift or purchase, Nos. 1 to 5 

of Vol. 1, Nos. 5 and 10 of Vol. 2, and Nos. 4 
and 6 of Vol. 3 of "RADIO." Any reader willing 
to dispose of them is invited to write to the 
library. 

GOSILCO-Latest Type Aerial Wire. Pure Gold 
over Silver Plated No. 14 Soft Copper. 3 cents 
per foot, postpaid or C.O.D. anywhere. Greatly 
increases Distance, Volume. Tunes much Sharper 
-Improves Tone. Endorsed by RADIO, Radio 
News, Popular Radio. AMERICAN LUMINOUS 
PRODUCTS CO., Huntington Park, Calif. 

MORO CRYSTAL: Guaranteed sensitive. Price, 
50 cents. William Ebel, 3448 Hartford S. W., St. 
Louis, Mo. 

NEW UV 202's, $3.00 postpaid, while the Iast. 
All parts at reasonable prices. Harry Smith, 
9APK, 2122 Sherman, Evanston, Ill. 

FREE Selective Crystal Set Hook-up-Enclose 
two -cent postage stamp with request to California 
Radio Minerals, 904 Oak Grove Ave., Burlingame, 
Calif. 

GENERAL -RADIO Amateur Band Wavemeter 
type 358, $18.00. Aero Short Wave Coil Kit, 15 
to 130 meters, $9.50. Remler Infradyne Amplifier, 
$20.25. Bremer -Tully Counterphase Power -Six Kit, 
$31.00. All these parts are new and in their 
original cartons. Robert Williams, 1118 Wolfram 
Street, Chicago, Ill. 

COMPLETE specified parts for the following 
sets, described in RADIO; Sargent-Rayment In- 
fradyne, $89 (November issue) ; Karas Equamatic, 
$69 (October issue) ; Bremer -Tully Counterphase 
Power Six, $69 (December issue) ; Majestic Super - 
B Current Supply, $29; Thorola Cone Speaker, 
$17. Send 25% with order balance C.O.D. Robert 
Williams, 1118 Wolfram Street, Chicago, Ill. 

SEAGOING OPERATORS - Blueprint of two 
kilowatt spark converted to ICW and commercial 
radio traffic manual-only book of its kind in 
world. Both for one dollar. Howard S. Pyle, 
1922 Transportation Building, Chicago. (TC) 

DO YOU GET TIRED of buying "B" batteries? 
A lifetime Edison will solve your troubles. Good, 
live, large size elements connected with pure nickel 
wire, electrically welded, 7c pair. All parts for 
sale. Sample cell and dope sheet, 10e. Paul Mills, 
Woodburn, Oregon. 

MAKE $100 weekly in spare time. Sell what 
the public wants-long distance radio receiving 
sets. Two sales weekly pays $100 profit. No big 
investment, no canvassing. Sharpe of Colorado 
made $955 in one month. Representatives wanted 
at once. This plan is sweeping the country- 
write today before your county is gone. OZARKA, 
Inc., 431 N. LaSalle Ave. B, Chicago. 

CRYSTAL SETS with crystal complete, 50c, 
stamps or money order. Nathan Bros., 2036 Polk 
St., San Francisco, Calif. 

RADIO TROUBLES OVER. Hoff's trouble finder 
locates, explains remedy, 103 radio ailments. Par- 
ticulars free. Smith, 516 Main, St. John, N. S. 

This Coupon and $2.50 
brings you this- 

"RADIO" for a full year-delivered to your address. 
A safe way to guard yourself against missing a single 
issue. Over 50,000 people buy "RADIO" from news 
dealers. How much easier it is to get the magazine 
by subscription. Why not subscribe now ? Mail the 
coupon and $2.50 before you lay this issue aside and 
your subscription will start with the March issue. 
Checks, money orders or currency accepted. 

^ COUPON ®_fAf GUI .. 
"RADIO" Pacific Building 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Isere is $2.50. Send "RADIO" to my address for a full year, 
starting with the March issue. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 79 
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Will TrainYou At 
HomeTo Fill a 
BigPayRadio Job 

give you all 
this apparatus 
so you can learn 
quickly at home 
the Practical 

Way' 
XS. 
FREE 

OF 

EXTRA 

COST 

You Get 
All Of This 

All instruments shown here and 
others sent to all my students free 
of extra cost under special offer. Clip coupon 
now-find out all about this big unequalled 
offer while you still have time to take advantage 
of it. This training is intensely practical-these 
instruments help you do the practical work. You 
learn workmanship and get added confidence in 

your ability. 

$70 In One Day For 
T. M. Wilco* 

"I am in business for my- 
self and RECENTLY MADE 
$70 in ONE DAY. I was an 
electrician of rich experi- 
ence, occupying a splendid 
position as telephone sup- 
erintendent when I enroll- 
ed with you believing it 
would open up greater op- 
portunities-havenot been 
disappointed. Estimate 
Radio will be worth tens 
of thousands of dollars to 
me in next few years." 
T. M. Wilcox. Belie Island, 
Newfoundland. 

World Famous 
Training That 
"Pays for Itself" 

My Radio course World - 
Famous as the training that 
"pays for itself." Make more 
money QUICK when you take up this 
practical course. Work on millions of an- 
tennae, receiving sets, offers you big chance 
to make spare time cash while you're learn- 
ing. I'll show you how-teach you the latest 
"dope," furnish you with business cards, show 
you how to get the business and make it pay. My 
students don't wait a year to increase their income -they report QUICK INCREASES as a result of 
this course-often two or three weeks after starting. 

Howard Luce, Friedens, Pa. made $320 in 7 weeks 
during spare time. D. H. Suitt Newport, Ark., writes, 
"While taking the course I earned in spare time work 
about $900." Earl Wright, Omaha, reports making $400 
in a short time while taking course-working at Radio in 
spare time! Sylvester Senso, Kaukauna, Wis., made $500. 
These records not unusual-these men a few of hundreds. 

Your Satisfaction Assured 
We who know the results this practical tested training gets- the increased earnings it has brought to men everywhere-stand 

behind it all the way under a contract that pledges you full satisfaction or money refunded on completing our training. No 
strings to this offer-you yourself are the only judge. Get started 
today! It's your big chance for one of the bigger Radio jobs- 
mail coupon NOW for my Big FREE BOOK and proof I No 
obligation. 

If you're earning a penny less than $50 a week, clip coupon 
now. Send for AMAZING FREE BOOK, "Rich Rewards in 
Radio." Why go along at $25 or $35 or $45 a week, whén many 

are now earning $50 to $250 in the same six days as a Radio Ex - 
'pert? Hundreds of N.R.I. trained men are doing it-why can't you? 

TRAINED EXPERTS 

Now Earning $50 to $250 a Week 
Radio needs trained men. Get into this new live -wire profession 

of quick success. It's the thoroughly trained man, who gets 
the big jobs of this profession-paying $75, $100, $200 a week 
and up. Hundreds of N. R. I. trained men are today holding down 
good, big jobs in the Radio field-men just like you-their only advantage is 
TRAINING. You can prepare just as they did, by new practical methods. Our 
tested clear training makes it easy for you. Big Free Book contains all the proof. 

You Learn Quickly 
In Spare Time 

So sure am I that I can train you success- 
fully for a better future in this new Big -Pay 

profession, that I guarantee your training 
with a money -back bond. Lack of ex- 
perience or education won't hold you 

back-common schooling all you need 
to start. You can stay home, hold 
your job, and learn quickly and 
pleasantly in your spare time. My 

practical, helpful methods make it 
possible for you to start RIGHT 

AWAY toward one of the bigger 
Radio jobs. Many men in Radio 

now earning $50 to $250 a week. 
No delay, no losing time from 

work-no scrimpling or scrap- 
ing to get your training. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE TO ALL GRADUATES 

Operates WMAQ 
"Accepted a position with 

the Chicago Daily News Sta- 
tion WMAQ. MY INCOME 
PRACTICALLY DOUBLED, 
thanks to you. I handle all 
consultation, also do operat- 
ing. Your course taught ins 
not only the theoretical but 
also the practical knowledge 
that makes my work easy 
for me." Keith Kimball, 
Station WMAQ, Chicago, Ill. 

Get This FREE BOOK. 
Most amazing book on Radio ever written 

-full of facts and pictures-tells all about 
the great new Radio field, how we prepare 

you and help you start. You can do what others 
have done-GET THIS BOOK. Send coupon 
today-no obligation. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

Dept. BB -5, Washington, D. C. 

A "dirrdtraeggei.r.;fs 

RICH REWARDS in RADIO 

J. E. SMITH, President 
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

Dept. BB -5, Washington, D. C. 
Dear Mr. Smith-Without obligating me in any 

way, send me your free book,"Rich Rewards in Radio" 
and all information about your practical. home -study 

Radio Course. 

Name Age....,... . 

Street Address 

Town State 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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A NEW 
Amplifier Unit 

that provides for Extremely Faithful Reproduction 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

FOR COMBINATION 2 STAGE DOUBLE IMPEDANCE COUPLED 

AND I STAGE TRANSFORMER COUPLED AMPLIFIER WITH SPEAKER FILTER 

P 
373 

C BATT. A BATT. 

373 

UX 

G 

112 

8+, 

285D 

IIIIlil6 1111i1lililil Iilililillll 80 
8 BATT. 

While the use of double impedances is not new in principle the 
General Radio Type 373 Double Impedance Coupler is unique in 
design and performance. To facilitate installation the complete 
unit, consisting of two impedances and a fixed condenser, is con- 
tained within a metal shell. It is connected in precisely the same 
manner in an audio amplifier circuit as a transformer. 

Announcing a New 
Single Hole Mounting 

Rheostat 

The Type 410 rheostats 
are similar in general ap- 
pearance and construction 
to the well known Type 
301 rheostat, except that 
they have the single hole 
mounting feature, and a 
flanged knob, with en- 
graved pointer of mould- 
ed Bakelite. 

Furnished with resist- 
ances of 6, 12, and 25 
ohms. 
Type 410 Rheostat $1.25 

Ti.P£ 
oGä tMPE{iACt;t 

COU Pl.Eîi 
GENERAL NAM C6.. 
:.. GAM6MGG£.MASCa 

The extent of its range of even amplification is from appreciably 
below 100 cycles to over 10,000 cycles, with a gradual downward de- 

viation of slightly less than 7% between 100 and 400 cycles. This 
deviation in an otherwise perfect amplification curve is so slight as 
to be practically negligible, because the ear of the average individual 
can not detect a variation of intensity of much less than 25%. 

The amplification curve, in fact, compares favorably with that 
generally obtained with resistance coupled systems which have the 
disadvantage of large sacrifices of plate voltages. 

The General Radio Double Impedance Couplers have the further 
advantage that when connected as shown in the above diagram, with 
one transformer coupled stage, they may be used with a properly 
designed Plate Supply, Unit. 

Type 373 Double Impedance Coupler $6.50 

The following parts are used in the General Radio Laboratory Amplifier: 

2-Type 373 Double Impedance Couplers $13.00 

1-Type 285-D Audio Transformer 6.00 

1-Type 387-A Speaker Filter 6.00 

3-Type 349 UX or CX Sockets 1.50 

1-Type 410 or 301 Rheostat, 6 ohms 1.25 

Complete cost of amplifier parts $27.75 

If your dealer is unable to supply you with any of the above items, 

we shall be glad to send them to you prepaid upon receipt of list' price. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 

"Behind the Panels of Better Built Sets" 

www.americanradiohistory.com



BROWNING -DRAKE 
RADIO 

FACTORY BUILT SETS 
AND COMPLETE KITS 

ROWNING-RAKE radio is 
known to almost every fan. 

Any development based on as 
sound scientific research as this 
work at Harvard University, was 
bound to endure. Consider the 
number of designs which have 
come and gone since 1923 and 
you will understand that this has 
been a receiver very much out of 
the ordinary. 

For the fan who wishes to make 
Ms own, Browning -Drake is now 
offered in a new official design 
approved by Glenn H. Browning 
and Dr. Frederick H. Drake. The 

way is made easy by complete 
instructions contained essentially 
in every kit, or sent in booklet 
form upon receipt of twenty-five 
cents. 

Complete factory -built receiv- 
ers, backed by the same research 
facilities and with our guarantee 
of performance, are now standard 
on the market. If your dealer 
cannot supply you with the 
Browning -Drake Corporation kit 
or the complete receiver, send us 
his name and we will see that 
your requirements are taken 
care of. 

DEALERS: The new Browning -Drake kit, designed complete in con- - 
junction with several well-known manufacturers, will be available from 
your distributor very shortly. If you are unable to secure kits or sets 
from distributors in your territory, we will see that your order is filled. 

BROWNING -DRAKE CORPORATION, Brighton, Mass. 

www.americanradiohistory.com


